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Problem Statement

The Province of Manitoba has been richly endowed
with an abundance of lakes. Manitobans value
this resource highly, particu'larly for the
opportunities provided for outdoor recreation.
Swimming, boating, and fishing are pastintes
which are avidly enioyed throughout the province.
A phenomenon of this love for water-oriented
recreation is the summer cottage, a popular
institution in Manitoba since its introduction
in the early 1900's. Today in all parts of
the province, lakes with cottages can be found
which are alive with recreationaì activity
during the sununer months.

The immense popuìarity of water-oriented
recreation and seasonal
intensive' development o
shoreland. Crowded con
and confìicts have aris
user groups who compete
intensity of use has als
of the natural environment in the form of
reduced water quality, destruction of scenery
and loss of wildlife.

Future growth in lake use will increase the
stress on the natural env'ironment and the
probability of resource conflict. Already
there are calls to "open-up" new lakes to
relieve pressures on developed waters and
satisfy the demand for outdoor recreation.
Hhile the lakes in the province number in
the thousands, onìy a relative few are in
proximity to the majority of Manitobans.
Hence, the resource, which at first appears
unfathomable, is in reality quite limited.

homes has led to
f much of the accessible
ditions are not uncommon
en between the different
for the resource. The
o led to deterioration

t

I
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The need to manage the resource wisely is .there-
iär" ãiitical- iñ.". is a danger that indiscri-

'ii.ãtã 
¿ãvãtopmenl-or new lakei will not reljeve

ö"äiãtt-ptouiätt but simpty extend them further
afi el d.

Historically, seasonal home development in Mani-

toba has o..rr..ã-in a rather piecemeal fashion'
Lakes $,ere opened and cottages built !"ithout
unä"t.lãnãlnb ill" ii*its of-the resource or the

ffiã;¿; ôt ¿õvelopment. The absence of a

¿äffi;h.;iirã'óiãhn"¿ approach has resulted in
;"iä;ilã;.i.é .r-ã vatuäbte resource and conf-

licts between users'

Clearly, action is required to remedy current
;;obldú and prevent dheir occurrence in the
i;il;:'- D;;.iàËã iakes require rehabiìitation
åñã-tãnugement tó reverse the-trend of environ-
räñtäi ¿.terioration and. resolve resource

ãõr,iii.t. New developmeht must be planned to
pöiå¿;-;atuiãr svstems., preserve aesthetic
luiu.t and responä to the'presence of other
resource activitY.

The Parks Branch, within the l4anitoba Department

óï-nuiu.ul Resouices is the agency which is.
orincioaììv responsible for tñe planning and

ä;;iòñ¿ni oi tottases on crown Land in the

ñ;i;ãä: The Brancñ is keenlv 'interested in
befining a comprehensive approach to lake
olanninq and *unãgãt.nt whìäfr will assist in
ñ*äiitö"tñã-rrtrt. demand for cottages while
äni,iltiñg the long term viability of the'-
räiðu.ãã and maìñtenance of a spectrum of
-ãiãi-õiiànt"a recreational activltv' .These

ôuiãel'ines are *iitt.n to meet this obiectives'

Use of the Guidelines
The guidelines are written primarily for the. .

uiã ói planning and design professionals within
lránitobä's Par[s Branch. They are applicable
to both the planning of new development and

ihe rehabilitation õf developed lakes. The

ouidelines should also be useful for broader
É.sou"c" planning such as the Crown Land
planning process.

0ther personnel in the Parks Branch' other
qovernment agencies, private developers and

ih. g.^".al public may also have an interest
in tñ. guideiines. They may be.of value in
in. io.ñulation of policy and the preparation
of a public information Package.

Because the primary users of the guidelines
ãre assumed to have training and experience
in pìanning and designr !!9 guidelines are
written to permit flexibility. Users are
ãn.ou.ug.d fo exercise their professional
jrãgã*"ñt and aìter the guidetines to respond
io if,. situation and circumstances of each

ìake.

An effort has a'lso been made to outline the
concepts and principles upon which the guide-
lines'are based, as'urelì as providing the
methods and techniques. It is intended that
tñÀ étì¿ãiin"t be r¡iore than simpìy a "cookbook"
from which a lake plan is concocted' The

selected approach þermits userl,to understand
iñe-rat'¡onäie behih¿ ttre guidet ines and their
limitations so that the váli¿ity of the methods

may be iudged.
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The guidel i
of cottage
Iakes" (i.e
Lake l'linnip
The task of

Scope of the Guidelines
nes are directed towards the planning
deveìopment on Manitoba's "inland
. not the province's large lakes:
eg, Manitoba and tJinnipegosis).

Today in ttlanitoba, exanrpìes from the entire
spectrum can be found and it is likely that
new types of seasonal homes wiìl appear in
the future. Hhile use of a term such as
"temporary recreational residence" might
be more accurate, it was discarded in favour
of more conunonly used labeìs. It is imporfiant
that the guidelines recognize the entire I

spectrum of seasonal home development, as each
type has different impìications for planning
and design.

planning and mana ing the larger
es of such alakes is beyond the capabilit

generalized study. Hovlever, parts of the
guidelines will also be applicable to planning
cottage development on these lakes as well.

The guidelines are written !o be applicable
throughout the province. Ai -à resüit, the
guidelines may be too generaì in some areas.
Where this occurs, users are encouraged to
modify the guidelines to conform to regiona'l
ci rcumstances.

lrlhile the guidelines outline a comprehensive
/approach to cottage development which acknow-
ledges other lake use, basically they are
concerned with one resource (lakes) and one
resource use (cottaging). It is important to
recognize that effectiye management of a
region's resources requires that lake pìanning
fits into broader regional pìans which deaì
with all resources and all uses.

I
i

Throughout the guidelines the terms "cottage"
and "seasonal home" are used interchangeably.
These terms are defined in a broad sense, to
encompass a wide spectrum of dwelling and
experience types, from the primitive, single
famiìy detached cabin to the attached, time-
share condominium.
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The Approach

The orocess of planning cottage development is
rnor"'than subdivision design. It is a compre-

hensive process which involves three scales of
ôiäñniñg'and design, start!lg gt. the resion .or
i^raiãisr,ã¿, progreising to thè.lake basin and

;ãi;é ;iúrt'u'õ develõpryen¡ site' onlv throush
this óroad approach will the long term conser-
uätion of thä'resource and quality of recrea-
tional exPerience be ensured'

At the regional scale ìakes may be examined in
tñeiãónteit ot sumounding biophysical, sociaì,
ããónom'¡c and administrative patterns' This

óÀ*its the planner a better picture of the
äevelopment þotential of each laké and the
entire'regioir. By taking a broader view
pôtential resource conflicts may be avoided
änd better use of the total resource achieved'

THE LAKE

0nce a lake has been identified as a candidate
for cottaging a plan is required to guide new

developmeñt.- fnis plan mu¡t not only locate-
and lay out cottage subdivisions it m-ust outline
a compiehensive stragegy for the development
ãnã ränugement of thé éñtire lake basin for
àir usesl Cottaging encompasses much more than
ir,å ðóiiuge site as the whole lake and shoreland
area provi¿e the setting for the recreation
ã*pãtì.n... The types, quanti"ties and locations
õ1'ut.-ò.curring oñ'and around the lake (inclu-
ãing n." cottage development) will affect the
quaíity of the experience. Further, the
eñvironmental impäct of cottage development is
nòt restricted tô tfre cottage site and the
äiiecis will be felt throughout the lake basin'
ffre ptan must therefore acknowledge the lake as

úoift'un experience setting and an integrated
bioph;'sical sYstem.

THE REGION

Ccttage planning begins at the regional scale
becauðe it is here that the process of
identifying Iakes for development occulls' The

decisioir tõ develop a lake for cottages is
possibly the most important in the lake

blanning process. Conrnitting a lake to cottage
äevelopñeht may make the lake unsuitable for
many other uses and, in practical terms'
ìrräversably alter its character. By taking
.u"ã at thii stage to select the most appropriate
lakes for develoþment, future problenrs will
be avoi ded.

THE SITE

Site ptanning and design constitt¡te the third
level'of cot[age planning. The way in which
a site is deveioped and managed can have a

iignificant influence on the environmental
imóict of an individual cottage. Insensitive
sile development can negate the efforts
expended at the regional and l.ake levels'
On'ttt" other hand, good site design and

management can enhance the attractiveness
of a-development and the quality of the
total lake exPerience.
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Cuideline Principles

The gu'idelines are based on four fundamental
principìes: il

I

I THE LAKE/WATERSHED IS A BIOPHYSICAL
SYSTEM

v When planning lakes it is important to realize
that the entire watershed and not just the lake,
or the lake and its shoreline, is the basic
ecosystem unit. The terrestrial and aquatic
portions of any watershed are inherently linked
by the "downhill" movement of minerals and
water. The impìications of this for lake
planning is that any change of land use within
the watershed, whether on the immediate lake-
shore or upstream will have an impact on the
lake. Similarly any change on the lake will
have an effect downstream. Cottage development
may also have "uphiì1" impacts by disrupting
the biological transport of material through
the food chain.

v
These linkages must be recognized to avoid conf-
licts between users of the system. For example,
agricultural activity can have an effect on
downstream water quality through inputs of
chemicals, fertilizers and eroded soil- Alternately
poorly constructed stream crossings, providing
access to cottage development can disrupt fish
mi gration

THE REGION

Resource Allocatlon - Development Prlorltles

THE LAKE

Devclopment / Management Plan

THE SITE

Slte Plannlng and

Management
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!,lithin the $,atershed, each -lake is an integrated

äå'i'ittüi;t-oi pìants ánd animals.which has

developed in t.töõñt;."1q-; particuìar chemical

;;å-¿ñãñal regiñá---r'¡nile natural population 
.

fluctuation, o..ü.-in iesponse to seasonal and

ilffi;i-¿i;i.t-ói .nttgy âlo nutrients' a state
;i";ililii,;iut r,ut-iikãiv been reached' Lake-

shore developt.ni-t"n¿s io disrupt the cycles'
alrerins the cneñiðãi-ãnã-uiotic' balance of the

îåË.' 
'ñn"n-¿it.üpiion is severe eno-ugh aìter-

ations can occur, such as changes of water

ilîï;y-;n¿ risn'põpulations which reduce the

ffiii[í, äï-d"-1ui..' for recreation' Lake plan-

ning must r".rponã"io int phys-ical ' chemical and

Ëi;ítöì;l chäracteristics of the lake to ensure

;hãi-Ë,r'ã i*pu.t;-õa development do not ìead to

undesirabìe effects.

3. DISCRIÍ'IINATORY RESOURCE ALLOCATION

While there are many potentiaì users of a

*äiå.uoãv, it is imþortant to-realize that
lñãv stroi¡i¿ not alì'necessarily be accommodated.

Ío ättempt to provide for all parties can lead
to diffiäutt management problems, and lower
ãruiitv ãxperiencðs for everyone' Relatively-
;;;'iãí..i"ñãu.-ih" .upucitv 1o suppont.multiple .

uiô an¿ satisfy all participants. A discrrmrnauory
ãpproactr to reiource allocation can result in
mbi^e satisfactory exper'iences and fewer manage-

nent problems.

2. RESOURCE CAPABILITY

Lakes do not all have the same capability.to 
,

;i;;;.i and sustaïñ.tttttution development and

;;;.--The intensity and types of use a lake can

support vary acco.äing to tfre.characteristics
;î"[ñ-*ui"i bodv' inà"tuttoundino shoreland'

l^lhen the capability of the resouÉce is exceeded

äüuï.õü*.ñiäl ¿.tãiioration and user conflicts
can ensue, lea¿ing to an overall reduction

in' tñä-õtátitv of'lne recreation experience'
iärð pl,i.ning- must-ônsure that.cottage- develop-

ment does not exceed the capability of the

resdurce.

4. THE SPECTRUI4 OF SEASONAL HO}4E DEVELOPI'IENT

'the guidel ines recogniz-e that.cottaging is..
cômpiise¿ of a rangã of experiences, from the
hiäñiv-iÀrviced "uFban" to the primitive
ï*ìiåË.ñãt;:;- The tvpe of expeiience that is
.;p;ðp;ì;lã ro' ã paittcular. iak9. deq911'^?'^l*-
ohisital character of the lake, the type ot otner
ü;Ë;'p;åt;i ãñã martet factors' Each experience

lvóã hut imptications for the planning process

i"n'iei*i ot', the form of devel opment 
' - 

s i te
and service requìrements, env!ronmenta¡ and

iôðiuf impact.' By acknowledging more than one

ããiiãéing' tó0"1,-ir'à lake ptãnnins process.will
;;;Ëd ín óióui¿ins bettei^. quqlitv recreati.on
ãipã.iãt.ãs' uy sàt,iítving thg diverse demands

õf ir,.-publiiand moré closely matching these

to the resource base.
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Structure of the Cuidelines
The guidelines are organized into two maior
sections. The section which follows is con-
cerned with lake planning at the regionaì
scale: the regional lake p'lanning process is
outlined and guide'lines pertain to the implemen-
tation of the process. The other section defines
the process for planning an individual lake and
contains guidelines for lake pìanning and site
design.

These sections are further organized into sub-
dections each dealing with a separate component
of the 'lake planning process. The subsections
share a similar structure: ìnitially there is
a discussion describing the component subiect
and its relevance to the process, followed by
reconrnended actions and procedures, ending
with a list of pertinent information sources.



The purpose of regional lake planning is to determine

the potential of a region's lakes for seasonaì home

development through an analysis of the resource base

and resource use. This assessment is used to estab-
lish development priorities and to define a program

for planning at the lake scale.

2 a The Region
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a lake with moderate capabiìity may be very

ruiiiúlô'õïuäñ-the risht location and comple-

*ãniãtn-ui.t. Regionãl planning is also
;;;;ä"ã-*ì tn I aÉe sui täbi I i tv for devel opment

ãñä-ã*âtnines each lake in terms of its
õäogrâpnic, social and economic context'

Regional L¡nkages

While each lake is unique with individual char-
äliåtitiiãt *rti.n must be recognized' it is
imoortant also to remember that ìakes are part
;i'i;öä; Ëiõónvii.ãi 

- 
ivstems ' Lakes are I inked

bi ¿Ë"Ët".iti"iut and äquatic portions of the

ãí'uinãgã-complex. Land úse chanses ol-!!" tll:
"ill náve etiects elsewhere in-the system'. )1T-
iiåirvl'ã.tiuiiiãr-in rhe lake's warershed will
have effects on ih. luk.' The existence of these

ïi;[.såt-requi..i thut lake planning. go bevond

;Ë-;ñ.;.s ot ü'e lake and examine the entire
system.

Any lake will also be influence$ by lgman link-
ïöät,- ioá¿t, po.iages, etq'. The influence of
iåkã developmeitt ããñ spread to adiacent areas by

iË-tt;.tåñfi or humani, not onlv along water!1vt'
Uri á..ots watersheds into adiacent waterooores'
îhit-kiñã-oi linrãéã can present opporttlnlties for
seasonal home usà Éy utilìzing groups of lakes-to

Ë;;;iõ'u'uuiiàtv ói i..t"utiõnát experiences for
õnã-¿evelopment-" By examining each lake is con-

lãit or iti surrounäings, regional planning can

identifY such oPportunities'

Regional lake planning-is in fact more than sim-

iìii'iäãttilyinb- lakes-for seasonal home use' It
is a resource aliãðation proc_ess: a systematic
åão"oacfr to the allocatioir of takes for various
,!ãil--itã-i*óãtut to the process is seasonal

ñõrã ¿"u.lopmâni-Uut more than iust cottage.lakes
and cottage use are involved' The planner is con-

;;;rãá ;i[r' ult irre lakes in a resion'.the-tul9:
iñ uéi*é"n and all resource uses occuring in that
regi on

Discri mi natory Resource Al location

A lake which has potential for seasonal home

ä"rãïõpräni ¡i quite tikelv to have potential
for otirer uses as well. But it is not always

fãasiUî. o. desirable that all of these uses

Uã-peimitted to use the lake' t'lhile some

lãf.ät are abìe to support multiple use,

iãnã.uffv the compromis.e which results from

tfre attempt to acôommodate all possible users

iäiri ió iatisfy anv of them and can lead to
cðnflict. A moie lôgicaì approach to the
*ånuo.*.nt of ìake resources is discriminatory
;iT;¿;ti;ñ, with some lakes beins developed
ior ðottaging, others for commercial sports
risrring añ¿ ãillt others for day use and
p"ìtiiíu. camping. This requires that the
iaké resource of a particular region be

plâñne¿ and managed as a.whole' Failure
ió ãáopt such an approach 

"i11. 
result in

the piäcemeal development.of the resource
*itt ' 

consequent underutil ization and

ruñãb.t.nt'problems. Each lake must be

ä*ä*{ñ.¿ nol simplv for its potential for
sããional home development but for other uses

as weì l.
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Planning Context
Ideal'ly lake planning for cottage deveìopment
should occur within the context of a more
comprehensive regiona'l plan, for example a
Provincial Park Master Plan. Such a pìan {
provides a policy and administrative iramewohk
to guide the development of individual lakes.
Where this framework is lacking the need for a
systematic approach to regional lake management
is even more important.

The need for dialogue with resource managers
and resource users is obvious. Each branch
will have its own plans, poìicies and programs
which should influence lake deveìopment. Users
will have differing opinions and priorities
affecting lake development.
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The Process
The regional lake planning process is structured
ui u tãquential analysis which assesses the po-

tential'of lakes for seasonal home development
iñ ter*t of a "list" of relevant criteria' A

group of lakes (ie. all lakes in a particular
Ë.gi¿rn) are suumitted to a series of "tests",
la[es are assessed individually for each factor
unà tf'.ir developrnent potential rated relative
iô ü'. other lakês in the group. An overail
pi.trt" of the development potential of each

iu¡<.. is obtained by listing the "test" results
in a su¡mary table. The results of t'he assess-
rãni uie usäd to set development priorities and

develop a program for the initiation of
individual lake Pìans.

The factors which determine development potenti.al
inãlu¿u the inherent capabitity of the land and

$rater resource, other existing and potential
use, pertinent policy and legislation and eco-
nomic feasibilitY.

DEMAND ANALYSIS

The lake planning process wiìl -usually be initi-
ated in räsponse-to an unsatisfied demand for
seasonal homes. It is important, therefore' that
iñà tirst task undertaken consist of a comprehen-

iïu. unãiysis of this demand which will determine
in. typ.t and quantities of seasona'l homes des-
iiã¿;"ìt in fait, the demand cannot be satisfied
Uy eiisting supplies; price implications and

ãin.i markét täðtors. The nature and strength
ót ttr" cottage demand has implications at all
latter stagei of the process including.resource
càpabilityl development cost, and i.udging the
reiative Þriorities of cottages and other uses'

DEFINING.THE PLANNING REGION

The second task is to define the planning region'
ih. ut.u will need to refÏect both biophysical
ånã nutun linkages as well as administrative and

potittcal boundãries and the distribution of
popul ati on .

SHORELAND CAPABILITY

Lake shorelands are important to seasonal home

ãàvelopment because they are the location of
structures, services and building sites' Some

shorelands'will be more appropriate for cottage
development due to their superior ability to
withständ stress and meet physical requirements'
By identifying and ranking these lands, the

I

il
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lakes with the best capability for use can be
found and comparisons can be made between lakes
in the region.

}'IATER CAPABILITY

The characteristics of the aquatic portion of a
lake are equally important. lrlater is the raison
d'etre for lake-oriented cottage development.
However, not all lakes are equalìy desirable for
water-oriented recreation and use as some are
more sensitive and cannot tolerate developmentaì
impact. The regional process identifies lakes
with the best capability.

OTHER USE

Other existing and potential uses of a ìake and
watershed influence the suitability for cottage
deveìopment. An aim of the regionaì process is
to avoid conflict by managing lakes to meet the
needs of all users. Lakes with conflicting use
present or those which are more suited for other
uses than cottaging are not good candidates for
devel opment.

POLICIES, PLANS, REGULATIONS

If a regionaì plan is in effect, this step may

be the first undertaken as it may restrict cot-
tage development fronr some areas and thus elim-
inate the need to do the preceding steps.
Otherwise, there may be locaì regulations or
plans which may affect development. The region-
al process is'desi;ned to identify those lakes
where such regulations might impose on seasoha'l
home development and use.- |

The costs of developing a lake can be a major
determinant of suitability. Costs are not only
the initial costs to the developer (eg. provin-
cial government) b,ut costs of ongoing management
and costs incurred by the future cottage owner
as well. Thus, those lakes which are less expen-
siye in the short and long term will be more
des i rabl e.

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

RANKING SYSTEIî

The system used to rate and rank lakes is flex-
ible and can be as rÍgorous as desired by the
planner. For some criteria (eg. angling capa-
city) the- method of assessment produces a reas-
onably objective rating for each lake. In other
cases (eg. viewing potential ) ratings may be
quite subjective and are hased on the best judge-
ment of the lake planner. Rating methods are
proposed in these guideìines for each deve'lopment
critenion but may be altered or ignored as neces-
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THE RTG IONAL LAl€ PLANNING PROCESS
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sary. The planner decides on the relative weights
lõ äpplv io'the selection criteria based on the
ctraräätär of each region and the circumstances
of each planning exercise. Certain factors'
ñowãvãi,'will uiually have greater influence in
ïñä-.Àgional planning process' These are known

as "trigger factors".

TRIGGER FACTORS

Trigger factors are factors which are given pne-

ce¿ãñce in the process because of their over-
;iãi;grsignificänce to lake selection and lake
planning. They are highlighted because they may

ienqtheñ the process by re(uiring additionaì
iiäpr un¿ morä detaileä analysis. to be under-
takän or they may "short-circuit" the process'
iáusing a la-ke tó ue reiected from further
ãonsi¿ération for seasonal home development'
irisg.. factors are of two kinds: a). those
whiðñ are related to the characteristics of pro-
posed development and b) those related to the
äharacteristics of the lake.

Two trigger factors of the first type are iden-
ti fi ed:

i) The use of sewage treatment.systems which
oérmit treated wastãs to reach the water body

Ïeg. Iseptic tank/tile fiel9.' pit privy' sev'age

ìaloon, seu,age eiector). These systems.have
ipË"ìai land-capábility requirements and can

iinpact on water quality. When such systems

uiä ptoposed a water quatity survey and impact
assessment will be required.

ii) Hhen angìing is considered an integral -palt
of'thã cottaling experience an assessment of the
uiuuìiiiy of"thõ spôrt fisherv will be required'

Trigger factors of the second type are as follows:

i) Water quality which does not satisfy the
mínimum provinciäl standards for human use and

consumPti on .

ii) Bodies of water qualifVing as "high quality"
as'described in the general water quality.obie-
ãiirãi, appendix D, ãnnex I in the Provisional
õOjectives'of Surface Water Quality of the Pro-
vince of Manitoba.

iii) .D¡nggrous waters (eg. fast current) which
pose a threat to Public safetY'

iv) Sport fisheries of national or provincial
si gni fi cance.

v) l-lildlife habitat, wifdf!!ç populations of
nátional or provincial significance'

vi) Historic and archaeological sites of nat-
ional or provincial significance'

vii) l^lilderness routes of national or provin-
cial significance.

viii) Extreme water level fluctuations caused

by hydro develoPment.

ix) Lakes which are influenced by unsettled
native land claims.

x) Lakes where seasonal home development is not
pórmltted by poìicy or legislation
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PLANNING/DEVELOPMINT PRIOIìITIES

The final step in the regional process is the
estabìishment of priorities for lake scale pìan-
ning and development. Regional administrators
determine lake priorities based on the develop-
ment potential rankings derived from regional
analysis and other factors related to the region-
al geographic and administrative context. t^,ith
the establishment of lake priorities a program
for lake-scale planning can be initiated.
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Discussion
Shoreland capability is a measurement of the raw
on natural capability of a lake's land base to
attract and sustain seasonal home deveìopment
and use. It embodies two concepts: the abiìity
of the land to satisfy the physical requirements
of cottage development; and the ability of the
land to withstand the stresses caused by const-
ruction and use.

PHYSICAL REQUIREÍ4ENTS

The physical requirements of seasonal home deve-
lopment depend on the need for stable foundations,
waste disposal, access and circulation, visual
privacy, land and shoreline recreation. The form
of a particular development and the types of
activity associated with it will determine the
specific site conditions required. Development
form in this sense includes such factors as den-
sity, location, access, building type and ser-
vi ci ng.

DEVELOPMENT STRESS

The development of land for seasonal home usewill result in the removal of vegetation, dis-
turbance of the soil structure añ¿ alterations
to locaì drainage patterns. These changes may
cause erosion, additional loss of plant cover
and reduced soil fertility. The characteristics
of a site: soil, slope, vegetative cover and
other factors influence its ability to tolerate
and recover from the alterations caused by
devel opment.

Shoreland
Capability

-
,)-v'
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Higher capability lands are those which present
feúer constraints to development and provide a
greaten degree of environmental protection. In
leneral, tñey can support a greater intensity of
üse and a wiãer variety of uses. Although lower
capability lands can be developed, the intensity
of develoþrnent and number of uses, which can oc-
cur withoilt expensive site manipulation are less'
Site limitations can possibly be overcome, how-

ever, through careful design and intensive man-

agement.

An important objective of lake planning is to
identify and direct development to the higher
capability shorelands. Favouring these areas
will tend to reduce the environmental and
economic costs of development and ensure a

higher quality recreation experience.

Cuidelines
The capability of shoreland for cottaging is a

composite of the capabilities of land and shore
areas for a number of specific uses.

The land area is the zone of habitation: where
structures and services are located, circulation
and rland-based recreation occur. Development
capdbility is a product of capabilities for road
and building foundations, waste disposal (tile
fields, lagoons, piped services), vehicular and
pedestrian movement and visual screening: -91Pa-billty is also determined by the susceptibility
of vegetation to windthrow and site sensitivity
to physical alterations caused by development.

FIGURE 2.2
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The actual area of land to be assessed depends on
the potentiaì form of development. For example,
"ribbon" type, lakeshore subdivisions occupy
the first .l00 

metres or so of shoreland. 0n the
other hand, backland, cluster development w'ith
lagoon set{age treatment and a recreation trail
system might require assessment of land capability
up to I kilometre or more from shore.

to land. The "wet beach", extending from the
low water mark to the 1.5 metre depth, is the
location for shallow water bathing and boat dock-
ing.* Deve'lopment capabiìity is determined by
accessibiì ity to v'rater (slope, bank height),
beach slope and beach material.

il

Both shore and land areas are important in tthe
assessment of development capability. It is not
aìways a requirement, however, that quality land
and shore areas occur immediately adjacent to one
another. Suitable shoreline within walking dis-
tance of backland develooment can be acceptabìe.

The shore area is the location or base for all
water-oriented activity, ie bathing, boating, fish-
ing. The "dry beach" is the part of the shore ly-
ing between the high water and low water marks.
It is important for riparian activity such as
sunbathing and as the transition zone from water

* see sectjon 3 for more complete discussion

T ÞACKLAND \ ÊA¿KSHÔKE ÞRY WET ÞEA.CII\ u¡.lo I kn.

LAND SI{OKE

sHôRELANÞ ZANES
nÊ. 2.5

loõ ñ
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The capability of shorelands for cottage develop-
ment is derived from analysis of soil type' soil
depth, drainage, topography, vegetation, and
shoreline characteristics for each site. Accur-
ate assessments of these factors are a prerequi-
site for development. Section 3 describes in de-
tail the importance of each factor to the devel-
opment process and the methods by which they may

be measured. Such assessments, which require de-
tailed study and field work, are not always fea-
sible or desirable at the regional scale due to
the time and cost involved. It is preferable to
use existing data sources where they are avail-
able, for the initial capability review.

In Manitoba, there are three major sources of
land capability information for use at the re-
giona'l scale: the Forest Inventory, the Canada-
Manitoba Soil Survey and the Canada Land Inven-
tory recreation capabiiity mapping. None of
these sources prrovide all of the information re-
quired to determine land capability for seasonal
home deveìopment but when used together and con-
firmed through air photo interpretation they can
give a reasonably accurate picture of site
condi ti ons .

Man itoba Forest I nventorY

The Manitoba Forest Inventory covers most of the
area of commercial forest in the Province. Town-
ship maps with accompanying ìegends are avail-
able at two scales: l:15,840 (4" to ì mile) and
l:63,360 (1" to I mile). Data on tree species
composition, moisture regime, timber age and
crown density are provided for each stand.

Land capabiìity can be interpreted from the spe-
cies mix of a stand, and a knowledge of the grow-
ing conditions preferred by different species.
The capability rating can be {efined further
from the site-type, õutting class and crown den-
sity data.

D.H.Mazur (1979) describes a method for using
the Forest Inventory to interpret land capability
in the precambrian shield region of the Province.
His description is a good introduction to using
the Inventory in this way but his actual method
is not accurate for non-shield areas and the
northern parts of the province.

ADVANTAGES:

data avajlability - coverage by the Forest Inven-
tory is extensive, data is relatively current,
the scale of information is reasonably detailed.
ease of application - g'iven a knowledge of the
reìationshìp between tree species and site type
on the part of the user, the'technique is easy
to learn and fast to execute.
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DISADVANTAGES:

reliability - the reliability of the data, pâF-
ticularìy age and site classification, is depen-
dent on the skill of the air photo interpreter,
the inventory is not confirmed by operationaì
cruise in most areas I

Mazur's method - some of Mazur's assumption! i.
the wind firm properties of certain species and
the significance of crown density are questionable.

shoreìjne conditions - the Inventory does not in-
dicate shoreline vegetation conditions.

SOURCES:

Maps and legends can be obtained from the
Manitoba Forest Inventory, 300 - 530 Kenaston
Bl vd. , l.linnipeg.

Mazur, D.H. 1979. A Method of Land Analysis
and Classification for the Canadian Shield
Portion of Manitoba. MA Thesis. Univ. of
Mani toba.

}I¡NITOBÀ FOREST INVENTORY

ftg. 2.4

$s

__-¡E¡
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Canada-Manitoba Soi I Survey

The soiì survey is the most comprehensive source
of land capability information in the soutbern
part of the province. Most of the south and west
of the province has been covered by Reconnaissance
Survey (scale l:125,000). Selected areas have
been the subject of detailed studies and surveys
(scale l:20,000). Large areas of the north and
eastern parts of the province have been surveyed
by the Biophysical Land Classification program
(scale l:125,000) or Exploratory Survey.

The soil survey reports contain data on soil
type and texture, depth and drainage. Some re-
ports include information on vegetative cover
and relief. The larger scale surveys (0etalle¿
and Reconnaissance) classify soiìs by agricul-
tural capability. The more recent surveys also
include interpretations for recreation and en-
gineering capabÍlity.

,ADVANTAGES

Reconnaissance scale information is avaiìable for
most of the south and west of the province where
Forest Inventory data is ìacking.
Reconnaissance Survey reports which include in-
terpretations for recreation and engineering cap-
ability enable quick comparisons at the regional

l
;l

I

sca

Soi

e.

mapping is based on air photo interpretation
and gnound truthing. Reconnaissance scale surveys
are reliable for decision making at the regional
scale. Detailed surveys are accurate at the site
scaì e.

I

,
I

a

CATIADA.I.IA¡ITTOBA SOTL SURVEY

fi9.2.5

Reconnai ssance
Soil Survey

Biophysical
Inventory

N
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Biophysical and Expìoratory surveys are a gootl
cross-reference for Forest Inventory mapping.

DISADVANTAGES:

Canada Land lnventory

Canada Land Inventory coverage is available for
the south and west parts of the province. The
inventory uses National Topographic Survey maps
at l:250,000 scale to rank land and shoreladrd
units for various recreational uses using alnat-
ional classification system. Some of the prov-
ince is mapped at a scaìe of l:50,000 and are a-
vailable in an unpub.lished form.

The Canada Land Inventory mapping includes in-
terpretations of lake shorelands for lodging
(cottages). Lodging may be a dominant feature
of land units classed from 2 to 5, or a subord-
inate feature in units c'lassed I to 5. Capabil-
ity cìassf.fications for lodging units are based
on the following standards (Canada, .l969):

Class 2 - Shoreìand units with excellent attri-
butes for cottaging, with capability for tiered
lodging development.

Class 3 - Shoreland units with capability for a
continuous row of ìodging development (ie an av-
erage density of famiìy units of one per 100-foot
frontage throughout the unit).
Class 4 - Shoreland units with natural capability
for 50% cottage development (ie the equivaìent
of one cottage every 200 feet).
Class 5 - Shoreland units with backshore capable
of sparse cottage deveìopment (ie the equivalent
of one cottage every 500 feet).

Where recreation and engineering capability in-
terpretations are not given, time and effort
are required to extract this information.
Detailed Survey coverage is patchy. Reports
usual'ly are concerned with specific locations
rather than regions.
The detail of biophysical and exploratory sur-
veys restrict their value as primary data sources.

SOURCES:

Canada-Manitoba Soi'l Survey , 1982, An Index to
Soi'l Maps and Reports, Canada Agriculture, Mani-
toba AgrÍculture, University of Manitoba.
Published and interim reports and maps (Detailed
and Reconnaissance Surveys) are available from:
Publications Branch, Manitoba Department of Ag-
riculture, 200 Vaughan Street, l,Jinnipeg.

Biophysicaì Land Classification maps and reports
are available from: Surveys and Mapping Branch,
989 Century Plaza, t.linnipeg.

Preliminary maps and other fietd data are avail-
able from: Canada- Manitoba Soil Survey Office,
University of Manitoba, l,linnipeg.
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CAI{ADA LâND INVENTORY

fi9.2.6

A quick estimate of the cottage capacity of a
lake can be made using the following method (see
figure 2.7)z

l. Sum the ìength of shoreline in each capabil-
ity class.

2. Calculate the number of cottages in each
class by multiplying the length of shore-
line by the development standard for that
cl ass .

3. Sum the amount of cottaging for each class
to obtain the total capacity for the lake.

The development standard should be seen as a
flexible value which is modified according to loc-
al conditions, and the form of the proposed dev-
elopment. For example, the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources (1977) uses a standard of 150
ft. per unit in their manual.

ADVANTAGES:

Permits assessment and comparison of seasonal
home capability with little time and effort.
0verlaps with area covered by soil survey.

DISADVANTAGES:

Capability classification assumes specific
development forms (ie tier, ribbon) and services
(ie tile fields). May not reflect capabiìity for
other forms.

Scale of mapping limits accuracy of information
in terms of actual development units, field sur-
vey may reveal more or fewer building sites. How-
ever, total cottage capacity figures are still
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useful for regiona'l comparisons between lakes
(ie data is likely to be equally reìjable for
alì lakes in the region).

Canada Land Inventory maps are available from:
Surveys and Mapping Branch, 9Bg Century plaza,
hli nni peg.

SOURCES

Canada, Department of Regional Economic Expan-
sion. 1969. The Canada Land Inventory, Land
Capability for 0utdoor Recreation. rep. no. 6
0ttawa

capabi I i ty
c I ass*

deve I opment
type

backshore

backshore

1001i ribbon

50Í rÍbbon

20% ribbon

I ength x development standard cottage
capacf ty
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* only classes where lodging (subclass N) ls doninate or subordinant feature.

fig. 2.7 A METHOD FOR DETERI,IINING SHORELAIID CAPACITY USING CANADA LANO INVENTORY DATA

adapted from: Canada tÞpartment of Region
i fl cat

al Economic Expansion. 1969. The Canada Land Inventory
Reoort l{o- 6. Land Caoabili tv Class ion for 0utdoor RecrÞåt- on .0ttawa.
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Discussion Water
Capab

The essence of lake-or"iented seasonal home de-
velopment predetermines that the aquatic resource
is of fundamental importance. The lake is the
arena for most, if not all , recreational activ-
ity: swimming; boating; angling. It is the
focus for viewing and sight seeing. It may also
be a transportation link, source of drinking
water and waste disposal system.

¡ti

l'lhile the lake's ability to satisfy these human
needs ìs important, it must be recognized that
the water body is part of a natural biophysical
system. The function of this system strongly
influences its suitability for recreation and
other human use. Seasonal home development can
disrupt or alter the system, causing a decline
in recreation quaìity.

Water capability is the ability of the lake's
aquatic resource to attract and sustain
seasonaì home development and use. It is as-
sessed in terms of five variable categories:

. Suitability for human use and consumption

. Sensitivity to nutrient loading

. Hazards and nuisances which interfere with
recreational activity

. Viability of the fishery

. Size and configurat'ion of the lake
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Human Use and
Consumption

Concern here is with the quaìity of the water
for contact recreation, drinking and domestic
use.

HUMAl,l HEALTH - water should be free of disease-
causing micro-organisms, toxic algal blooms,
and unsafe levels of chemical pollutants.
Poor water quality may cause stomach and
intestinal illness, ear and throat infections,
skin and eye irritations, and viral infections.

TASTE AND 0D0UR - large algae populations can
taint fish and drinking water. Algal blooms
form surface scums which collect on leeward
shores where they rot, producing malodorous
condi tions.

CLOGGING 0F FILTERS - free floating planktonic
algae can clog water Íntake filters

TURBIDITY - turbid water ís unattractive for
swimming and creates hazardous conditions for
boats and swimnnrs by hiding underwater
obstacles. Turbidity can be caused by sedinents
held in suspension (eg. Lac du Bonnet) and free-
floating algae (eg. Rock Lake).

¡

LEECHES - leeches can be very disconcerting
to bathers if found in abundance

Guidelines
Waters to be used for domestic cottage consumption must
meet the requirements of class 1A or lB waters
outlined in Manitoba's provisional water quality
standards (Clean Environment Commission, 1979).
The minimum requirements for a cottaging lake
are those for class 28 waters.

Generalìy, Iakes with water limitations for human
use and consumption are the shallow, naturally
productive lakes of the Prairie regions. Deeper,
colder lakes with high flushing rates will tend
to have high water quality.

Pathogens and chemical pollutants are usually
associ ated wi th exi sting urban , agri cul tural ,
industrial or large scale recreational land use.

Sources
0btain information on water quality from l,later
Standards and Studies Section, Environmental
Management Division, l^linnipêg, Current data is
avai I abl e for rel ati vel y few I akes . I'lhere data
not available, consult with hlater Standards and
Studies biologists, Regional Public Health
Inspectors, Regional Fisheries Manager and local
residents to determine potential for water quality
problems. If potential exists water quality
an-aìysi s wi I I be requi red
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Nutrient Loading

A maior issue associated with the rap'id growth

of seasonal home development over the last'25
or so years is the impact on lake systems of
nutrient enrichment from human occupation.
Nutrients contained in human and household
wastes, when permitted access to a water body'
upset the balance of productivity and accel-
erate the natural process of eutroph'ication
or lake succession.*

Phosphorus is the nutrient of greatest concern'
for it is the mineral which most often limits
plant productivity in lakes. Laundry detergent
was a maior source of phosphorus prior to the
passage, jn .l973, of federal 'legislation restricting
phosphate content. The main source of phosphorus
from most households today is human waste; 0.8 kg
per capita-year on average. 0ther possib'le
sources of phosphorus from cottages are dishwashing
detergent (very high phosphate content) and lawn
fertilizers. Increased erosion from ìand c'learing
and disturbance of lake bottom sediments by rnotor
boats in shallow water areas may aìso increase
nutrient loads.

Septic tank/tile-field systems, pit privies or
other waste disposaì systems which release sew-
age to the soil for treatment are potentia!
sóurtes of nutrients. in Precambrian shield

I

* A more complete discussíon of eutrophication
and other ìimnologica'l concepts is found in
the appendix.
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areas where soils are typically shallow and
coarse-textured phosphorus retention by the
soil is negligible. Cìay or clay-loam soils
provide some measure of protection but do not
retain all nutrients. Sewage lagoon effluent
is also a source of phosphorus upon its release
in the spring or fall.
The increase in nutrient supply stimulates
productivity in the aquatic system. In deep,
clear unproductive lakes such as found on the
precambrian shield the result is an increase
in the levels of phytoplankton which may cause
turbid conditions and a general decline in
water quality for most recreational activity.
Increased decomposition can lead to the de-
pìetion of dissolved oxygen in bottom waters
creating conditions unfit for colóvater species.
In shallow, naturally productive lakes in-
creased nutrient-loading stresses an a'lready
productive environment. There may be an increase
in the production and frequency of algal bìooms
and aquatic plants to the point where recrea-
tion activities such as swinming and boating
are hindered. There may also be an increase in the
frequency of the summerkill and winterkill of
fish.

The most dramatic cases of cultural eutro-
phication have been assocjated with urban,
industrial or agricultural land use. The
impact of sparse population densities such as
those of typical cottage development can be
djfficult to detect. llowever, steady cottage use
over a period of l0 to 25 years may have a
significant impact on a lake's trophic state.

Cu idelines
The nutrients. poìicy contained in the proposed
provincial water quality objectives (Clean
Environment Commission, 1979) states, as a
goaì, that alì lakes and impoundments shalltl
be protected from becoming more eutrophic. I

Therefore, where dis osal s stems which rmi t
waste to rea a wate o are e
s ent c assessments a e sens v must
eun rta en ar assessmen are a so

required, regardless of waste disposaì system
type, for waterbodies deemed to be d "high
quality" as described in appendix D of the
provincial water quality objectives (see
appendix).

Lake systems have varying capabilities to ab-
sorb nutrient loading without show'ing signs of
stress. Many factors determine a lake's sen-
sitivity, 'includìng: size, shape and depth
of the lake basin; trophic state; flushing
rate; existing nutrient input; and geology of
the watershed.

Although sensitivity to nutrient loading must
be assessed on an individual basis, a number of
generalizations about lake sensitivity may be
stated. These are presented to he'lp explain
the concept of lake sensitivity and are not
to be used alone as criteria for selecting
recreational lakes. There are many as-
sumptions inherent in the guidelines and
doubtless there are many lakes which are
exceptions to them.
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ì

GENERAL LAKE SENSITIVITY GUIDELINES

UNPRODUCTIVE, OLIGOTROPHIC LAKES ARE MORE

SENSITIVE TO NUTRIENT LOADING THAN NATURALLY

INRICHED EUTROPHIC LAKES.

The effect of a given increase in nutrient
loading wil'l be more easily detected in an

oligotrophic lake than a eutrophic lake.
R rélatively small increase in productivity
will have a more dramatic effect on waten
clarity in clear, unproductive, oligotrophic
lakes than eutrophic lakes.

HIGHLY EUTROPHIC LAKES ARE SENSITIVE TO

NUTRIENT LOADING.

l-li Sh ly eutroph i c I akes , parti cul arly those
not well-exposed to the wind have a pro-
pensi ty to summerki I I and wi nterki I I .

Development can increase the possibilities
of such occurences.

3. COLDWATER FISHERIES ARE MORE SENSITIVE TO

NUTRIENT LOADING THAN I^IARMbJATER FISHERIES.

Salmonoid species requìre deep waters rich
in dissolved oxygen. Deveìopment can cause
oxygen depletion in the bottom waters.

4. LAKIS WITH HIGHER FLOI.I ARE LESS SENSITIVE.

I

iHigher flow usual'ly means greater dilution of
nutrient input and ìess water stagnation.

SHALLOW LAKTS ARE MORT SENSITIVE TO NUTRIENT

LOADING.

Shallow waters (ie. less than 2-3 metres) are
prone to s umrnerki I I and wi nterki I I .

ASSESSING SENSITIVITY

Estimates of lake sensitivity anti predictions
of development impact can be made by experienced
limnologists and fisheries biologists f,rom an
analy-sis of the lake's physical, chemical and
biological characteristics. A model which can be
used to estimate lake carrying capacity based on
nutrient loading is described in the carrying
capacity section of this report.

As water quality data is not avaiìable for most.lakes in the province a lake survey will likely
be necessary. The data which will be required
includes:

CLIMATI C CHARACTERI STI CS

preci pi tation
ice-free period

WATERSHED CHARACTERI STI CS

I and use
geology and soils
vegetative cover

LAKE CHARACTERISTICS

2

5

fì ushing rate
depth; volume, form of lake basin
thermal regime
oxygen distribution
troptric status: chlorophyll a; secchi disc;
total phosphorus
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Sources

CIean Envi ronment Corrnission, 1979. Report on a
Proposal Concerning Surface Ìiater Qualitv 0b-
ipctivpc and Stream Claçç,ifica rion for rh e P rov-
ince of Manitoba.

Water Standards and Studies Section, Environment-
al Services Branch - water quality data for select
Manitoba lakes stored on computer.

YE8

NO

YE8

ito

t* TnlooEB FAcTOn

IIEASUREUETIT

1IO1 REOUIRED

Door wetor euaflfY*
er 'Hlgh Quallty'?

Aro rolcase - typclF
acwago dlsporsl

¡tllcm¡ to be úrod ?

ilo DEVELOPilEill

Dolormln. .an.lllYlty r.

Low O
MoDEFATE O
HIGH O
Y. HIGH I
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Hazards and Nuisance

Certain lake characteristics may present
serious hazards to recreational use, other
characteristics, while not hazardous, ûtây
significantly reduce the quality of recrea-
tional experience.

bIATER LEVEL FLUCTUATION - may cause flooding;
excessive draw down hinders access to water,
boat docking and exposes unsightly mud flats.

AQUATIC VEGETATI0N - extensive growth hinders
bathing and boating; cutting of aquatic vege-
tation by boat motors and for beach improve-
ment increases decomposition and can create
malodorous conditions when the debri s .col I ects
on the shore (eg. Lake Metigoshe).

DANGEROUS hIATER - water with fast and unpred-
ictable currents and extensive shoals present
hazards to boating and bathing activities

I^IAVE ACTION- large or choppy v,raves can hinder
boating and create hazards for small craft.

DANGEROUS ICE CONDITIONS - dangerous winter
ice restricts lake suitabiìity for water use.

Guidelines

WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS

Annual water level fluctuations in excess of
1.5 metres will require detailed analysis of
the lake to determine potential problems.

Information regarding fluctuations on ìakes with
control structures should be obtained from the
l,'later Resources Branch , 1577 Dubì in Ave. , tdinnipeg.

Fluctuations on some uncontrolled lakes are mon-
itored by the l,later Resources Branch. For other
lakes, inquire of local residents and regional
office personnel.

AQUATIC VEGETATION

Lakes with extensive growths of aquatic vege-
tation along much of the shore or with vegetation
near the surface in areas of "open water" have
lower capabi'lity for cottage development.

What constitutes excessive "weed growth" varies
by region. For exampìe, in the prairie region
a certain amount of aquatic vegetation is taken
for granted.

0btain information on aquatic vegetation conditions
from Canada Land Inventory recreation capability
and waterfowì capability maps. Additional in-
formation may be obtained from air photos, the
Regionaì Fisheries Manager, local residents, and
Ducks Unlimi ted.

I

¡
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DANGEROUS WATER DANGEROUS ICE CONDITIONS

Dangerous ice conditions will reduce the suit-
ability of a lake for cottage deve'lopments
where winter use is planned.

Obtain information on ice conditions from N

Lakes with numerous or serious hazards which
are dangerous for navigation and/or on-water
recreation are less capable for cottage devel -
opmen t.

Hazardous water wiìl have a local reputation.
0btain -information from Conservation 0fficers
or other local residents.

Conservation Officers or other local' residents.

Shoals will appear on air photos. Major
shoals appear on topographic maps.

l,lAVE ACTION

Lakes with fetches oriented in the direction of
the prevailing wind will have rougher water
conditions. The effective fetch of a lake is
longer when shoreland at€as are low and void
of vegetation.

lro

Shatlow lakes tend to have. choppier wave
condi tions.

Lakes which tend to "blow-up" easiìy have a
lower capability for cottage development.

YES

*TnrccEB FACÎOR
Determi ne po ten ti a'l for hazardous wave con d-
itions by referring to topographic maps,
climatic data, lake depth information and con-
sulting wÍth Conservation Officers or other
local residents.

The University
of l[tanitoba
LIARtiRfES
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Viabil¡ty of Fishery

Sport fishing is often an important element
of the cottaging experience. Cottage deve'lop-
ment which occurs on a lake incapable of sat-
isfying angling demand or maintaining viable
fish populations has increased the need for
long-term fí sheries management.

Lakes do not all have the same capabiìity to
produce and maintain viable fish populations.
Deep, oligotrophic lakes are poor in nutrients
and support relatively low populations of cold-
water species. Shalìower, more eutrophic
lakes support greater populations of warmwater
species. Lakes at advanced stages of eutrophi-
cation are less capabìe of maintaining fish
populations due to the occurrences of fish
"kills": drastic oxygen depletion caused by
decomposition of large a'lgae populations"

Guidelines

- Coldlvater (trout) fisheries are more easily
depleted by angling than warm¡ater fisheries
due to the low productivity of oligotrophicI lakes. Lakes which support coldwater speciesil have a lower capability for cottage devälop-
ment.

- Shallow, eutrophic ìakes have a greater suscep-tibility to sununerkill and winterkill. These
lakes have a lower capability for cottage
deve I opmen t.

l^lhere angling is anticipated as an essentiaì
part of proposed cottage development an assess-
nent of the fishery will be required. This
stydV, undertaken by fisheries bioìogists,will involve'sampìing of fish populations,
analysi,s of lake trophic state and determination
of the lake's angling capacity. Contact the
Regional Fisheries Manager.

General information on lake capability for
sport fishing may be obtained from Canada Land
Inventory recreation series maps.

NO

* TnßoEn FActoß

Aseo¡r vlcblllly
ot f¡¡h.rt I

cooD O
FA¡R O
þoon O
ú.poon ¡ASSESSME]IT

NOT REOUIRED

tr angl¡ng Integral tolF
cottsgc experlcnco ?
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Size and Configuration
The size and configuration of a lake have
implications for visual attractiveness,
perceptional and spatial camying capacity.
Spatiaì carrying capacity is determined by
the surface area requirements for safe and
unimpeded on-water activity. Perceptional
carrying capacity is a reflection of the
spatial needs of on-water activities as
perceived by users.

Guidelines

I A lake which has many bays and islands
and a variety of shoreland types is
rnore visually complex and generally
more attractive.

2 n iaf.e with a more complex configuration
increases opportunities to segregate
activities and reduce the visual impact
of devel opnent.
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4 A lake with a large water surface and few
boating hazards has a higher carrying cap-
acity for power boats than a smaller lake
or one with extensive shallow water areas
and aquatic vegetation.

3 A lake with protected bays and channels
as wel ì as open water areas has potenti al
for a greater variety of boating activities
and on-water experiences. (eg. isolated
bays for quiet canoeing; open water for
sai I ing. )

Assess the irregularity of lake shoreline and
brokeness of shoreland silhouette using topo-
graphic maps and air photos. Hhere available,
refer to Cl-I recreation capability maps for
interpretations of shorelands with significant
scenic quality

Assess boati ng capaci ty us ing nethod--o--.-ut I i ned
in the carrying capacity section of this report.
If time does not permit calculation of capacity
assess boating capability using surface area,
nean depth and fetch exposure (see
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A¡¡e¡r vlewlng
potentbl j

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

o
o
o

A¡ress boetlng
potentlel:

GOOD O
FAIR O
POOR a
Y.POOB T

FIGURE 2.8

A I{ETHOD TO RANK I.IAÍERBODIES FOR BOATT]IG AND VIEI{ING

BOATING VIE¡ITNG*

Llmltatlon l{aterbody Area l'lean
Iþpth

Fetch Exposure
of ¡lost of Shore

Irregularlty of
Shorel lne

Shore
Si I houette

0 Large
40+

l4oderate
or Deep

)3 m

<6km lrregular moderately or
strongly brokenkr#

I l4edlum
10-40 krú

Shal low
1.5-3 n

6-12kn mderate flat or weakly
broken

2 Smal I
2.5-f0 knz

>12 km open

4 Very Small
(250 ha

Very Shallow
(1.5 m

6 Eitrercl¡r
Smal I

(65 ha

t l.
2.
3.

Very lrregular shoreìfne may cancel flat slìhouette llmltatlon.
Strongly broken sllhouette may partly cancel open llnltatlon.
Aguatl.c nulsances and reefs may be further lÍmitations.

I{OTE: Ranking system for viewlng ls most approprlate ln precanbrlan shleld areas.
The vlsual quality of pralrle lakes ls determlnad by more subtle landform characterlstlcs

Adapted from 0ntarlo lllnlstry of Natural Resources (f97ll.
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Discussion erThe suitability of a lake for cottage develop-
ment is strongly influenced by the presence of
other uses, both on the lake and in its watershed.
Some uses are, by their nature, incompatible with
seasonal home development. In such cases it is
inadvisable to permit both uses to occur. 0ther
uses may have potential for conflict, requiring
careful planning and management to prevent prob-
lems. Still other uses can be compatible with
cottaging anti present opportunities which wiìl
benefit both.

Resource use

It is 'important that not only the uses which pre-
sently exist be considered but potential uses must
be examined as well. Failure to do this may re-
sult in future resource conflict or missed devel-
opment opportunities. Acknowledging other uses
and providing for their needs is fundamental to
the regional process.

Lakes with potentially conflicting uses will pose
restrictions for cottage development and will in-
crease long term management needs. Such lakes
are therefore less suitable for development.
Lakes with uses that complement cottage develop-
ment have greater suitablilty.
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Commercial and
Sport Fishing
Cottage development impacts on fisheries in
two ways

a) increased angling press.ure - "opening-up,,
a previously inaccessible lake; intro-
<lucing a resident popuìation of anglers.

b) alterations of fish habitat - changes in
lake trophic state; destruction of"fish
spawning, nursery and feeding grounds.

The former type of impact can have a dramaticeffect on fish populations but the lattei ðan
be much more damaging in the long term. Afish population is rarely extirpãted by anoìinopressune however the quality of'the fiiher!for recreation or commerciai purposes can be
severely reduced. Alterations of fish habitat
can render the waters unfit for certain species.

0n the other hand, a lake with a
sport fishery can be very attrac
tage development.

p

ti

Cuidelines

In generat the following types of lakes have
greater potential for conflict:

a) lakes which support cormercial fisheries
and cormercial sport fisheries.

roducti ve
ve for cot-

b) lakes with fisheries of district,
regionaì or provincial significance.

c) lakes capable of supporting coldwater
species - due to the sensitivity of
such species to angJing pressure
and changes in trophic state.

d) headwater lakes which are important for
fish spawning.

Consu'lt with Regional Fisheries Manager to
assess lakes with least potential for conflict.

YE8 YE8

NO

lr ÎnrcGEn FAc¡oR

TORE STUOY
REOUIßED

Natlonal or *
proYlnclal

rlgnlllcencc?

Aieee¡ polcnthl
lor confllct:
SEVERE 2
sLrcHT ï

oilOHE

E¡l¡tlng or
potontlal

aport l¡sh.ry?
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W¡ldlife Management Contact Regional t^lildlife Manager to obtain
information about important wildlife habitat,
wildìife management programs and the potentiaì
for conflict with commercial fur harvesting,
sports hunting and wildlife conservation,

Refer to Canada Land Inventory Land Capabil,ity
for t^lildlife (waterfowl and ungulates) map i
series to locate important habitat.

Cottage deveìopment impacts on wildlife in two
ways:

a) destruction or alteration of habitat.

b) improved access to previous'ly inaccess-
ible areas - leads to increased hunting
pressure and disturbance from increased
human presence.

The presence of wildlife represent recreational
opportunities for cottagers in the form of
viewing and hunting.

YE3

Cuidelínes
Destruction and alteration of some habitat
can be reduced through careful design at the
lake and site scales. However certain areas
need to be identÍfied at the regional scale
and avoided where possible. These include:

NO

- high quality ungulate, furbearer and water-
fowl habitat

- colonial nesting sites
- raptor nesting sites
- other rare or unique species habitat

*TnßoEß FAGÍOR

Detefm¡ne
tpcclor proront r
qúrülrot hrb¡l.l

ilarlonal o¡ lF
Þrovlnclal

ilgnlllcanco ?
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¡IORE STUDY
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Wild Rice
Conflicts can occur between wild rice manage-
ment and cottage developrent over the issue
of water level control and disturbance of
licenced stands by recreationists.

Cuidelines
hJhiìe conflicts can sometimes be prevented
through design and management at the lake leveT,
areas of significant wild rice potential should
be avoided if possible.

l,lild rice groh,s in the south and south-eastern
parts of the province. 0btain and map infor-
mation on stands and leases source: Crown
Lands Branch, .l495 St. James Stree,t, Winnipeg.

Historic and
Archaeologicat Sites
Cottage development and the activity it gener-
9!es can damage historic or arciiaeoiogicãl sitesif steps are not taken to protect theñ. 0nthe other handn such sites present opportun_ities for interpretation.

Almost all lakes will have sites of historic
and/or archaeological significance, most of
whích remain undiscovered. There are, how-ever, known sites of importance which-shout¿
influence the process oî resource allocation.

Guidelines
Historic Resources Branch personneì will be
able to advise as to the severity of con_flict which might occur as a result of season_
a'l honre. development on various lakes. l-ates
where there is potential for conflict are
less suitable for development.

Obtain information about known sites of historic
significance from the Historic Resources Branch
200 Vaughan St., l,linnipeg.

0btain information about registered archeo-
logical sites by applying tó the provincial
Archeologist" Historic Resources Branch.

Ac¡ess potentlal for confllct:

SEVEBE 2

SLIGHT !
NOilE o
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0btain additional information from local
historical societies, regional Departnent
of Natural Resources personnel and local
resi dents.

Wilderness Tripping
The existence of even one cabin or motorboat
on a wilderness canoe or hiking route ca4 be
offensive to a wilderness user. 0n the other
hand, such routes increase recreation oppotir
tunities if access,ible from a cottage deveìþp-
ment.

YE9

NO

Cuidelines
l,'lhile the impact on wilderness users can be
reduced somewhat through carefuì design,
cottage development should occur wherè con-
f I i'cts wi ì ì be avoi ded.

9Þtqin and map ìocations of canoe routes,
hiking and cross-country ski trails, souice,
Parks Branch , 280 Smith Street, l,{innipeg.

trrnnoE8 FAcroB
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Public Recreation

Seasonal horn deveìopment can reduce the
quality of a water body for public recreation:
campr'ngr day use by aìtering the characterof the lake and increasing tne number of
people using it. Furthermore, cottage develop-
mel! may alienate shorelands from the general'
publ i c.

tlhere both cottaging and publ ic recreation
can be accommodaied*opportunities existfor cost-savings Ín the provision of services
and facilities.

Identify and map lakes with significant
potential for pubìic recreation sources:
CLI recreation capabi I i ty, ai r photos ,
regional office personnel.

A¡sees potentla! for confllct ¡

SEVERE 2

SLIGHT I
ltoNE O

Cuidelines

Lakes which are used for publ ic recreation re-
quire more detailed analysis to determi.ne ihe
potentiaì for conflict. Lakes of regional
significance for public recreation are less
suitable for cottage development.

Lakes w!th ;ignificant potential for pubìic
recreation (eg. with high quaìity beaähes,
potential campground or park sites) may bé
less suitable for cottage development.

I

¡

Identify and map lakes presently used for
public recreation sources: regionaì office
personne'l , local resi dents.

t'.
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Existing Cottage
Development
The presence of existing cottage development on

a lake can be significant deterrent to new

development. Established lake users have a

tendency to regard the water body as their own

and nny resist changes which they beìieve will
affect the quality of their own recreation
expe ri en ce .

0n the other hand, new cottage deveìopment will
be able to take advantage of services and fac-
ilities already in place. Additionaì development
may improve services already available.

Cuidelines

Lakes with large numbers of existing cottages
relative to area of water surface and length
of shoreline may be less suitable for develop-
ment.

Lakes with more irregular shoreline configurations
will have greater potential for separating
activities and will be more suitable for develop-
ment.

Determine numbers of cottages and levels of use.
sources: Crown Lands Branch, air photos, field
inspection.

Estimate potential for on-water conflict by cal-
culating boating capacity using the method de-
scribed in the carrying capacity section.

Estimate potentiaì for visually and physicalty
separating new from existing development.

I
I

Ar¡ees potentlal for confllct ¡

SEVERE 2

SLIGHT I
NONE O
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Forestry

Forestry operations can affect recreational
use of lakes in two lvays:

a) Timber cutting can alter the visual appeal
of surrounding shorel and.

b) Cutting operations can affect water quality
by increasing sedimentation, nutrient
loading and water temperature.

Although the first type of impact can be con-
trolled or reduced by the delineation of sky-
line reserves and cutting patterns which re-
spond to landscape form these are not always
practical or desirable. Impacts on water
quaìity depend on cutting practices, sìope and
soil conditions.

0n the other hand, the existence of forest
access roads can significantìy reduce the cost
of developing a lake.

Cuidelines
The angle and length of shoreland slope affects
poteptial for visual conflict. Shorelands with
gentf,e or bluff slopes are less susceptible to
visual disruption if a minimum shorel ine reserve
is maintained.

Clearcut operations have potential for greater
visual impact than other rethods of timber
extraction particularly where cutover areas
form rectilinear patterns.

t. ...
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The_impact of timber cuttÍng on water quaìity
wìll be most pronounced when large areas of water-
shed are clearcut on a continuinõ basis over
several years. Sedimentation anã nutrient loadingwill be greatest where erosion potential is high
ie.-steeper slopes, npderately and highly erodiblesoils. The recreation quality of lakð wáter is
unlikely to be significantly altered except under
these extreme conditions. The change in water quaìity
can remain for some time after cessátion of timber
operations but eventually the lake will return to
near-original condition as the forest becomes re-
establ ished.

A¡¡ees potentlal lor confllct:

SEVERE 2

SLIGHT I
NONE O

I

t

Lakes, where there is significant potential for
visual conflict or where extensive cutting of the
watershed will occur, are less suitable fór
cottage development.

Estimate the potential for visual conflict by
analyzing cutting pìans artd terrain conditions.
Use topographic maps and air photos to assess
terrain. Consult with Regionaì Forester to
determine the potentiaì for conflict.

0btain Forest Inventory mapping to determine thepotential for future timber extraction. source:
Forest Inventory, 300-530 Kenaston Ave., t,linnipeg.

Consult with Environnental l4anagement Division
where there are potential impacts on water
qual i ty.
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Mining
Mining operations can conflict with recreation
development through visual impact, pollution,
and in extreme cases of open pit mining through
the manipuìation of lake levels.

Mineral claims and leases effectively alienate
affected land from cottage development.

A¡reoe potentlal lor confllct:

SEVERE 2

SLIGHT I
ltoNE o

Cuidelines
Lakes situated in areas of hígh minerat pot-
ent'ia'l are less suitable for development.

Lakes situated downstream from a mining opera-
tion may have altered water quaìity. The
water should be tested to assess impact on
recreational and domestic use.

Contact Mineral Resources Division, 1007 Cen
Street, l^linnipeg for information on mineral
ential . I'lineral capability inapping is avail
able for some areas.

tu
po

ry
t-

Obtain locations of mining dispositions from
Mining..Claim Maps available at the Mining
Reco¡ding 0ffi.ce, 989 Century Street, t,liñnipeg
and [he Recording Office in The pas.

Consult with Environmental Managenent Division
where there are potenti ai po1 I ulion prob'lems.
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Hydro Development
The use of lakes as hydro-electric reservoirs
can create problems for recreational develop-
ment. l,Jater fluctuations can expose mud flats
and erode shoreland, hindering access to the
water and creating unsightly conditions.
Flooding to create reservoirs can result
in floating,and submerged stumps and logs
which create boating hazards.

The creation of a hydro reservoir can create
recreationaì opportunities which did not
previously exist.

Cuidelines
Waterbodies which function as hydro reservoirs
require closer assessment to determine pot-
ential conflict. Ascertain water level
fluctuations, shoreline conditions and the
presence (if any) of boating hazards.

Waterbodies which may, potentially, be af-
fected by hydro developnent are less suitable
for developnent

Iþtermine shoreline conditions, boating hazards
etc. by field analysis.

Contact the Water Managenent Service, Water
Resources Branch, 1577 Dublin Avenue, t,linnipeg
to determine water level fluctuations, loca- -
tions of hydro reserves and potentÍal locationsfor hydro developnent.

l]'
I

YE9 YE9
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Agriculture
Agricuìtural land use in a lake's watershed
can have a dramatic effect on trophic status.
Increased nutrient-loading results from
increased erosion and sedimentation, fert-
ilizer use and runoff from livestock
operations.

Guidelines
Where agricultural activity occurs in a lake's
watershed water quality should be tested to
determine existing and future impact. Lakes
which are experiencing a decline in the qual-
ity of water for recreation are less suitable
for development.

Consult with Environmental Management Division
to assess the potential impact on recreation
qual i ty.

A¡rees potentlal lor confllct:

SEVERE 2

SLIGHÎ I
NONE O

Urban Land Use
The presence of urban ìand use in a lake's
watershed can have a significant impact on
water quality by altering natural runoff,
'increasing erosion and releasing treated
or untreated sewage to the system.

Guidelines
Lakes which are experiencing a decìine in water
quality for recreation as a result of urban
land use are less suitable for cottage develop-
men t.
lþtermine if there are any urban centers in
the lake's water shed which are contributing
ser/',age to the system and the level of treat-
ment. t^lhere phosphorus removal is not occur-
ring a lake survey may be required. Consult
with Environnpntal Management Division to
assess the potential for impact on recreation
qual ity.

Ac¡egs potentlal lor confllct:

SEVERE 2

SLIGHT !
I{ONE O
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Land Claims and
Patented Lands
Unsettled native land claims are a potential
source of conflict with cottage development
if boundaries overlap. Parks Branch is less
able to control the form of development on
patented lands and Indian Reserves. However,
through co-operation compatible development
may be achieved on all lands with costs
shared between all land owners.

YE3

NO

YE8

Cuidelines
Areas where claims are not rvell-defined should
be avoided until such time as boundaries aÉe
cl ari fi ed.

*a¡¡¡oen FAcToB

Lakes with large anpunts of undeveloped
shoreland in private hands will require
additional study to determine the intentions
of .land oþrners.

0btain information on land clairm Trom the Indian
Land Claims Section, Crown Lands Branch,1495
St. James Street, l,linnipeg.

Refer to the Crown Lands Handbook for information
on land disposition in Agro-Manitoba. For
northern areas and for greater detail in the
south reference must be made directly to Crown
Lands Records, l,linnipeg.

h the¡c
grt ntod land ?

Arû there *
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Compatibility Summary
LAKE

Sum the conflict ratings assessed for each use
category to derive a toÙal compatibility score-
0rganize lakes into groups having simiìar compat-
ibility scores as shown below. Note and isolate
in a separate list ìakes where trigger factors
app'lv.

USE CATEGORY ABCDE

COMMERCIAL AND 0 1 I 0 2
FISH

IIILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 1 0 I 0 2

}IILD RICE 10000
HISTORIC AND 01001

}¡ILDERNESS TRIPPING 00000
PUBLIC RECREATION 00100
EXISTING COTTAGE

DEVELOPMENT
00000

IORESTRY 00001
HINING 0 I 0 I 0

HYDRO DEVELOPMENT 0 0 0 2 0

AGRICULTURE 0 0 0 0 0

URBAN LANDUSE 00000
D CLAIMS 0 0 0 1 I

PATENTED LANDS

TOTAL SCORE 23347

COMPATIBILITY RANK

0-3 G00D

4-6 FAIR

o

o

7-9

10+

POOR O

VERY POOR I

FIGURE 2.9
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D ISCUSSION Policy, Plans,

Regulations
Prior to designating a lake for recreational
development an analysis of existing plans,-policies, regulations and legislatioil whióh
may effect the proposed developnent should beundertaken. Such information is to be foundat the local, regionaì and provincial leveli.

Guidelines
LOCAL GOVERNI4ENT DISTRI CTS

Departnent of Natural Resources policy stipu-
lates that all cottage subdivisiôns conformjo 'local regulations. Review local zoning
by-laws and land use plans.

UNORGANIZED TERRITORY

Recreation developnent must conform tolocal regulations imposed by the Department
of Natural Resources.

PLAI{NING DISTRICTS

Lake planning should address district pìans
where they are in effect.
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CONSERVATION DISTRI CTS

I'Jhere a lake is within the jurisdiction of a
conservatÍon district the district manager should
be contacted to obtain 'information about con-
servation and development plans.

PARK PLANS1

NO

Cottage deveìopment within a provincial park
must conform to any master pìan, interim manage-
ment guidelines and area deveìopment plans in
effect. YES

PROVINCIAL LAND UST POLICIES

Cottage developnent should respond to Manitoba's
Provincial Land Use Policies. * lRtccEB FACTOR

ECOLOGICAL RESERVES

Cottage development should not compromise the
sanctity of des'ignated ecological reserves.
The location of eco'logical reserves and the
reguìations pertaining to them may be obtained
from the Resource Allocation and Planning Branch.

ACTS

Crown Lands Act
Park Lands Act
Planning Act
Foþest Act
t^,i I dl i fe Act
l,litdlife Management Areas Act
Mining Act
Historic Resources Act

Ao¡e8s cultablllty
ot soasonal homc

deY€lopment:

GOOD

FAIR

POOB

o
o
o

}IO DEVELOPMENT

Doer pollcy, *
plan or regutallon

provonl development ?
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D ISCUSSION DevelopmentThe cost of delivering seasona'l home lots to
the market can be one of the most important
considerations in the resource allocätion
process. A lake with high capability for
cottaging may not be suitable if the costs of
developing it are prohibitive.

Cost comparisons should include not only the
costs which are usually assessed against the
price of a lot or levied on an annual basis
such as survey, access, garbage collection,
and road maintenance; the "hidden" costs of
development such as planning, water quality
surveys, and fisheries management should also
be recogni zed.

The other types of costs to be considered are
"private" costs: expenses borne by the cottager
in addition to the purchase or Jease price
which also affect ability to pay.

Some costs pertain to the lake or site scale
and will not be accurately known until the
development is at the design stage. However
rough estimates are required at this time to
reflect the total cost of development.

CONCERNING DEVELOPI{ENT COSTS

Throughout these guidelines emphasis is pìaced
on the need for basic planning and scientific
study both_prior to and following the develop-
ment of a lake for cottaging. Tñese studies
provide essential data for the production and
monitoring of environmentaì impact and the
administration of fish and wiìdlife management

Cost
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programs.

It is possib'le that the costs of such studies
may be perceived, by Provincial officials, as
prohibitive. It is argued here, however, that
this work is fundamental to the effective
management of lake resources and a normal part
of the process of developing cottage lots.
As such, the costs of these studies can legit-
imate'ly be added to the cost of a cottage ìot.
These costs are then borne by the cottage owner
in return for the privilege of a private dwell-'ing adjacent to a prime public resource. When
cottage owners realize that such work is in
their own best interest they should be wiìling
to contribute.

l,lhile it is unlikeìy that the additional costs
would make the price of a lot unattainabìe to
those who really desire one, the issue of
affordability is raised. If the Province is
seriously concerned with providing greater
access to seasonal home use for Manitobans,
there are other approaches to follow. One
example, already in use by the Province,
is the provision of cabins which can be rented
on a weekly basis by those who cannot, or do
not wish to build their own.

Cuidelines
Deve'lopment costs faìl into four categories:

PLANNING COSTS

l. Pìanning and design, including field
analysÍs.

2. l,later qual ity survey.

3. Legal survey.
4. Administrative and legal.
5. Engineering design - roads.

CONSTRUCTION COSTS

l. Clearing for road access.
2. Construction of road (ditching, embank-

ments, grading, compacting, gravel, etc.).
3. Signing (roads, trai ls, boat launch, etc. ).
4. Communal potabìe water supply (wel1s, pumps,

treatment).
5. Cornrnunal seurage disposal ( lagoon).
6. Communal landfill
7. Boat launch, docking (parking for remote

lots, boat pulì-up areas, break-water..

8. Hydro and telephone service, including
r.o.w. clearing

9. Landscaping.
.l0. 

Communal recreati on faci I i ti es (wal ki ng trai ì s ,
pl ay fields, tennis courts, etc. ).
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I

2

3

4

5

6

7

MANAGEMENT COSTS

Road maintenance, snov', plowing.

Sol id waste management

Sewage ìagoon monitoring and control
Policing, including conservation officers.
t'later mon i tori ng.

Fisheries management.

General maintenance of communal facilities.

PRIVATE COSTS

1. Site preparation (brush clearing, leveling).
2. Cottage construction.
3. t,laste disposal (on-site facilities and

pump-outs ) .

4. l,later supply.

5. Hydro and telephone service.
6. Travel

COST ESTIMATE

At this stage of the lake planning process, when
the actual size and design of potential develop-
ment has not been decided many costs will remain
unknown. General cost estimates can be made,
however, based on two factors: accessibilitty and
service infrastructure requirements. I

Accessibility affects costs related to travel
(time, fuel, etc.). It influences all four cate-
gories of costs: eg. cost of getting to ìake
for surveys and construction, cost of extra dis-
tance for poìicing, trävel costs of cottage
owner. The further the lake is from population
and administrative centers, the greater wiì1 be
the costs involved.

l,lhere such facilities as sewage lagoon, ì
roads do not presently exist they will ne
provided. Costs will be significant'ly hi
areas where there is no existing service
s tructure

an
ed
gh
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to be
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fra-

Group lakes according to the potentiaì cost of
devel opment:
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As previously defined, the purpose of the region-
aì process is to determine the potential of a
region's lakes for seasonal home use and establish
priorities for planning and development. Devel-
opment potential was determined by a systematic
analysis of the resources and use of,all lakes in
the planning region. Each lake was assessed a-
gainst a slate of pertinent criteria and rated on
a relative scale.

An overall impression of development potential
may be obtained for all lakes in the region by
summarizing the individual "scores". Such a sum-
mary will facilítate the making of decisions when
estabìishing priorities for planning and develop-
ment at the lake scale.

SUMI4ARY TABLE

Development
CS

o

IP trr o
a a

l]

I

The method recommended here for summarizing the
results of the regional analysis is to display
the individual ratings for each lake in tabular
form. An example of such a table is shown below.
The use of a table permits quick comparisons be-
tween lakes for alì development potentiaì factors.
Numerical values are not used, instead the pur-
pose of the table and symbols is to give a vis-
ual impression of the reìative potential of lakes.
}{hile it is ìikely that equaì importance will not
be given to all factons in the decision-making
process, no attempt is made to give more weight
to any one factor in the table. However, this
does not prevent greater weight being apptied to
one or more factors once the table is completed.
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ESTABLISHING PRIORITIES

As stated at the outset, the selection of a lake
for seasonal home development is, possibly, the
most important decision in the entire lake pìan-
ning process. The decision to develop a 'lake

for seasonal home use may effectively exclude the
lake from consideration for other use. ù'lhether
a lake is suitable for deyelopment is dependent
on many factors, as has been shown. However, the
decision needs to be based on more than just the
results of the regional analysis as represented
by the summary table. l,lhile the analysis and
table produce a reasonably comprehensive image of
development potential they do not show a compìete
picture. The estabìishment of development prior-
ities must examine each lake in the context of its
inunediate surroundings (eg. adjacent use, potent-
ial ìinkages, etc.) and the regional settinE.

For example, when lakes occur in natural ilusters,
opportunities are presented for the sharing of
basic services and the provision of a variety of
recreation experiences in one area. While all of
the lakes in the cluster may not rate well in the
anaìysis their value for deveìopment is increased
due to the presence of their neighbours.

0n the otlrer hand, a lake which scores well in the
analysis may not be desirab'le for seasonal home
development if isolated or if there is a risk that
development could have detrimental impacts down-
stream or on adjacent lands.

I TÒ

"oli^.o
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{¡}
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* Ée #
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The principle of dlscriminatory resource alloca-
tion means that there must be a partitÍoning and
sharing of the total resource. This means lhat
even if all lakes in a region have potential for
seasonal home development they should not all,

Whøyr la',ks aq.u( ¡,t
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necessarily, be developed for that use. tlhen it
comes to deciding how to allocate the resource
there is a need to invoìve regional resource man-
agers and the publ ic to ensure that the interests
of all potential users are considered.

0nce development priorities have been established
a program may be organized for ìake scale planning.



The purpose of the lake plan is to outline the way the
lake is to l¡e developed and managed. It determines the
types and quantities of use which wilì occur. It at-
locates shore and water areas for various uses, ìoc-
ates pnoposed development and gives it form. Fin-
alìy it outlines how proposals are to be imptemented.

3 a The Lake
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The Lake Plan lntroduction
Once a lake has been identified as a suitable can-
didate for seasonal home development a lake pìan
must be formulated. The purpose of the pìan is
to define a program for the development and on-
going management of the lake which will satisfy
human desires for recreation whi'le maintaining en-
vironmental quality. The plan outlines the type,
location and quantity of use which will occur on
the lake. It out'lines the implementation strategy
including deve'lopment phasing, regulations on use
and resource management
water quality monitoring

p

)

rogram requirements (eg.

lllhile the fundamental objective of the plan is to
provide sites for new seasonal home development
the plan is concerned with rnore than just cottage
use and cottage sites. The plan must address all
uses on the lake, both existing and future, be-
cause they will all have an effect on one another
and will influence the character of the deveìoped
I ake.

The pìan encompasses the entire lake, for it is
the whole lake basin which serves as the setting
for the cottage "experience". Changes occurring
on one part of the lake will be felt elsewhere.

The lake plan must also consider areas and uses
beyond the immediate lakeshore. The effects of
new development may be transported through the
drainage system or may spread into adjacent land
areas. Resource activity occurring upstream or
elsewhere in the vicinity may, in turn, have an
effect on new development.
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Each lake has an individual character and pre-
sents both opportunities and constraints to sea-
sonal home development. It is the goal of lake
planning to formulate a strategy for lake devel-
opment which takes advantage of opportunities,
responds to constraints and enhances the quaìity
of the lake environment. The pìan process exam-
ines the lake character, defines an appropriate
development concept and determines the method by
which the concept is to be fulfilled.

The Plan Document
The process by which the plan u,as formulated, the
results of analysis and development/management
recommendations are brought together and described
in the lake plan document. The purpose of the
document is to provide information to others and
to serve as a record of findings. The document
outlines development recommendations in verbal
and graphic form and expìains the basis for de-
velopment recommendations. The record of detailed
resource data will be of assistance for future
planning and management.

ROLE STATEMENT

The first step in the lake planning process is to
define a "role" for the lake. The role statement
describes the type of "experience" which is to be
created on the lake, giving an indication of the
types of use urhich will occur and their relative
importance. The obiectives of the plan are stated
to provide direction to the remainder of the pro-
cess. The role is defined based on information
from the regional process, in consultation with
regional resource managers and the pubìic.

OTHER USE

Existing use of the lake is examined to determine
how to account for the needs of these participants
in the plan document. Potential uses of the lake
(other than cottaging) are also examined to deter-
mine whether they can he accomodated in the plan
and how this might be done.

RESOURCE INVENTORY

l,lhile some analysis of the resource base occumed
during the regional process more detalled resounce
data is needed to guide site-specific decision-
making and design. The resource inventory propgram
will require the collection of primary information
and field work.

I

I
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DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL Structure of this Section
The findings of the site inventory and analysis
are combined to assess the capabiìity of poten-
tial sites for development. The results of
this assessment wilì assist in locating new
devel opment.

This section is divided into subsections which
folìow the steps in the planning process. A
ìarge part is devoted to the section on resource
inventory and analysis, which includes guiddlines
applicable to site pìanning and design. I

CARRYING CAPACITY

Estimates of lake carrying capacity are made

to provide an indication of the quantity of
use which should be permitted on the lake.

ALTERNATIVE PLANS

Alternative plans are fonnulated to show
the different ways in which the role of
the lake could be fulfilled. The relative
advantages and disadvantages of each option
are discussed.

PLAN CHOICE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Following review of the alternative plans by
regionaì resource managers and the public one
plan or a combination of plans is chosen for
implementation. The program by which the plan
is to be implemented and the lake managed is
outl i ned.
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The first step in the formulation uf a lake plan
is the drafting of a role statement. The role
staternent describes the role the lake is to ful-
fi'll within the region and defines the type of
"experience'¡ to be created by the plan. It in-
cìudes both generaì descriptions of the proposed
future character of the lake and a list of objec-
tives which state, in more specific terms, how
the "experience" is to be achieved.

The purpose of the role statement is" to provide
direction to the planning process and a framework
for decision-making. All of the remaining steps
in the process, including resource analysis, car-
rying capacity calculations and drafting of alter-
native plans are influenced by the roìe statement.
The statement indicates the relative value to be
given to the various factors which influence the
plan. For example, the importance of sport fish-
ing within the context of the entire recreational
experience is stated.

The statement outl ines the future character of
the lake by describing the types of development
and activity which will occur, the level of serv-
icing to be provided and standards of environmental
quality to be maintained.

The role of the lake is defined based on the find-
ings of the regionaì process and through discus-
sions with resource managers and the generaì pub-
lic. 0nce defined, the role statement is not
"carved-in-stone". It may be revised in response
to the findings of the more Setailed resource an-
alysis which follows. In fact, the role of the
lake will not be finalized until final pìan
sel ecti on .

Role
Statement

¿Éù

H
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Discussion Other
Lake LJse

0ther uses of a lake, both existing and poten-
tial, will influence the plannìng and design of
new seasonal home development,. Some uses of a
water trody may compìement cottage development
providing oppor^tunities to share facilities and
services (eg. sharing a road by a cottage deve-
ìopment and a lodge facility). 0ther uses may
be potent'ially incompatible and will require
separation or regulation of use (eg. marina and
publ ic beach).

Existing and potentia'l uses of a lake wi I I
initially be identified at the regionaì scale,
during the lake selection process. Those lakes
with uses which are incompatible with seasonal
home deveìopment wìì1 normally have been reject-
ed during this process. The task at the lake
leveì is to pìan and design new developments
which take advantage of opportunities and
respond to existing use patterns.

Cuidelines
Prepare a map which shows existing and potentiaì
use of the lake which inc'ludes the foìlowìng
informati on:

1 Existing land tenure - Identify aìì
encumbered and occupied land including
patented land, leases, land-use permits,
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reserves, orders-in-council mining claims
and federal lands. This information may
be obtained from Crown Lands Records.

2 Known future use - Map the location of
known future use (eg. future forest
cutting area). This information will
have been obtained during the regional
process

3 Existing use patterns - Prepare behaviour
setting maps which chart the location and
occurrence of lake and shore activity, by
type. From observation and discussion
with existing users determine the timing,
frequency and duration of activity. Note
areas of congestion and high contact.

4 Potential use - Map the location of
potential uses, other than cottaging,
whi ch were in'iti al ìy i denti f i ed at the
regional scale. (eg. prime sand beach
as potentiaì day use area).

Estimate the quantity of existing use from
observationn discussions with users and
regional office personnel.
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Assess the potential for use conflict resu'lt-
ing from new development, in order to deter-
mine the need for separation between uses.
Examine the following five conflict types:

visual conflict - intrusion by one use 'into
another's private space; disruption of
vi ews .

noise conflict - auditory disruptions of peace
and quiet. vioual oatll;fi

physicaì conflict - physicaì crowding of
where one activity interferes with t
carrying-on of another (eg. boat vrak
disrupting sti 1 I fishing) .

use
he
e

environmental confl ict - when one activity
causes a decline in environmental quality,
which in turn affects other use (eg.
pollution of water).

service conflict - when new use causes overload-
ing of services and facilities (eg. over-
crowding of parking).

Uses with similar behaviour characteristics are
less likely to conflict with one another than
uses exhibiting varied characteristics eg.
quiet, slow and "low technology" activities
(such as canoeing, sailing) aiè more likely
conFlict with noisy, fast-high technoìogy
actfi vities (water-iki ing).

(( (c

no¡* co"lL;ot
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The potentiaì for conflict between uses is very
much dependent on the attitudes and perceptions
of users. Activities which are perceived as
undesirable by ìake users will be likeìy to
cause conflict no matter how wel'l planned and
desìgned. Linked to this is the reality that
existing users of a lake are much more senbjtive
to alterations of the lake environment thah
future users. Often, ârìJ change'is perceived
by ìake residents as bad, as it is believed to
reduce the quality of their own recreation
experience.

This emphasizes the need for pub'lic participa-
ti on i n the 'l ake p'lanni ng process . By
expìaining proposed development to lake users
and responding to their concerns earìy in the
process, conflict may be avoided.

I
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As a result of resource anaìysis. undertaken dur-
ing the regional process the character and limi-
tations of the resource are already known in gen-
eral terms. This information is unìikely to be
of sufficient detail for planning and design at
the lake and site scales. Detaile<l data is required
for the delineation of sensitíve areas (eg. spawn-
ing beds), the identification of special ieatures
(eg. scenic elements) and the determination of
development potential .

l,lhile it is important to have specific and corn-
prehensive resource information it is not neces-
sary that the anaìysis include all of the data
ìisted in the pages which follow. The inventory
need include only the information which will in-
fìuence the plan. Indeed, not alt of the factors
described in this section apply everywhere in the
Provi nce.

Resource
lnventoryl &
Analysis

The collected data should be recorded on maps of
the lake at the same scale. This wilì permit
overlaying of information and the drafting of
composite maps. The mapped resource data will be
a useful record for future lake pìanning and
management.
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Discussion topographySìope and rel ief may present both opportunities
and constraints to cottage development. Mod-
erate and steep slopes improve backshore views
to the lake and undulating terrain alìows for
more interesting siting of buildings. However,
steep slopes and strongly broken terrain can
severeìy restrict the potentiaì of a site for
cottage development by hindering access and
circulation and increasing the costs of con-
struction and servicing. Effluent from sullagepits and absorption fields can resurface on
steep sìopes creating malodorous condit.ions and
wetness. Steep slopes are more susceptible to
erosion and slippage, while gently sìoping sites
can experience drainage problems.

Cuidelines
Map shoreland topography. Sìopes should be
classified as gentle, moderate or steep as de-
scribed below. Indicate local relief which
would restrict development such as high embank-
ments, cliffs, and depressions.

:
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GENTLE SLOPES < B%

- slight or no limitat'ions to cottage devel-
opment

- adequate environmental protection with
standard design and managenpnt practices

- gradient permits near round automobile
access and informal pedestrian movement
and activity

- ìow to moderately ìow erosion haz;rrd
- slopes (3% nay experience drainage

problems and restrict backshore views to
water

- s'lopes )5% may pose limitations for seulage
1 agoons

- ditches with gradients )5% may require rip-
rap

MODERATESLOPES B.15%

- moderate limitations to cottage development
- above average design and management are

required to ensure environmentaì protection
- gradient restricts automobile and pedestrian

movement: winter access is difficult
- erosion hazard may be high on certain soils

and when vegetative cover is disturbed
- heavily used pathways may require stabiliza-

tion
- Ëile field and sullage pit effìuent may re-

purface
- foundation construction and utility connec-

tions are more costly

øtæ7et áqn ir,n7ø,¡¿
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STETP SLOPES >15%

- severe limitations to cottage development
- sensitive design and intensive management are

required to ensure environmental protection
- automobile access is impractical, pedestrians

may require steps
- heaviìy used pathways wi1ì require stabiliza-

tion
- erosion hazard is severe with most soiìs and

site conditions
- tile fieìds are impractical

The degree to which slope and relief conditions
restrict development is related to the form
and density of development and the level of
servicing. As development density increases
the area of disturbed ground and amount of
impervious surfaces grow, causing an increase
in the speed and volume of runoff and erosion.
Multipìe tier and cluster-type development
will generally require flatter and more gently
sloping sites than dispersed ribbon subdivisions.

Automobi'les generally require gradients less
than l0-15% for ease of circulation. Road
accessibility can become a major site determin-
ant if holding tanks are used for waste disposal.
Other waste disposaì systems are restricted
by gradient.

Higher density deveìopnent can be located on
moderate or even steep sìopes and still ensure
adequate environmental protection. However,
síte desÍgn and management requirenents jncrease

GENTLE MODERATE STEEP

<8Í 8-15Í > 15ÍSLOPE

LIMITATIONS TO
DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMEI{TAL
PROTECTION

qUALITY OF

DESIGN / MANAGE.
ilENT REQUIREo

none to
sl I ght moderate severe

high medi um low

.hlgheststandard above
average

DEVELOPI4EI{T CAPABILITY OF SLOPES

FIGURE 3.3
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si gnif icant'ly. Steps wi I I be requi red to
control runoff and erosion, stabilize
slopes and mínimize disturbance to vege-
tation and soil. Such measures increase
the cost of development significantly.

[,'lhe re quaì i ty des i gn and s i te managenent
cannot be ensured,development should be
located on gentle slopes as these provide
the greatest degree of environmental
protection.

Sources
Beckett, Jackson, Raeder, Inc. 1981. Soil

Erosion and Sedimentation Controll-
Envi ronnentaì Design Press, Reston. VA.

Lynch, K. 1974. Site Planninq. MIT Press,
Cambri dge, l4ass .

Marsh , Irl. M. (ed. ) 1978. Envi ronmental
Ana I is for Land Use and Sl-te P-lannin
McGraw i1

Tourbier, J. ì973. Water Resources as a Basis
or rehensive Plannin and Develo

men o S ver as
.s. epar

Washington.
o

na
In te or.

n
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Discussion surficial geoGeological surface features may be used as indi-
cators of local soil conditions and site capabil-
ity. This is particularly valuable where soil
survey data is ìacking. Surficial geology can
also provide clues to the location of sens'itive
areas and hazard I ands.

ogy
rl

t

An anaìysis of surficial geology is also advis-
abìe to identify potentiaì deposits of aggregate.
These deposits will be useful for the construc-
tion of proposed cottage development as welì as
a regi ona'l resource .

Guidelines
Map surficìa'l geology using information obtained
from reports and maps published by the Manitoba
Mines Branch, the Geological Survey of Canada,
and the Northern Resource Information Program
(Manitoba Biophysical Inventory). Where iuch
sources are not available, geoìogical surface
features may be mapped using air photography.
This will require experience with air photo inter-
pretation and a basic knowledge of earth science.

0nce the surface features are ídentified, soil
conditions and site capability may be estimated
based on an understanding of the geomorpho'logical
processes which formed the features. The princi-
pal formation processes, composition and drainage
commonly associated with geological surface feat-
ures are given in fig. 3.4 as a general guide.

#r ¡-l

å,-!õ', +*€ r4
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Sensitive and hazardous lands include ground
water recharge areas, unstabìe soils, and flood-
prone areas. Groundwater poìlution can occur
when sewage disposal systems (tite fietds, ìag-
oons) are installed in recharge areas. Ground-
water recharge is often associated with outwash
deposi ts formed by mel twater streams. Al I uvial
and eolian deposits can be very unstable.

FIGURE 3.4 PRoCESSES, Cor.rpostÌtoil. Ar{0 DRAINAGE
OOilæI{LY ASSOCIAIED YTTH GEOLOGICAL 5URFACE FEATURES

Feature Proces s Conposi tion Jralnage

Alluvial fan stream deposltlon at
base of sìope

sðnd, silt, cìay
ritì fraction
pebbles and cobbles;
narkedìy stratified
and highìy hetero-
geneous; all in the
form of semiconical-
shaped fan

variab!e; upper por-
tions may be well
drained, ìorer portions
may be very poor
osing to ground{ater
seepage

The best aggregate materiaìs for use in concrete
or road construction are clean gravels and sands.
Surface features where such materials are likely
to be found include ice-contact, glacio-fluvial
deposits (eskers, kames) and beach ridges.

Al luvi r¡lr river channel and nalnly sand,.sllt.
floodplaln depositlon cìay ufth organic

fractions locall-v¡
stratified and
heteroçneous

typlcally very poor
orring to high water
tabìe and periodic
fìocidi nq

Barrler beach deposltion by waves sand and pebbles
ðnd currents

good, but Hater table
often within severål
feet of surface

Sources
Beach shorellne wave

actlon with second-
ary effects of wind

varlablei typlcalìy
sand and pebbles but
¡nay also be clayey
and silty or bedrock
and rock rrÉble

rnainly sand but peb-
bles cornpn in lo¿er

good if sandy, but
water table usually
within severàl feet of
surface

Bloom, A.L. .l969,

Prentice-Hal I .

The Surface of the Earth Beach rldge deposition by waves
and wind

ercellent, especfally
in those xit} high

Lueder, D.R. 1959. Aerial Photographic Inter-
Bog

Portion

standing water and organlc (nnrck, peat)
organic deposltion ',{ith fraction mineral

clay

elevation

very poor

pretation. McGraw-Hi1l.
Coll uvlun !ntegrated deposition highly het€roqeneous, highly variable. lf situ-

from r¡ass mvemnt, may range from clay ated near footslope'
n¡noff, streams to boulders¡ strati- grounÖtater seepage

lfied ¡nterlal maY be Present
mlxed Yrith undiffer-
entlated ¡nterial

Marsh, W.M. (ed. ) 1978. Environmental Analysis:
for Land Use and Site Planninq. McGraw-Hill.

Cusp or cuspate deposition by rraves
and currents

sand and pebbles good, but cater tabìe
often rithin severál
feet of surface

forel and

lþltð rlYer depositlon usually clay, sllt,
and sand ylth local
concentrations of
organlc nnteri¿l

clayey wlth ad¡ni¡tur€
of coarser fractions
as large as boulders;
rhale-shaped hilly
fom

very poor to poor

depoiltlon and redls-
tribution by glacial
lce

0runl ln good to poor
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FIGURE 3.4 PROCESSES, COI4POSIIION, AND DRAINAGE
CüIæTILY ASSOCTATED IIITH GEOLOGICAL SURFACE FEATURES

FIGURE 3.4 PROCESSES
cor'0,to$tlY ASS0CIATED r¡

, COMPOS'ITTON, AND DRAINAGE
ITH GEOLOGICAL SURFACE FEATURES

Feaèure Process Composition 0ral nage Feature Pro ces s Compos i ti on Dral nage

Escarpment (see
scarpl

Esker

Outwash plain deposition over broad sandy
areas by gìacial íÊìt-
ratrr streôms

usuaì ìy excel lent, but
hlgh Hatef tÀble ln
sone locaïes

I
excellent to fair

chðnnel deposition
by glaclal meltwater
stream

stratifled sand and. excellent
pebh¡e mixture (9rav-
elly) in the form of
a sinous rldge

see alluYium see aìluvium

Rlver terrace rlver erosion and
depos I tion

xind deposition

complex of weathering
and erosion of the
outcropping end of
bedrock fonnation

mass nnvemnt ( rock
falls, rock slides)

variable; stratified
clays, sil ts, sand

pure sand

bedrock often with
Floodp¡ain

Ground moraine

river deposltion

deposition from glac-
lal lce

Sand dune excel ì en t
good, büt groundHater
seepage coruron along
foots lope

often sand, silt, - good to poor
claJ¡ admixture, but
may be highly vari-
able ranging fron
compacted clays to
sand, pebbles, cob-
bìes, bouìCers; .usu-
ally gently rolling

malnly stratified exceììent
sånd and gravel in
the fortrt of a conical
shaped hlll
clayey xlth local poor to fåir
concentratìons of
beach and dune sand

Scarp
PAr
rhi

tial coverage of
n soiI and .taìus

foo ts I ope

Scree cobbles and pebbles
in fom of 30o-40"
s ìope

excel ì ent

lOne deposi
ial ne

tion Ày glac- Spi t deposltion by vraves
and curr€nts

sand and pebbìes good, but water table
often wlthin several
feet of surface

ItwateÊ streàm

fuðmp ståndlng water and
organic deposltion

organic (muck, peat)
with fraction mlneral
clay

very poor

Lake plaln rave and current
action

lal us nnss novermnt (rock
falls, rock slides)

boulders in forn of
30'-40'slope

excel I ent
L¡ke terrace uave erosion and

deposi ti on
usually sand and
pebbles but may he
bedrock or clay and
sllt

excel¡ent to good

Tiil deposition fron
glacial ice

often sand, si'lt,
c¡ay admixture, hut
nay be highly vari-
ahle ranging from
compacted clays to
sand, pebbles, cob-
äles, boulders

often sand, silt,
claJr admixture, but
oay be highly vari-
able ranging from
coropacted clays to
sand. pebbles, coh-
bles, boulders; usu-
ally gentìy rolling

good to poor

Loess

¡larsh

¡torai.ne

Hind deposition sllt, rather
structurel ess

organic (muck,
peat) with frac-
tion mineral clay

often sand, silt,
cìay mlxture, but
may he highly Yar-
lðble rôngihg from
co0pacted clays to
sðnd, Þebhles, cob-
bles, boulders; usu-
ally in form of i.r-
regular hilly terrain

excellent and good

standlng ¡rater anC
organlc deposition

Yer.¡/ poor

Tlll plain deposition from
glacfal lce

qood to poor

depositlon from
glacial ice

good to poor

(from Marsh, 1978)
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Discussion

¡lSoil is a critical determinant of the develop-
ment capability of shoreland. A potential seas-
onaì home site requires soils which are able to
tolerate the physicaì pressures of construction
and use, and satisfy the engineering require-
ments of proposed development. Soil conditions
can be the single most important factor in the
selection of development sites. Consequently, a
survey of soil conditions is a fundamental compo-
nent of lake planning.

SO

ENGINEERING REQUIREI4ENTS

From an "engineering" perspective soil is impor-
tant as a foundation and construction material
and as a medium for waste disposal and underground
servicing. Soils for road and buiìding foundations
require adequate load-bearing capacity, low com-
pressibility and resistence to frost-heaving.
Septic fields, lagoons and other sewage disposaì'
systems have very specific requirements for soil
permeability, depth and drainage. Underground
services need to be located below the depth of
frost penetration in stable soils for year-round
use.

IMPACTS ON SOIL

Seasonal home development can cause soil 'loss

and deterioration. Clearing of vegetation, re-
moval of forest litter, and exposure of the nrin-
eral soil increases erosion and reduces soil
fertiìity. Pedestrian and vehicle movements can
compact the soiì, altering moisture- regimes and

-*¡l
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too

porosity. Trampling can remove ground vegetation
and soil. Certain soil types and soil conditions
are more sensitive to such pressures.

Soil conditions also affect the tolerance of veg-
etation to development pressures. Plants growing
on deep, fertile, well-drained soils are better
able to withstand development stresses than plants
growing in impoverished- conditions.
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SOILS AND RTCREATION

þ o
Soils which dry out slowly or cause surface pond-
ing inhibit outdoor activity. Clay soils are
sticky when wet, loose sandy or silty soiìs are
subject to blowing when dry. Rocky and uneven sur-
face conditions can restrict certain types of out-
door pìay.
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SOÍL TEXTURAL CUISSES

SOIL TYPT/TEXTURE Coarse S Sand
LS Loary
SL SandySoil type is defined, firstly, by mechanical com-

position. Soils are organized into textural clas-
ses according to the relative proportions of sand,
si1t, and clay particles present. The textura'l
clasbes are allocated to coarse, medium and fine
textüral groups. SoÍls which contain a signifi-
cant content of fragments 2r¡n in size are fur-
ther defined by such terms as gravel'ly, cobbìy
or stony eg. gravelly sand loam.

Sand
Loam

iledi um Si
siL

sl cL
L

CL

scL

silr
Silt Loam
Silty Clay Loam
Loam
Clay Loam
Sandy Clay Loam

sic
sc
c

HC

Silty Cl
Sandy Cl
Cl ay

ay
ay

,l

A

LTI

ILÍIs

LqAH

EIAY

LAYc

].-aAYl

r4H

Fine

Heavy Clay
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Soils are also classified, by texture, for
engineering purposes. The Unified Soil Classifi-
cation System is an engineering cìassification
system which groups soils according to particle
!!zg, gradation, plasticity index and liquid'l imi t.

Soil type is further defined by its consistence:
the resistence of soil particles to separation
or deformation. It is described in terms such
as loose, soft, friable, firm, hard, sticky,
plastic or cemented. The consistence of the soil
affects the ease with which it can be worked.

A soil may be further described by its structure
and organic content. Strúcture has a significant
effect on soil aeration, infiltration, perco'lation
and the ability of a soil to resist erosion.
Three common structures are: block-like; plate-
like; prism-like. Organic content affects' the
soil's susceptibility to compaction.

Hhereas the textural qualities of a soil are
important in determining the engineering capabil-ity of a soil, consistence, structure añd oi^ganic
cóntent indicate soil productivity and site sen-sitivity to use. Soil type influences: founda-
tion capability, waste disposal, fertility, traf-
ficability and erosion potentiaì.

UNIFITD SOIL CLASSES

Welì-graded graveìs, graveì-sand mixtures,l ittte
or no fines

Poorly graded gravels, gravel-sand mixtures,little or no fines I
ISilty gravels, graveì-sand-si'lt mixtures

Clayey gravels, gravel-sand-clay mixtures

t{elI-graded sands, gravelly sands, Iittle or
no fi nes

Poorly graded sands, gravelìy sands, little
or no fines

Silty sand, sand-silt mixtures

Clayey sand, sand-clay mixtures

Inorganic silts, very fine sands, rock fjour,silty, clayey fine sands, clayey siìts with
slight pìasticity

Inorgan-ic clays of low to medium ptasticity, gra-
velly clays, sandy cìays, silty ctays, lean clays

Organic silÈs and organic silty clays of low
pl asti ci ty

G}'l

GP

GM

GC

str

SP

SM

sc

ML

CL

OL

MH

CH

OH

Pt

Inorganic si.lts, micaceous or diatomaceous fine
sandy or silty soiìs, elastic siìts
Inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat clays

Organic clays of medium to high plasticity, or-
ganic sil ts

Peat and other highly organic soils

from Caminos, Goethert (19i8)

FIGURE 3.6
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SOIL DEPTH

Soil depth is the distance from soil surface
to bedrock or other impermeabìe surface. It
is described by five classes:

A. bare rock

B. very shallow ( 50cm

C. shaïlow 50-90cm

D. moderate 100-1 99cm

E. deep 200cm

SOIL DRAINAGE

Soil drainage is a product of soil permeability,
depth to water table and topography. It is
classified as follows:

RAPIDLY DRAINED - .Water is removed from the soil
rapidly in relation to supply. Excess water
flows downward rapidly if the underlying material
is pervious. There may be subsurface flow on
steep gradients during heavy rainfall. Soils
have a low available water storage capacity.
Soils are coarse in texture or shallow or both.

I

hIELü-DRAINED - l,later is removed from the soil
readi'ly but not rapidly. Excess water flows
downward readily into underlying pervious
material or laterally as subsurface flow.
Soils have internrediate avaiIable water storage
capacity. Soils are intermediate in texture
and depth

MODERATELY DRAINED - l,later is removed somewhat
slowly in relation to supply. Excess water is
removed somewhat slowly due to ìow pervious-
ness, shallow water table, lack of gradient
or combÍnation of these. Soils have inter-
mediate to high water storage capacity.
Soils are medium to fine textured.

POORLY DRAINED - I'later is renpved so slowly that
the soil is wet for much of the spring and early
summer. Excess water fiþves slowly downward
or is evident in the soil for a large part of
the tire. Main water sources are subsurface
flow, grounôvater flow as well as precipitation.
Soils have a wide range of water storage capacity,
texture and depth. Soils are the gleyed
phases of we'll -drai ned soi I s , g'leyed iungroups ,or organic.

VERY POORLY DRAINED - l^later is removed so
slowly that the soil is wet for most of the
time that the soil is not frozen. Excess wateris present in the soiì: the water table ís ator near the surface. Main water sources are
groundwater flow and subsurface flow. Soils
have a.wide range of avaitable water storage
capacity, texture and depth. Soiìs aregleysolic or organic.
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Guidelines i

ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS

The development capability of soils is deter-
mined, in the first instance, by the "engine-
ering" requirements (foundations, servicìng) of
proposed development. For certain types of de-
velopment or servicing, soil requirements can be
quite specific. For example septic tank/tite
fieìd systems require a minimum depth of soit
over rock or seasonal high water table and rather
narrow soÍl percolation requirements.

FOUNDATIONS

Soils for road and building foundations require
adequate load-bearing capacity, ìor¡, compressib-
itity and resistence to frost-heaving. Coarser
textured, well-graded soils with good internal
drainage are generally best. Such soils are
resistant to compaction, swelling or slippage.

For structures without basements shallow soils
over bedrock enable the construction of soìid,
inexpensive foundati'ons. Shaìlow soils are a
constraint, however, to road construction and
structures with baseme¡¡t-type foundations.

?ølY ¿lraineÀ dle
aR., u*çtable- ørl^ â^bjeå

b luøvrr1
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h,ASTE DISPOSAL

Fine textured soils have slower infiltration rates,
making them less suitable for seepage type waste
water di sposal (tl'le fi el ds , sul I age pi ts ) . Im-
permeability can cause lateraì drainage and resur-
facing of waste. Coarse textured soils may be too
permeablê, ôllowing insufficient treatment of
waste. Coarse soils also have poor nutrient reten-
tion capacities. The best soils for seepage type
systems are sandy soils.

Sewage disposal by septic tank/tile field, sullage
pit, or pit privy requires a minimum depth of a-
vailable overburden of I meter. (man. Reg. 85/81).
tJith this depth fill (up to I meter) will still be
required to construct a tile field. Deeper soils
(ie. 200cm +) are therefore preferred for septic
tank/tile field systems.

?, s
Yt û lt t,

\ ,r\\
Sewage lagoons require sufficient soil on site to
penmit construction of dikes and a flat bottom.
Bottom and sides must be impermeable; clay soils
are preferred. þJhere soils are too permeable a
cìay or sysnthetic liner must be installed.

øhallow ooib a¡e-
uttst^itaÃt- k a¡-+*e-
4.r\urgl ÅÅøyæal

SITT SERVICING

Underground services (sewer, water) need to be in-
stalled below the depth of frost penetration. A
soil,depth in excess of 2 meters is generally re-
quired. Soils should be well-drained and .stable
to aüoid damage to pipes.

,1
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COARSE-GRAINED SOILS

GRAVEL & SANDS &

GRAVELLY SOILS SANDY SOILS

GI,¡ GP GM GC S}l SP 5I'I

FINE-GRAINED SOILS

SILTS & CLAYS SILTS & CL/\YS
LL<50 LL:50

HIGIlLY
ORGAN I C
SOILS

SC ML CL OL MH CII O}I Pt

Workability as a
Construction Material I 22213323-4344s5NS

Compacti on
Characteri st ics I 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 3-4 3 5 4-5 4-5 5 NS

Shearing Strength
l{hen Compacted &

Sa tura ted
12342345555555NS

Compressibility &

Expans ion I I 2 3 I I 2 3-4 Z-33 3-4 4 4 4 s

Dra i nage
Characteri stÍ cs ll3-45tt3-4s3-4543-45s3-4

Potential Frost
Âction tl2-32-3tt443-53-43-43-5332

I Excel I ent
2 Good
3 Falr

4
5
NS

Poor
Very Poor
Not Suitable Source: Carninos & Goethert, 1978

THE INGINEERING CAPABILITY OF SOILS

FIGURE 3.7
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SOIL TOLERANCT TO DEVELOPMINT

Once the minimum requirements for servicing and
foundations are met, soil tolerance to develop-
ment in terms of fertility, trafficability and
erosion determine development capabil ity. AVAILABL E hIATER IN SOME MANITOBA SOILS

FERTI L ITY

Soil Texture
Group

Kind of
Soi I

Availahle fJater
to 1200mm

Coarse textured soils are ìoose, frequently arid,
and often deficient in nutrients. Fine textured
soiìs will harden when dry but are high in avail-
able moisture. Medium textured soils have good
capacity to hold and supply nutrients and have
good moisture retention and tilth.

A high water tahle and poor drainage conditions
inhibit root growth, increasing windthrow pot-
ential. Excessiye drainage tends to cause arid
and infertile conditions.

coarse S, LS 145

moderateiy
coarse

LVFS, SL 240

medi um VFSL, L,
siL, si

cL, scl,
Si CL

sc, sic, c

255

moderately
fi ne

264

fi ne 260

Root penetration is also restricted by shallow
soils. Vegetation growth is often sparse, in-
creasing visual penetration. from Manitoba Department of Agriculture

(no date) Manitoba Soils and Their
Manaqemenf.

FIGURE 3.8
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TRAFFICABI LITY

Coarse textured soils with low fertility and ìow
organic matter are sensitive to compaction from
recreational us€: Vegetation growing on coarse-
textured soils is more sensitive to tramp'ling due
to the twisting action of foot traffic. Coarse
and stony surface textures are less desirable tor
pìay areas. The permeability of fine texturedl
soils decreases when compacted, decreasing infiì-
tration and increasing runoff. Clay textured
surface soils compact when tramp'led in the pres-
ence of moisture causing surface ponding and the
formation of a hard crust on drying.

Shallow soils are susceptible to damage by foot
traffic which may ìoosen the soil from the under-
ìying rock. Shaltow root systems can be easily
exposed and damaged.

Slow drainage causes waterlogged conditions and
surface ponding restricting use of such areas in
the spring and early summer and follow'ing periods
of rain.I zl ¡

Ylt ,tl

EROSION POTENTIAL

¡hallow eoil+ yv.zve"*
àeq @éY yatffi*r

The susceptibility of a soil to erode is influenced
by all three soil characteristics. Generalìy,
soils which are deep, well-drained, with a coarse
but well-graded texture are least susceptible to
erosion. Refer to the erosion section for a com-
pl ete d i scuss i on .
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In general, soils with the highest capability for
cottage development are deep, well or moderately-
welì drained loam soils which have a good organìc
content and structure. Such soils have adequate
engineering capability, are generally fertile,
and are usually tolerant of development stress.
Selection of these soils will tend to reduce
development costs and increase environmental
protecti on.

0ther soil conditions may be preferred to satis-fy specific needs. For exampìe, to ensure firm-
ness of foundation a coarser-textured soil may
be required" Howeyer, this selection wflt pró-
bab'ly be made at the expense of soil tolerance.

As levels of use decline and the quality of de-
velopment becomes more "primitive,. the iange ofsoil conditions suitable for development eipands.
Site tolerance to foot traffic and automobiie
movements is less critical in a low density sub-division. Soils which are someu,hat suscepiiO1e
to frost-heaving.ma{ be acceptable for cottage
foundations provided that structures are buiitto permit adjustments.

Soil .capability for specific cottage development
requirements is presented in the tãbles which
fol I ow.

Sources

Caminos, H., Geothert, R. 1978.
Primer. MIT Press. Cambridge,

Urbani zation
ss.

Curry, R.R. 1971. Soil destrùction associated
wi th forest manageflEn t and prospects for recoveryin geologic time. As soc. Southeastern Bi ôlo i stsBull. l8:3 pp. ll
Fraser, H.R., MiJls, G.F., Smi
Soils of the Grindstone Point

rh,
Area.

R.E. t979.
Canada-

Man i toba Soi I Sunvey

Lynch, C. 1974. Site Planninq. MIT Press.

Manitoba De
Mani toba So

P!. of Agriculture. (no date)
i I s and Thei r Manaqenent. tdi nn I peg

Montgornry, P.H., Edminste
of soiì surveys in plannin
Bartel li, 1.,J., KlingebTe'l
J.J., Heddìeson, M.R. (eds
and Land Use Planninq. So

r, F.C. .l966" 
Use

g for recreation.
, A.A. , Bai rd,
.) Soil Surveys
íl Science

Society of Americã,-Ãmerican Sociêty of
Agronomy. Madison, Wisc.

Portland Cement Association. 1973. The
PCA Soil Primer. Skokie , Illinois
Vold. , T. (ed.) .l982. 

!.o11 Interpretations
for Forestry. B.C. Min istry of Forests,
Min is try o-f Envi ronment

tlhite, 0.1. 1976. Soil Properties and soil
engineering in Canada. McBoyle, G.R.,
Sormervi I le , E. Cqnada's Natural Envi ronment.
Agincourt,0nt.
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SEPTIC TANK
ABSORBTION FIELDS

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY POOR

TEXTURE 50-70% sand
( cìay 40%

; sand
< sand
(clay

40%
B0%
40%

( sand 40%
) sand B0%

¡clay 40%

DRAINAGE wel l rapid
moderate

poor very poor

DEPTH ) 200cm I 00-200cm ( l00cm

SEI.JAGE LAGOONS GOOD

GC, SC, CL, CH

0-0.5cm/hr

) I 00cm

<2%

) I 50cm

FAIR

GM, ML, SM,

0 .5-5cm/hr

100-5Ocm

2-10%

I 50-l 00cm

POOR

SI^,, SP

5-l Scm/hr

50-25cm

10-30%

I 00-5Ocm

VERY POOR

OL, OH, Pt, GP, Gl^¡

) I Scm/hr

( 25cm

> 30%

( 50cm

SUBGRADE TEXTURE

SOIL PERMEABILITY

THICKNESS OF SLOI^ILY
PERMEABLE LAYER

ORGANIC MATTER

SOIL DEPTH

MH

THE DEVTLOPMENT CAPABILITY OF SOILS

FIGURE 3.9
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FOUNDATIONS GOOD FAIR POOR VERY POOR

ROADS & BUILDINGS Gt^l t GP

GC

GM' SP, SC, SM* ML, CL* 0L, MH, CH, 0H, Pt
SW

DRAINAGE rapi d, ù,rel l moderate poor very poor, perman-
ently wet

DEPTH TO BEDROCK
( roads )

) I 00cm 50-l 00cm ( 50cm

DEPTH TO SEASONAL
I^IATER TABLE

) 75cm 50-75cm 25-5Ocm ( 25cm

* if building foundation built on bedrock these soils are less restrictive.

FERT I L ÏTY GOOD FAIR POOR VERY POOR

TEXTURT L, SL, FSL,
VFSL, SCL

cL, sicL,
siL, sc, c

S, LS
si c,

, Si,
HC

marl gravel, dia-
tomaceous earth

CONS I STENCE very friable,
fri abl e

I oose,
fi rm

very fi rm cemented

DRAI NAGE weì I , moderate
if no seepage,
rapid if not arid

) 200cm

moderate,
rapi d

poor very poor

lì

DTPTH I 00-200cm 50- I 00cm

THE DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITY OF SOILS

FTGURE 3.9

( 50cm
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TRAFFiCABILITY GOOD FAI R POOR VIRY POOR

SURFACE TEXÏURE SL, FSL, VFSL,
L.

SJL,CL, SCL,
SiCL, LS

sL, sic, c*,
S, Si, HC

Peaty soils S, l_S

s ubj ec t to bl ow'i ng .

C very poorly drained
t

tCOARSE FRAGMTNTS

ON SURFACE
0-20% 20-50% >50%

STONI NESS stones )l0m
apart

stones 2-l0m
apart

stones 0..|-2m
apart

stones (0.1m apart

DRAINAGE well drained,
rapi d'ly drai ned
if not arid

moderateìy
drai ned

poorly drained,
rapidly drained
if arid

very poorìy dra'ined
and permanently wet

DIPTH ) I 00cm
bare rock

50- I 0Ocm ( 50cm

* well drained SiL and C may be rated fajr.

RESISTENCT TO

EROS ION* GOOD FAIR

loam, clay

moderate

50-l 00cm

POOR

silt
poor, very poor

) 50cm

TEXTURE sand

DRAINAGE rapid, weìl

DEPTH ( l00cm

* see erosion section.

THE DEVELOPMTNT CAPABILfTY OF

FIGURE 3.9

SOILS
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Discussion
soil erosionSoil erosion is an issue with any ìand

development projéct where vegetat'ion or soil will be
disturbred. It warrants treatment as a separate
section because it is influenced by topography,
vegetative cover, and climate as well as soil
conditions.

Soil erosion is a speciaì concern when p'lanning
lake-oriented cottaging because of the proximity
of developed areas to the water body. In-
creased erosion impacts on fish populations by
causing sedimentation of streams and shallow
water areas. Sediment may cover eggs in
spawning areas and increase turbidity and
toxic soil chemical levels. Erosion can also
contribute to nutrient-loading of the water
body.

Erosion is also a concern because it reduces soil
fertility. 0n naturally infertile soiìs such
as those found extensiveìy on the precambrian
shield the effect of erosion in this respect
can be very damaging. Erosion removes cìay
minerals and humus, causes a deterioration of
soil tiìth and decreases the capacity of a
soil to absorb and retain moisture. The loss
of fertility cannot be readily remedied.
Spreading fertilizers on mineral soil is a
fruitless activity, without storage sites the
fertilizers merely dissociate and volatize or
leach away in one to two years.
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In shield areas where soils are often thin
over bedrock, erosion can cause probìems of
root exposure which leads to mechanical damage
of roots by foot traffic and reduced tree
stabiìity.

In more se.vere cases erosion can cause guì'lying
and mass s'lumping.

Soil erosion occurs in conjunction with cottage
development as a result of both construction
and use. It is usualìy during construction
that the greatest site disturbance, and therefore
the greatest erosion problems occur. Higher
density developments which involve the in-
stallation of underground services, site
grading, and the use of heavy equipment cause
more erosion than the construction of an
isolated cabin using hand power. However,
even construction of a smalì cabin can have
serious local impact given poor sìte manage-
nent practices or a site with moderate or
h'igh erosion potential.

After construction, erosion may continue on
a cottage lot if vegetation is not rep'laced
and the ground litter is lost. Human trampling
can cause soil compaction and ìoss of ground-
covers by the twisting action of feet.
Erosion from higher density development
deçlines dramaticaìly after construction has
enf,ed but will continue to be a concern
unless measures are taken to rehabilitate the
si te 'and control runoff .
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Cuide l¡ nes

ASSESSING EROSION POTENTIAL

Soil erosion and sed'imentation control begins
at the pìanning stage by assessing the erosion
potential of deve'lopment sites and avoiding
areas of high hazard. The potential of a
site to erode is determined by:

o soil resistence to erosion,'
. slopÊ ìength and gradient,
. rainfall characteristics - duration,

intensity and frequency,
o vegetative cover.

6}-æ, LEN/íIH
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Soil Characteristics

The properties of a soil which determine its
erodibi 1 i ty are : average parti cl e si ze and
gradation; percentage organic content; soil
structure; and soil permeability.

¿}(¡gÃr:reR,l5Ít¿'' Nt{f¿t{ A¿FFecr
ERô9tôß¡

AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE AND GRADATI0N - Soils
containing high proportions of silt or very
fine sand are, general'ly, most erodabl e as
these particles are easily detached and carried
away. Clay acts as a binder between particles
and tends to decrease the erodibility of a
soil. Once detached, however, clays are easily
transported and settle out very slowly. tlell -
graded soils (soils having a good blend of
particle sizes) are more resistent to erosion.
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PERCENTAGE 0RGANIC C0NTENT - Increased organic
matter in a soil heìps to maintain a favourable
structure which is more permeab'le and more
resistent to erosion forces.
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S0lL STRUCTURE - lllell-structured soils are
more res'istent to erosion. An exception
are soils with pìate-.like structures which
impede infiltration and percolation. Plate-
like structures are common in the surface
mineral horizons of forested soils. Two
structureless soil types which are fre-
quently encountered are: single-grained
types poor in coìloids (eg. sands); amorphous
types which are colloid-rich (eg. heavy clays).

S0IL PERî.IEABILITY - High permeability permits
good infiltration of rain and meltwater,
deìaying and decreasing runoff. Coarse,
granular soils are least erodable. Clayey
soils have a high water holding capacity but
poor infiltration capacity making them more
vulnerabìe to erosion.

SILTY SOILS
AND FINE SANDS

HMH

CLAYEY SOILS MHH

LOAMY SOILS MMM

SANDY SOILS LLL

HIGH H MODERATE M LOI,J L

Slope Lenqth and Gradient
ERODIBILITY, RUNOFF POTENTIAL, AND

SEDIMENTATION POTENTIAL OF SOILS

As slope length and Eradient increase the
rate of runoff increases and the potential
for erosion is magnified. l-and use and area
of,l cleared land strongly influence the
erô¿iniìity of sìopes. 

-n nlghly erodabìe
slope for agriculture or urban development
may pose only a slight erosion hazard to a
less intensive or disruptive land use.
The fol'lowing may be used as a general guide
for cottage deveìopment:

from B.J.R. INC. (1981)

FIGURE 3.10
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0-9%

10-19%

20% and
over

low erosion hazard

moderate erosion hazard

high erosion hazard

,
ó b 6 t

Á'À

a I

INote that although a slope has a low erosion
hazard, it may still require erosion control
measures given other conditions. 0n the other
hand, the erosion hazard on sonÊ sìopes over
19% may be reduced with sensitive design,
mínimal site disturbance and soils with low
erodibi ì ity.

Rainfal I characteristics

The frequency, intensity and duration of rain-
fall are important in determining the amount
and intensity of runoff. As the-volune and
velocity of runoff increase the ability to
detach and transport soil particles also
increases.

Vegetati ve_Cover

Vegetative cover is very important in contro'lling
erosion. It decreases erosion potential in
four ways:

Fo'liage and litter on the forest floor
absorb the energy of falling rain, Fê-
ducing the impact on the soil. The
raindrops are detained so that they drain
sìow1y into the soil.
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2 Roots of p'lants, ground covers and forest
I i tter ar€ a myriad of smal I obstac'les
to the downslope movement of water.
Infiìtration is encouraged.

3 Plants transpire and evaporate soil moi-
sture from previous rainfalls, creating
space in the soil for additional rains.
Plant roots and organic matter máintain
a permeable soil structure. Forest
ìitter prevents soil from dying out
and forming on impervious crust.

=oê
l¡¡HGo. r/l<ocrNJd<
lt aLl-

ERODIBTLITY OF SOTL

L0t{ I,IODERATE HIGH

4 Plant roots help to increase the soil's
ability to resist detachment and transport
by runoff.

òaÈ=toOJ slight moderate severe

l4l
F-ùe<¡¡'t É,Fa tlJ

tc¡oo t

moderate severe v. severe

The erosion potential of an undevetoped, vêg-
etated site is determined from s'lope and soil
conditions (rainfa'll is assumed to be constant).
t,lhile soil and slope influence erosion separately,
in certain combinations the erosion hazard can
be significantly increased. For example, a
n¡oderateìy erodabìe soíl on a slope with mod-
erate erosion hazard has a severe erosion pot-
ential.

ùa-+ (!t
((¡
Fl-

severe v. severe Y. severe

SITE EROSIOÍ{ POTE¡ITIAT

FTGURE 3.I1

Erosion potential increases further when
vqgetative cover cannot be sustained. Sites
whpre vegetation cannot withstand the stresses
of development and use or where plant growth
is difficult (eg. arid conditions) pose a
higher erosion hazard
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SITE MANAG EMENT

As the area and degree of djsturbance o.f
vegetation and soil increase the potential for
erosion rises. Erosion control becomes a
major concern, therefore, of "urban" type cottage
development where densities are higher and site
manipulation is greater. Such deveìopment should
be confined to areas with low erosion hazard to
ensure adequate environnental protection.

iç1!.ucbù. d,reÁ-

qnd. r+f urÞeþ
a(ur.

Development of sites with moderate or severe
erosion potential may be possible provided site
disturbance is minimized and measures are taken
to control erosion. Where vegetation is dis-
turbed and soil exposed the soil must be
stabilized and the site revegetated as soon as
possible. During construction, disturbed
ar€as must be protected from storm runoff
and sediment retained within the site area.

KEEP DISrURÞEP AßEAÓ 3ÈTA¿L

0,

Shoreline deveìopment should occur in areas
of low erosion potential to reduce sedimentation
of shallow water areas. Deveìopment of moderate-
ly erodable sites is advisable ônty if steps
are taken to control sedimentation eg. retäntion
of a vegetated strip between the dìsturbed area
and water.

t
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çaÅira¿¡þ î'
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unÅ¡+hÅþeà,
For fgrther information on soil erosion and
sedimentation control, readers are referred to
the sources which follow.

vegafa*iyø b,¿ßîu

KETAIÑ 5EÞ¡}IEI.IÍ ON SITE
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Sources

Beckettn Jackson, Raeder, Inc. 1981.
Erosion and Sedimentation Control .

Soi ì
EnVîñnnental

Curry, R.R. .l971. Soil destruction associated with
forest management and prospects for recovery in
geologic time. Assoc. Southeastern Biologists Bull. 18(3)

Tourbier, J. 1973. Water Resources as a Basis
for Cornprehensi ve Pl anni ng and Development
of the Christuia River Basin. Uni-ted-Sîãîes
De partment of the Interior.
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Discussion
vegetationVegetation is a very important elenent in the

landscape. It is valued by the cottage owner,
and other recreationists, for its scenjc
quaìities, its function as a privacy screen
and as a modifier of climate. The attractive-
ness of a ìake basin or development site is
strongly infl uenced by vegetation.

Vegetation fulfills many significant ecologica'l
functions. Ptants are primary producers in
the food chain and, as such, determine prod-
uctivity at all higher levels. In addition
to their function as food source, plants
provide cover for most wildlife species and
are important in the formation of soil and
prevention of soil erosion.

Vegetation is an important commodity resource
with value for pulp and paper, lumber and fuel.

Vegetation may also present a threat to people
and property. Tree windthrow and breakage
can darnage structures and power I ines. Forest
fires are potentiaìly devastating to cottage
deve I opment.

The pìanning and design of cottage development
should conserve vegetation values and respond
to the characteristics and tolerances of
site vegetation.
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Guidelines
Planning for vegetation involves two tasks;
a) identification of sensitive and hazardous
vegetation and b) assessment of vegetation
capability for cottage development.

SENSITIVE AND HAZA RDOUS VEGETATION

Sensitive vegetation is vegetation which has
significant value for uses other than cottaging
which would be imparied or destroyed by
development. Included in this category are
unique and representative pìant species and
associations, critical wildlife habitat, scenic
vegetation, and vegetation with value as a
commodity resource. Hazardous vegetation is
primarily vegetation which poses a potential
wildfire threat.

UNIQUE AND REPRESTNTATIVE VEGETATION

Preservation of unique and representative
ndtural resources falts within parks Branch's
md'ndate. Plant species and associations which

protected from development. Plant conrnunities
which are significant examples of the regional
fìora should also be conserved. Unique and
representative vegetation have potential as
an interpretive resource, particularìy in
the context of a provincial park or recreation
area.

SCENIC VALUE

Vegetation is ari'important scenic element,
either as a separate feature (eg. stand of
mature white bírch) or as a component of a view.
Vegetation with scenic value should be identif-
ied and avoided by development. (Refer to the
visual resource section).

t,llLDLIFE HABITAT

The habitat requirements of wildlife are food,
cover and water. As vegetation commonly
provides the first two of these elements, im-
portant habitat requires protection. (Refer
to the wildlife section).

COMMODITY RESOURCE

In areas where conunercial timber extraction
occurs, timber of value for pulp orllunüer
should be avoided where practical. Maintenance
of a shoreland reserve wiìì permit future
cottage development adjacent to cutting areas,
however conflicts from noise and vehicle move-

are rare or endangered or which
qualities that make them unique
size, location) should be identi

have other
(eg. form,
fied and
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rnents will be reduced if development waits until
cutting operations cease. Wood is increasing
in value as a fueì for heating home and
cottage. Backshore areas with suitable fuel-
wood could possibly be reserved for this pur-
pose.

FIRI HAZARD

Cottage deveJopment may stress site vegetation
in two ways: physicaì damage to planti (eg.
scarring, breakage, trampling) ; and alteration
of micro-habitat conditions (eg. soil densdity,
sunl ight, temperatures). I

Physical damage is most likely to occur during
construction, as a result of the movements
of construction equipment. Vegetation may
also be damaged, however, aftei constructìon
is complete<i, during use and maintenance of
the site (eg. heavy foot traffic, road main-
tenance, vehiele movements). Once damaged,
vegetation can be susceptible to dessication,
insect infestation and disease.

Physical damage of vegetation is, in practical
terms, inevitable on a construction site and
areas of heavy use. Efforts should be directed
towards controlling the extent of disturùed
areas and repairing damage (eg. sealing
tree wounds, replanting). Where heavy use is
anticipated (eg. access point, public beach)
steps should be taken to "harden" sites.

Provided it is not extensive, physical damage
is not difficult to remedy. More critical,
in the long term, are alterations of site
growing conditions caused by cottage development.
Vegetation growing on a site prior to development
has grown and adapted to ¿, particular range of
micro-habitat conditions. When these conditions
are altered plant growth is affected. If the
change is great enough death may ensue.

DEVTLOPMENT TOLTRANCE

Areas of vegetation which pose a potential
wildfire hazard shouìd be avoided. This
includes ìand lying in the possible path of
a fire. Fire potentia'l depends on the amount,
size distribtuion, arrangement, volatibility,
moisture content and chemical content of
fuel found in a vegetation type. Forest
types which will be most susceptible to fireare: resin-charged coniferous forest; over-
mature and diseased timber; forests growing
in arid conditions; and forested areás whièh
lack natural fire breaks (water bodies,
marshes, etc. ).

VTGETATION CAPABILITY FOR DEV ELOPMENT

The capability of vegetation for cottage
developnrent is determined by: toleranèe of
development stress; susceptibility to wind-
throw, breakage and disease; suitability
as a vìsual and auditory screen; and nutrient
retention properties.
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-damage to roots
tnoot exposure
-soll nutrlent loss
-rlteration of [þisture r€gitrÊ

GRADTI{G

-soil compactlon
-scarrfng and br€akage

HEAVY
EQUIPHENT

{indthro¡r
-erosion
-altered microclimåte

CLEARTI{G E.IHINI{ING

00ûtsTRUcTI0l{

SO}'E I}IPACTS OF COTTAGE

DEVELOP}IENT ON VEGETAÎIOH

FIGURE 3.T2

Vegetation tolerance to environment change
can be species-related. Some plant species
are known to be less tolerant of certain types
of disturbance (eg. bur oak - sensitive to
compaction). Other plant species thrive in
disturbed areas; many of these are the so-
called "wqedy" species. The plant species
which tend to be most tolerant of develop-
ment are those capabìe of growing in a wide
variety of habitats.

Sites where sensitive species are dominant
have a ìower capability for cottage deveìop-
ment. Sites with a high diversity of species
and age classes should be favoured, as this
tends to increase the number of ptants which
can adapt to the new condit,ions.

Vegetation tolerance is also determined by
site growing conditions. Plants which aré
growing in fertile conditions and not al-
lead¡' stressed, are more capable of tolerating
development. Sites with deep, medium-
textured, well or moderately-well drained
soils.are preferred. Also, vegetation growing
on soils which are resistent to compaction
and erosion will be more tolerant. (Refer
to soils section).

Sensitivity of vegetation is also a factor
of recovery time: the time it takes for plants
to recolonize disturbed areas. In northern
latitudes and arid areas where soil farming
processes and vegetation growth are slower,
recovery time is longer.

-soll compaction
-emslon
-grrundcover loss

TRAIIPtIIIG

-raklng: loss of litter ìayer
-hrushing: loss of regen. stock
-lams: change soil ptl
-lntroduction of exotics

LTAIilTET{AflcE
(l andscapl ng )

USE
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The greater the change in habitat conditions
caused by development, the greater is the impact
on site vegetation. This simpìe rule has two
implications for the determination of deve'lop-
ment capability. The first impìication is that
sites with environmental conditions similar to
those which will exist after construction will
have the least disturbance of vegetation. For
example, cottage development usually results in
a more open tree canopy: vegetation grôwing in
semi-open woodland will be disrupted less than
vegetation growing in dense and shaded cond-
itions. Put in another way, those sites requir-
ing the least manipulation will have the high-
est capability for development.

The second implication is that as the density
and "scale" of seasonal home deve'lopment in-
crease, disturbance also increases. Develop-
ment which involves ditching, grading and the
installation of underground-seivices will have
more impact than the construction of an isolated
cabin with primitive services using hand labour.
Higher intensity development should, therefore,
be located on sites with greater vegetation
tol erance.

As the density of development and degree of site
manipulation increase, retention of forest
vegetation becomes more difficult. Measures
will be required to protect vegetation'from
grade changes, drainage alteration and the
movements of heavy equipment. l,,lhen forest
cover must be cleared, select trees and shrubs
should be salvaged, and topsoil and leaf ìitter
stockpiled for rehabilitation of the site after
construction.
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I,IINDTHROI{, BREAKAGE, DISEASE

Susceptibility to windthrow is deùermrined,
primarily, by environmental conditions, the
most important parameters being: soil depth,
soil drainage, stand density and exposure.
Shallow soils restrict root growth and have
I ittle anchoring effect as a resul t. tlet
soils also impede root growth and cause root
rot. Trees growing Ín forested conditions are
prone to windthrow when subjected to clearing
and thinning. Forest trees are normally
sheltered from the wind and are supported
by the roots and branches of adjacent trees.
tlhen isolated these trees are very unstable.
The situation is worse when trees are in
exposed locations such as the crest of ahill or a lakeshore. Susceptibility to wind-
throw is sometimes thought to be species-
related, however, it is likely that such cor-
relations are the result of local soil cond-
itions more than inherent species characteris-
tics.

Limb breakage occurs as a result of snow
loading and wind. 0pening a stand and exposing
trees to the wind will likely increase break-
age for all species. Susceptibility to break-
age is also determined by flexibility of wood.
Species with weak or brittle wood (eg. poplar,
willow) wíll be more prone to breakage.' ilt¿er
and¡diseased trees will also have moie limb
breakage.

Diseased vegetation, in audition to increasing
the windthrow and breakage hazard, can be un-
attractive. Sorn tree species are susceptible

to disease and pests which are widespread in
the province. (eg. american elm ii dutch elm
disease; jack pine - witch's broom; balsam
fir - spruce bud worm; white birch - birch
borer and heart rot.) Sites with higher
proportions of diseased and disease-susceptÍble
species have lower development capability.

VISUAL & AUDITORY SCREENING

The effectiveness of vegetation as a visual
screen is determined by the density of foliage,
branches and trunks. Mixed forest with good
understory development provides the greatest
visual screening potential when left in a
natural state. tlhen the understory is removed
visual impact is less when development occurs
beneath a strong, high canopy. (Refer to
visual analysis section).

Vegetation can have both a physical and psy-
chological effect which reduces noise. Denser
stands with a mixture of species and age
classes have more potential to reduce noise.

NUTRIENT RETENTION

Vegetation can reduce the impact of on-site
sewage disposal systems on a water body by
intercepting and retaining nutrients. l^lhere on-
site disposal will be used, well-established
and mature plant communities are preferable.
Plature natural systems, as compared to develop-
ing of disturbed ones, have a greater capacity
to entrap and hold nutrients for cycling within
the system.

J
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Sources
Ayor, D. 1971. No

of
ise reduction by vegetation

and g round. J. the Acoustical Socie of
America 5l:l pp 19

Bernatsky, A. 1978.
tion. Elsevier.

Tree Ecolo qy and Preserva-
VEGETATIOI'I

CHARACTERISTICS
OEVELOPI,,IENT CAPAE IL ITY

HIGH

high specles
di versi ty
mixed deciduous
and coniferous

MOOERATE L0tl

low species
di versi ty
monocul ture

McBride, J.R.
in environmen
4:291-312.

1977. Evaluatíon of vegetation
tal planning . Landscape Pìanni nq

SPECIES DIVERSITY ¡rFderate species
di vers i ty
mixed deciduous
or coniferous Minckler, L.S. 1975. tloodtand Ecology: Environ-

AGE STRUCTURE
mental Forestry for the Sma'll Ownermixed age even age

ovemþture

closed

open

50L+

matur€ illmature

oPen

semi -open

20-50l

Odum, E.P. 1971.
l^l.B. Saunders.

Fundamentals of Ecol oqy.
CAÍIOPY DENSITY* semi -open

UNOERSTORY DENSITY dense

0-20t
Rollerson, T. 1982. Relationships between
windthrow and various environnental variablesPERCEI{TAGE OISEASED,

DISEASE SUSCEPTIELE in !oìì Interpretations for Forestry Vold, T. (ed.)
* note that strong, high canopy increases visual absorbtion

l^lal I , G. , Ì^Jright, C. 1977. The Environmental
Impact of Outdoo r Recreation.

VEGETATIO¡I CAPABILITY FOR COTTAGF OEYELOPHENT

FIGURE 3.13
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Discussion shoreline
The shoreline is the focus for most cottage
recreation activities such as boat docking,
swin¡ming, sunbathing, fishing. Shorel ine
suitability for such activities is determined
by its slope, surface materjal, the presence
or absence of aquatic nuisances and exposure
to high winds and waves.

It is essential that sensitive shoreline
and heavily used areas be protected as the
intensity of the activity associated with
these areas makes them susceptible to damage
from overuse.

A shore area assessment to determine its
potentiaì for recreational use is part of
the process of determining the capability
of shoreland fof cottage development.

Guidelines
Assessments of shoreline capability for cottage
development requires that consideration be given
to three zones: wet beach, dry beach and
backshore. The wet beach is the band of water
extending from the normal low water mark to
the 1.5 metre depth (the depth at which most
swinrners loose contact with the bottom). The

.J
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attractiveness of this zone for bathing is
dependent on s.lope, bottom material and the
absence of aquatic nuisances (eg. vegetation,
stumps). hlhiìe a steeply sloping wet beach
may be attractive to stronger swimmers able to
make a deep water entry from the shore, a
shoreline suitable for all swimmers will require
a more gentle slope. Consequently the quality
of bottom is important: a soft or rocky bottom
will restrict use.
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For public use areas associated with sand beaches
the wi'clth of the dry beach is an important
determinant of capabitity. In such situations
the dry beach usuai'ly experiences more use
than the water for sunbathing, etc. Studies
of public beaches verify that at any one time
3/4 of users will be on land while l/4
will be in the water (see camying capacity).

The backshore is the zone lying above the
high water mark reaching inland up to 100
metres or more. This zone is important in
public use areas as it is here il¡Ì. nost
support services (eg. parking, toilets)
will be located. It is also used intensively
for picnicking and active play. The
characteristics of the backshore which are
important in terms of capability are primarily
sl.ope and drainage.
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Shore requirements for cottaging vary accord-
ing to the form and orientation of development.
Each cottage in a ribbon shoreline subdivision
has its own waterfront, while a cluster
developnent usualìy shares common frontage
and conunon bathing facilities.

il

Rjbbon shoreline subdivisions require shord
suitable for docking and bathing for each lot.
Preferred shoreìine will have shallow water
areas for paddling and non-swinuners but will
not be too gentle to restrict boat docking
and deep water entries from the dock. The
water should be free of aquatic vegetation.
The dry beach and foreshore should not be
steep, restricting access to the water.
Steep slopes and rocky shores are acceptable
provided there is a sand beach nearby to
accommodate non-swimmers. Cottage owners
can modify their frontage by removing aquatic
vegetation and bringing in sand fill. However,
these practices should be discouraged because
of negative impacts on fish habitat.
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Backland development does not require all shore
to be suitabìe for recreational use. Bathing
and docking may occur in different locations,
the facilities being shared by all residents
of the development. Good shoreline for cluster-
type cottages may have a variety of shore types:
beaches, bedrock and sheltered areas for
docking interspersed with lower capability ares.
Measures may be required to control the locations
and numbers of docks to prevent crowding and
misuse of public land.

Higher level development such as a recreational
village will require a large sand beach and
marina facility. As the bathing area is
likeìy to be located further from the units,
the land requirements of the beach will in-
crease to accommodate the larger number of
people for sunbathing, picnicking and pìay.
Preferred shore will be gently s'loping sand or
fine gravel beach which permits swinming for all
levels of swinrners. A breakwater and supervised
deep water swimming area may also Ue proviOe¿. 

--
Docking and marina facilitiós will be'locaiÀJ
together and separated from bathing to avoid
congestion and conflict.
,l
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Shore areas which are susceptible to erosion
or damage from foot traffic (eg. steep s'lopes,
dunes, coarse sandy soils) should be avoided for
public use. Where heavy use is anticipated,
steps should be taken to control the movements
of people by directing traffic to areas which
have been "hardened" (stairways and walks).
Where the shoreline is in private hands impacts
may be control'led by lease covenants which
restrict clearing of vegetation and the
construction of structures.

I
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Shoreline which is exposed to a large expanse
of open water ìying in the direction of the
prevaiìing winds or surrmer storms are more I ikely
to experience high waves. The growth of waves
is a function of wind velocity, wind duration
and the length of open water (fetch) over
which the wind travels. Potential wave heights
for a particular segment of shoreline can
be predicted using empirical charts which plot
wind speed against fetch length. Examples
of such charts are found in the appendix.
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Sources
Cressman, E.M. t971. Methodology for 0ntario
Recreation Land Inventory. Ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources.

U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Board.
1966. Shore Pro
Tech. Rep:-T'o.-4
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Slope

COTTAGING - BATHING & DOCKING

Materlal Dry Beach
}li dth

sand, gravel, t.5-20m
smooth rock

Backshore
Slope

Good 8-100Í 0-7f,

Fai r
Poor

2-7t
<zx
> t00Í

cobbles,,loam
ml xed stones,
cìay, sllt,
boulders

other

2l-75n
( l.5m
) 75m

8-t4f.
l5-29r

Y. Poor 30u+

PUBLIC BATHING

Slope Materlal Dry Beach
þJl drh

Backshore
Slope

Backshore
Dral nage

Good

Fal r
2-7%

<2%
8-14Í
l5-291ó

sand

gravel

> 20m

ll-2ûn
o-7?

8-14Í,

weì I

rapi d
moderate

þorPoor snnoth rock,
cobbles, loam

mixed stones,
clay, silt,
boul ders

Jagged bed-
rock, angular
Stones, ooze,
fragmnts

5-l0m 15-29'

U.Poor 30- I 00Í (5m 30Í+ very poor

Unsultable > l00f

SHORELINE CAPABILITY

FIGURE 3.14
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Discussion
microclimateThe term "microclimate" refers to the localized

climate (ie. temperature, sunlight, wind)
experienced at the site level. Adverse
microclimatic conditions reduce the attract-
iveness of a site for seasonäl hone develop-
ment.

Cuide li nes

Access to sunlight is an important microclimatic
consideration. Solar exposure is desirable
in the su¡mer for most outdoor activity, part-
icularly swimming and sunbathing. l¡lhere year-
round use is anticipated solar access becomes
important for space heating. Consequently,
sites which are oriented to the south are
genera'lly preferable to north.facing ones.
Also east facing sites are preferable to west
facing. The former have the advantage of sun
earlier in the day to warm the site but are
shel tered from the hot afternoon rays.

Sites which are located in depressions or at
the base of a slope wilì tend to be colder.
Cold air runs downhill and collects in "frost
pocke ts " .

I'lind exposure has both positive and negative
aspects. Breezeq in sununer can have a pleasant
cooling effect an\he1p to reduce the presence
of flying i"nsects. However, too much wind wilì
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have a chi,lling effect. A site which is ex-
posed to high winds may have problems with tree
windthrow, high $Javes and snow drifting.

âtum? e,r Wee-zzs rc¿Àtczi .4*8ft,
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Sources
Hendler, B.1973. Building in the tJildlands
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Discussion
The water body is the focus of interest and
activity in a lake-oriented seasonal home
development. As a result, special attention
and management are warranted to ensure that
the quality of the lake resource is not impaired
through overuse.

water
ü

I

Management of the water resource requires that
both the spatial and water quality aspects of
the lake be considered. Many uses compete
for the available water surface area: water
skiing, fishing, sailing, swinrning. Conflicts
can arise when levels of use are high or
where there is inadequate separation of in-
compatible uses.

The quality of the water is important for
contact recreation, human consumption and
aesthetics: Ídealìy it should be clear, and
taste and odour free. Ironically human occupa-
tion and use of the resource tends to cause a
decline in quality. Poìlution takes many forms:
chemical pollution from pesticidesr gôS and oil
leakage from outboard motors ; bacteriological
pollution from poorly treated sewage; siltation
from increased erosion; biological pollution
from increased nutrient-loading.

:- ,.¿. ^j
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Cuidelines
As explained in the regional section, the greatest
potential impact on water quality associated
with seasonal home development is nutrient-
loading from human and household waste.
Sewage and certain detergents (eg. dish-
washing detergent) contain high quantities of
phosphorus (and, in the case of sewage,
ni trogen) . These nutrients, i f permi tted
access to a water body, stimulate primary prod-
uctivity which can lead to a decl'ine in the
quaìity of water for recreational use. Most
waste disposal systems conrnonly used in ruraì
areas (septic tank, tile fields, pit privies,
sewage ejection systems, lagoons) do not
effectively remove phosphorus and nitrogen.
These systems, even when built to meet public
health standards can still polìute in a

biolog'ical sense. Wherever waste disposa'l
systems which release treated waste to an
aquatic system are used an assessment of the
potential impact will be required. This will
require the involvement of an experienced
1ìmnolog'ist.

I

LaRe systems can usuaììy absorb a certain
increase in nutrient-loading before water
quaìity changes become apparent. This amount
varies according to the physical, chemical
and biological characteristics of the lake and
watershed. By determining the permissible

increase the capacity of a lake to support
sewage disposaì (and therefore cottage units)
can be determined. A model which can assist
in the determination of capacity is outlined in
the carrying capacity section of this report.

Aìso important, but much more difficult to detect
are the changes to the aquatic regime caused by
land clearing, drainage alterations and water
activity. Chemical pollution from pesticides
and öil and gas leakage from motor boats cause
deterioration in water qua'lity in the long term
but the extent of such impacts and their implica-
tjons are largely unknown

It is evident, therefore, that a comprehensive
inventory of water qual ity is necessary prior
to development to provide baseline data against
which future impacts may be neasured. This
wi'lì provide the opportunity to .learn more about
the impact of cottage development. By regular
nronitoring, water quality changes can be observed
thus facilitating prompt detection of problems
and their subsequent management before they
become extrene.

Surface use of the lake may be managed by cont,roì-
ling nunüers of users and regulating user be-
haviour. Methods of determining boating and
bathing capacity are described in the carrying
capacity section. Concern here is with the latter

Regulation of user behaviour may be accomplished
by such nethods as: water zoning, speed Iimits,
and horse power limitations. Water zoning
is the delineation of the lake surface into areas
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where only certain specified activities may
occur. Water zones might include: open
water zone, non-motor zone, conservation
zone, beach zone, shoreline zone.

open water zone - the area of lake surface
away from the shoreline, free of congestion
and hazards where there are no restrictions
on boating activity. Usualìy the largest
zone of the lake.

sHoß.euNE-
7ÞNe

non-motor zone - areas where no motorized
traffic is permitted because of potential
conflict with other, more tranquil uses
eg. isolated bay suitabìe for nature viewing
by canoe.

NôN- HATæ
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conservation zone - areas where boat traffic
is restricted because of their sensitive
nature eg. fish habitat, shallow water areas.

beach zone - an area surrounding a public
beach where boating is restricted to
prevent conflicts with bathers.

shoreline zone - a band of water around
the shore (eg. 75 nretres wide) where rnotor
boat travel is permitted only perpendicular
to the shore to reduce wake damage and
conflicts with shoreline use.
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Deìineation and enforcement of zone regula-
tions may be achieved by marker buoys, signage,
lake user pamphlets and fines.

Speed limits may be used to control boat traffic
in areas prone to congestion, such as narrob,
channe I s .

Horse power restrictions on boat motors can be
used to control the more space-consumptive
boating activity such as water-skiing.
Such a restriction would be most appiopriate, on
a lake-wide basis, for smaller water bodies and
those designated for more primitive development.

tJhile regulation of on-water behaviour through
the application of such methods has significãnt
potential for decreasing user conflicts and
increasing the total boating capacity of a lakeit should be recognized that enforcement of
such regulations can be difficult. It is
important, therefore, not to rely solely on
water zoning and other regulations to côntrol
surface use but to address these issues elsewherein the planning process (eE. carrying capacity).

=
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Sources
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Discussion fish
Sport Fishing is a very important recreational
activity in Manitoba. An estimated 250,000
Manitobans participated in this aciúity in.l980/81 contributing $21 million in net
benefits to the provincial economy. An

additional $14 million in net benefits
was contributed by non-resident anglers.
(Manitoba, t98ì) A 1972 study estimated that
380 of every thousand Manitobans participates
in recreational fishing., (Manitoba, .l978.)

A 1973 study of Whiteshell Provincial Park
users found that fishing was second only to
swinming in
acti vi ty.
80% of Whit
r e75). Th
and non-cot
to preserve
pìanning co

pop
The

ularity as a recreational
same study found that more than

eshell cottagers fish. (Manitoba,
e importance of anglíng to cottagers
tagers requi res that care be taken
thÍs valuable resource when

ttage development.

Cottage development can have both direct
and indirect impacts on a lake's físhery.
Direct impacts are in the form of ang'ling
pressure and disturbance by on-water activities.
Indirect impacts are in the form of alter-
ations of flish habitat: destruction or damage
of spawning, nursery, and feeding grounds;
changes in lake trophic state.

--i.'---r-.* . =; -
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DIRECT IMPACTS

The provision of road access to a previously
isolated waterbody usually stimulates a
surge of angìing activity. The increased
angìing pressure causes a napid decline of
game fish popu'lations" The pressure continues
until such time that the catch-per-unit-
effort declines to levels similar to those
of neighbouring lakes. tlhile it is unlikely
that this will lead to the total extirpation
of game fish, the qua'lity of the sports
fishery will be severely reduced. Short of
restricting all angling there is not much
which can be done to prevent this decline.
In the eyes of fisheries managers "opening-up"
a lake for cottaging is tantamount to
"writing-off" the sports fishery.

Development on lakes with access increases
angling pressure by introducing a resident
popu'lation of ang'lers. Coldwater (trout)
fisheries are particuìar1y sensìtive to
increased fishing pressure because of the
lower productivity of oìigotrophic lakes.

Active human on-water activity (swimming,
boating) can disturb fish in shallow water
areas with noise, turbulence and wave action,
interferìng with feeding and reproductive
acti vi ties .

I

;IINOTRTCT IMPACTS

Artificial enrichment of a waterbody
caused by deveìopment can ìead to depletion
of djssolved oxygen in the bottom waters
of a ìake making it unsuitable for coldwater

fish species. In more extreme cases
artificial enrichment can lead to summerkill
or winterkilì conditions. In such cases the
total game fish population is extirpated and
will not be replenished naturally unless the
lake is connected by river to a source of
fish stock.

A lake's littoral zone (shalìow shore waters)
and streams are important spawning, nursery
and feeding habitat for many fish species
and are susceptible to damage by recreational
development. Erosion resulting from construc-
tion and poor land management can cause
siltation of fish eggs and turbid conditions.
Road construction over streams causes increasEd
erosion and siltation. Improperìy placed
culverts impede reproductive activities"
Cìearing of "nuisance" aquatic vegetation
and creation of artificial sand beaches to
improve swimming areas can destroy the
suitabiìity of the site for reproduction and
feeding. Shoreline development usually
removes riparian vegetation, deadheads, etc.
which provide valuable shade and protection.

Impacts on fÍsh popuìations can be
reduced through sensitive planning and
design. The process begins with an assess-
ment of the fish resource. This involves
three tasks: description of the resource;,
inventory of habitat; and determination of
lake productivity.

CSnuidec
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PATHWAYS OF POTTNTIAL TFFE CTS OF LAKESHORE
DEVTLOPMENT ON LITTORAL HABITAT

(0ntario,1980)

Fi sh
Dens i ty

Nest
Dens i ty

Soi I Erosion

SITE PRIPARATION
AND CONSTRUCTION

Turbidity and
S'i I tati on

Littoral Fish t{abitat
eg. substrate

food/ fauna
sheì ter/cover
HrO quaf ity

Shorel i ne
Erosion

Sed i rnen t
Res uspens i on

BOATING

Motor [.lastes

LITTORAL ZONE
MODIFICATIONS
eg. clearing rock

debri s

building sand beach
dock instal Jation

FIGURE 3.15
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RESOURCI DESCRIPTION

Determine the species which are found in the
l.ake and are capable of natural reproduction
(ie. not introduced species such as rainbow
trout)" Also determine the lake's viability
as sport fishing habitat (ie. deep water
dissolved oxygen, history of fish kills).
Information can be obtained from Fisheries
Branch records and the District Fisheries
l4anager.

HABITAT INVENTORY

Ì¡lith the assistance of the District Fisheries
Manager determine areas important as spawning,
nursery and feeding areas. Fish species prefer
different locations for reproduction according
to substrate, cover or other requirements
Habitat preferences aìso change depending on
stage in the life cycle. In general, criticaj
habitat are littoral zone areas, shoals and
running water.

Determine areas of potentiaì confìict between
cottage development and the fishery. preferred
shoreline for cottages and public bathing
facilities are generally weed-free sand ãnd
gravel beaches or bedrock. These areas are

,less important as feeding and nursery sites,
ibut Centrachid species select sand and gravel
'beaches for nesting sites. However, prõvided
the substrate is not altered, Centrachid
spawning should not be affecied by development
as reproductive activity usually occurs prior
to intensive sunmer cottage use.
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SPAWNING GROUND CHARACTERISTICS, ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS AND PARENTAL

BEHAVIOR OF SOME MANITOBA SPORT FISH SPECIES

l.later
tenperature
at spawning

Spalvning
date

Depth of
s pawn i ng

area
Spawning subtrate

preference
rj,
I

Parental behaVior

smallmouth bass
(t'li cropterus dolomieui )

16" -l g"c late May-
early July

0ctober

0.6-6m gravel, rock male guards the
nest and young

eggs fall into rock
crevices, parertts
leave inrnpdiateìy

female covers the
eggs with gravel

eggs laid in strings
and left unattended

lake trout
(Salvel inus namaycush )

9" -l 3"C up to l3m ìarge rubble or
boul der

brook trout
(Salvel inus fontinali s)

yellow perch
(Perca flavescens)

wal I eye
(Sti zostedion vi treum)

northern pike
(Esox lucius)

Sept. -
Oct.

up to lm gravel beds in
flowing water

6"-l2"C Apri ì -
eary May

up to 3n vegetation, submerged
brush

7" -g'"c Apri I
l,lay

rock or coarse gravel
shoals in running water

eggs fall into rock
crev'i ces, parents
leave

eggs randonrly scat-
tered and left

5"-11"c Apri I -
early I'lay

up to lm vegetation

adapted from 0ntario (t980).

FIGURE 3.T6
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Conflicts are most likely to occur when
development is located adjacent to other types
of littoral habitat (eg. rocky and weedy âFêäs;
streams) or where these habitat areas are
disturbed by boating activity.

LAKE PRODUCTIVITY

A given lake can only produce a certain annual
yield of fish depending on fertiìity of the
water and other limnological characteristics.
Lake productivity is influenced by three
primary factors: climate; geology of the
watershedi and morphology of the lake basin.
Climate and watershed geoìogy are fundanental
in determining the temperature and nutrient
regimes of a lake. The size and depth of a
lake basÍn have a mediating effect on product-
i vity

ò
è

Smaller and shallower lakes are generally
more productive, having a greater prop-
ortion of their substrate in the euphotic
zone than larger and deeper lakes.

A method for estimating the potential fish
yield of a lake was developed by R.A. Ryder
in ì964. (Ryder, 1965) Ryder called his
method the morphoedaphic index (MEI) because
it uses a morphometric variabìe (mean depth)
and an edaphic variabìe (total dissolved solids)
to predict lake productivity. The relation-
ship is expressed as an equation:

Y=RTDSQ

7

where Y = annual weight of fish produced per' unit area
TDS = total dissolved solids

Z = mean depth
R&Q = empiricaìly determined constants

The MEI can be used to determine a I ake's
capacity to sustain angling. Angling
capacity gives an indication of the level
of recreation developnent a lake can
support. This nethod is described in the
carrying capacity section .EPÀ?'{I¿
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PLANNING AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

All cottage development will have some
impact on the fishery. This impact can
be controlìed by protecting important
habitat and restricting numbers of
people. The degree to which the fishery
should be protected-will depend on its
value as a commercial and recreational
resource. The need for protection will
be high if the lake supports a tourÍst
lodge or is popular with local ang'lers.
0n the other hand, preservation of the
fishery may be given a low priority
in order to satisfy cottaging demands
and relieve pressure on other, more import-
ant, angling ìakes.

As a rule, important habitat areas should,
where practical, be designated as "no developnent"
or "controlled deveìopment" zones. In
thesê areas cottages might be restricted
entirely or permitted with the stipulation
that no alterations of the shoreline and
littoral zones will occur. (eg. backshore
cluster development.) Shalìow water bays
and channels can be delineated as fish
sanctuaries where fishing and motorized boat
traffic are not allowed.

It is important to maintain a diversity of
littoral habitats. The greater the variety
of habitats on a lake, the greater is the
variety of prey organisms and the greater is
the range of fish species and: size classes
it can support.

Roads should be planned to avoid crossing
streams. ['lhere stream crossings are unavoid-
able they should be constructed to minimize
negative impacts. Refer to Fisheries Branch
pub'lication: Recommended Fish Protection
Þrocedures for a. '

Development areas should be set back froml
streams and sufficient natural buffers
planned to control erosion and runoff.

Where preservation of the sports fishery is
considered of equal or greater importance
than cottaging, development should be planned
so that the lake's ang'ling capacity is not
exceeded. Refer to camying capacity section.

Lakes having fisheries sensitive to changes
in dissolved oxygen levels (eg. lake trout
lakes, summerkill and winterkill lakes) will
require controls on development to prevent
nutrient ìoading (eg. holding tanks, cutting
restri cti ons ) .

Sources
Manitoba Department of Mines, Natural Resources

and Envi ron
L978, Techn

ment. t978. l.lhiteshell Study
ical Document 6, Estimates of

Use to 1986.

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources.
1981. Annual Report.

\
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Manitoba Department of llatural Resources.
(no date) Notes on Coldwater Fish and
Thei r Uses. t'li nn i peg .

t of Natural Resources.
tes on I'larmwater Fish and

f"lan i toba Departmen
( no date) No
Their Uses. UJi nnt peg.

Manitoba Department of Naturaì Resources,
Fisheries Branch. (no date) Recommended
Fish Protection Procedu res for Stream
ross ngs in tranî-to6a.

l4anitoba Department of Tourism, Recreation
and Culturaì Affairs, 1975. !.lhiteshell
Provincial Park Visitor Use Study.

Ontario Mini stry of l-lousing. 1980. The
Lakeshore Capacity Study: A Review of
the Component Models.

Ryder, R.A. 1965. A method for estimating the
potential production of north temperature
lakes. Trans. American Fisheries Society.
942 2I4-ZI8

Ryder, R.A. 1982. The morphoedaphic index -
use, abuse, and fundamental concepts.
Trans. American Fisheries Society.
llt: 1 54 -l 64.
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Discussion wi ldlife
Cottage development can have a significant
effect on wildlife populations, especialìy
in areas where, prior to development, human
activity was low. Cottaging generates
noise, vehicle movements, etc. which may
disrupt normal behavior patterns of sone
species, the most serious effect being reduced
reproductive sucess. Game species may be
subjected to new and intense hunting pres-
sure as a result of improved access. Cottage
development impacts indirectly on wildlife
through alterations of habitat such as
brush clearing, site grading, and water level
con trol s .

l.lildlife habitat is composed of food, cover
and water. Riparian zones offer one of these
critical habitat components and often alì three.
Lakeshores are aìso a significant source of
edge condition and species diversity within the
forest ecosystem. 0n the prairie, wooded
lake shorelands function as wildlife oases.
ObvÍously, the shore-water interface is
important habitat for many wildlife species.
As shorelands are also important for recrea-
tion, the potentiaì for conflict is high.
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Cuidelines
The impact of cottage deve'lopment on wildlife
is dependent on:

a) the size and density of development
b) the type, degree, and duration of distur-

bance
c) the sensitivity of individual species

As the area of a development, Íts density
and the degree of site manipulation increase
so does the impact on habitat. The effect of
cottage development is to return a site to
an earlier successional stage, possessing
fewer habitats for animal species assoc-
iated with more mature ecosystems.

The impact of development is usually confined
to the ìimits of the disturbed area, with
the species most affected by the development
being those whose home ranges are lost.
Provided areas of shoreland remain undevel-
oped and.developrent does not damage critical
habitat (eg. deer yards, travel coiridors,
colonial nesting sites) the impact will
remain local ized. II..IPACTS OF RECREATION ON

I.IILDLIFE
As the volume of activity generated by cottage
development increases, disturbance of wiìdìife
beÇomes greater. High speed boating generates
nofse and wake which disturb water fowl and
riparian mammals. All temain vehicles
and snowmobiles extend disturbance into
backshore areas. Intense cottage activity
is usually restricted to a two or three

FIGURE 3.18

(llall and ltrisht 1977)
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month period during the summer. When this period
of activity lengthens, particu'larly into the
winter months when many wildlife spec'ies are
already under stress, the impact of disturbance
becomes more severe.

Some animals adapt reasonably well to human
presence and remain at almost the same numbers
as prior to deveìopment. Other species,
the so-called "urban" species increase as a
result of human activity. Still others are
very sensitive to human presence (eg. moose)
or their behaviours seem incompatible with
human activity (eg. loons). Species which
are dependent on the shore-water interface
are usually most dramaticaìly affected. The
habitat preferences of some wildlife types
and their compatibi'lity with humans are des-
cribed in the appendix.

The impact of cottage development on wildlife
can be control led by three approaches:

1. conservation zoning

2. site planning and design

3. development controls and regulations

CONSERVATION ZONING

Zoning is used to delineate areas to preserve
wi'ldlife habitat and protect sensitive species.
W.ithin these areas cottage development may be
restricted and certain actiyities, such as
povJer boating, exc'luded. Zoning should not

preserve just unique and sensitive habitats.
Areas representative of the various habitat
types existing on the lake should also
be retained in a natural state. Designation
of representative habitat will require
information about species present on the tlake and their habitat requirements. ì

Species requiring protection will include:
unique, rare and endangered species; species
easiìy disturbed by human presence; and
species which depend on habitat easily
damaged by human activity.

A partial list of sensitive habitat requiring
protection is given below:

wetl ands
sheltered marshy bays
streams and rivers'
islands
rock cl iffs
deer and moose yards
colonial nesting sites
raptor nesting sites
migration corridors

Contact the local conservation officer and
Regionaì hlildlife Manager for assistance
in identifying species present and sensitive
habitat. CLI t,lildlife capability mapping
wilì give a rough indication of habitat
productivity for waterfowl and unguìates.

Conservation zones have recreational potent-
ial for wildlife viewing and nature inter-
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pretation. However, human intrusion
into sonn of these areas such as bird colonies,
and waterfowl nesting sites can be harmful.

SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN

Sensitive planning and design of cottage
development can reduce localized impacts on
wi I dl i fe. Cottage or¡,ners , general ly , tend to
spend much effort "cleaning-up" brush on theirproperties. The rernoval of snags, fallen and
decomposing trees, and forest litter greatìy
reduces habitat for many species of small
manmals, invertebrates and birds. The area
affected by such effort is concentrated,
prìmariìy, in the vicinity of the drrrelling
and between the óvelìing and desired view.
Therefore as density increases the proportion
of forest left undisturbed decreases.

Higher density development should be clustered
to maintain natural vegetation between built-
up areas. Ribbon development should be broken
into clusters as well providing natural areas
which permit wildlife access to water. Main-
tenance of a shoreland reserve will reduce
manipulation of the shore-water interface
and faci I i tate wi I dl i fe movenent a'long the
shore.. Road right-of-ways should be ãeveloped
and rpainta4ned to permit the growth of more
naturtal edge condítions
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS AND REGULATIONS

ô
Activity associated with cottage development
can be controlled through lake-wide and site
specific regulations. For example, distur-
bance of sensjtive spec'ies by power boats i
may be controlìed by'restriciiirg speeds or r

engine horse power. Snowmobiìe and ATV use
can be limited to certain seasons and areas
or banned altogether. The duration of
disturbance can be reduced by contro'l1ing
seasonal use of cottages. Thjs may be
achieved by restrictìng pìowing of roads
and through lease restrictions.which prevent
winterizing of dwellings.

t
J
,
t
Iv F-ìr .rolt

The degree to which the wiìdlife resource
should be protected will depend on: the
importance of habitat in the regiona'l eco-
system; the value of the wildlife resource
in general (eg to wildlìfe management
programs); unique, rare or endangered species;
and the value of wildlife to the cottage
experi ence .

Sources
Canadi an l,Ji I dl i fe Serv.ice. l98l . t,lì I dl i fe

Habitat: A Handbook for CanaõE-
Prairies and Parklands. Environment

Ye5 Na Canada. Edmonton.
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Goulden, H.D., Milliken, I.J., Searìe, E.J.,
Schmidt, R.K. 1973. Land Ca ili
cl sification for u a t¡, fe:
A Manua cr n ts ca on n

a. to a Depa nes ,
Resources and Environmeñt. hlinnipeg.

Minckler, L.S. 1975. Upq4!and Ecology:
Environne4tal Forestry for the Small
Owner. Syracuse University Press.

Nero, R.!'1. 1978. Extinct, Sqre and Endangered
t,litdlife in Manitoba. Manitoba Depart-

lethern Affairs, Renewab
Resources and Transportation Services.
t^linnipeg.

0etting, R.A. (ed.) 1973. Manitoba's !.li ld-
i i fe lle¡i tqge : A Gui dãTor-Lanõowners .
Manitoba Department of Minel,-Têsources
and En vi ronmen t. t^li nn i peg .

0ntario. I'linistry of Encironment, Ministry
of Housing, Ministry'of Natural Resources.
'1979. Lakesllore Capacity Stud.y Prosress
Report February 1979. ToiõñTo.

Thomas, J.l^l. (ed.) '1979. h¡i ldlife Habitats
in Mana d Forests: thè Mountai ns
o and as n .s.

res tDpeartment o cu ture Fo
Service. Agriculture Handbook No 553.
l^lashington.
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v¡sual resourcesDiscussion
The scenic quality of a lake and its shorelands
are very important in determin'ing the overall
attractiveness of a lake for cottaging. l4uch
of one's enjoyment of the total "cottage
experience" relies, at least in part,. on the
visual sense. Viewing may be active (eg. sight-
seeing from a boat, wildlife viewing) but
is more often a passive aspect of some other
acti vi ty ( eg. sunbathi ng , fi shi ng) .

The visual resource is comprised of more than
general views of the lake basin as seen from
the cottage or boat. Natural and man-made
features of historic, scientific or scenic
value can great'ly enhance the cottage exper-
ience. A view may be ephemeraì, such as a
sunset or fall colouration or it could be
detailed and small scale, such as colourful
fungi or lichen.

l.lhile cottage development should be planned to
take advantage of a lake's scenic resources
steps are also required to ensure that new
development does not impair the visual
quaìity of the lake. Insensitive development
can destroy sensitive scenic features and be
a blight on the landscape.

t

I

j
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Guidelines
Management of the visual resources involves
two tasks: the identification and preservation
of significant scenic features; and the planning
and design of new development to minimize
negative visual impact.

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES

Significant scenic features are those elements
of the landscape which contribute to the scenic
quality of the lake for the benefit of all users
and which would be impaired or destroyed by
cottage development. Included would be natural
and man-made features, views and veiwpoints.

The designation of landscape eìements worthy
of preservation is, more or less a subjective
decision on the part of the lake planner
There are, however, certain features of lakes
and shorelands which are commonly held in high
regard by people. The folìowing list is offered
as a guide:

narrow channels
headlands and promontaries
rocky cliffs and overhangs
unique geologic features
smal I bays
dmaì ì islands
wlaterfaì l s, streams
marshes and wetlands
unique vegetation
panoramas
viewpoints

eignr:fi¿zrn* (q+utq
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l,lan-made features deserving preservation might
include old dams and other structures, aban-
doned homesteads, and rock paintings.

The best rethod for identifying scenic features
is by field inventory in conjunction with dis-
cussion with local res'idents and Natural Re-
sources regional personnel.

VISUAL IÍ{PACT

The visual impact of cottage deve'lopment should
be considered from two aspects: from the lake
or opposite shore; and from within the deveìop-
ment itself. Poorìy planned development can
impair the view from other cottages or alter
the character of a particular part of the lake.
l,Jhen a si te has i nsuff i cient natural screeni ng
between dwelling units the privacy of outdoor
areas is reduced and people may feeì crowded.

Two concepts usefu'l to discussions of visual
inpact are visual absorbtion and visual
penetration. The former is the ability of
the ìandscape to visua'lly absorb cottage
development, or, put another way, it is the
ability of cottage development to "blend-into"
the landscape. One should think in terms of
the ability of a grouse to become lost to
sight against a backdrop of drfed grass.
Visual penetration is the ability of the eye
to penetrate vegetation or topography to
perceive an object. The vegetation or topo-
graphy acts as a screen or wall. In this case
the "camouflage" is akin to the duck hunter's
blind. Visual absorbtion operates primarily
over long distances such as shore.viewing
whereas visual penetration is the dominant

VISUAL PENETßATIÔN

V¡5UAL Or96gs,Tl4t

a
l
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modifier of short-distance viewing such
as within a developnent

Visual Absorbtion

Visual absorbtion is a function of landscape
character, viewing distance and development
character. Landscapes which are more visually
compìex and provide backcloth to development
tend to have greater visual absorbtion poten-
tial. Visual complexity is defined by the
amount and clarity of visual information
which must be sorted and evaluated by the vieu¡er.
l.lore di verse vegetati on (speci es , hei ght) and
topography increase visual compìexity. Back-
cloth is provided by dense vegetation and
landforms which visual'ly enc'lose the develop-
nent. Against the backcloth the edges of
structures and their forms are less easily
perceived.

þACKLLÙf ¡1

As distance increases between viewer and sub-ject detail is lost, edges become obscured
and colour looses its hue. The average max-
imum range for the identification of most
development types is I kilometre. Iiost
people cannot discern human activity at this
di s tance. "@ a*ffi^
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The characteristics of cottage development
such as colour, location, form and size,
can be the most important deterrninants of
visual absorbtion. A garishly coloured
cottage or a structure located at the crest
of a hill significantly lowers visuaì absorbtion
potential. Extensive clearing of underbrush
and canopy effectively eìiminates much of
the absorbtive capacity of a site.

Cottages which are dark coloured or brown
coloured tend to be less apparent than cottages
which are painted with light or bright
colours such as white, F€d, pink or blue.
Cottages set back from shorelines are less
apparent than those righton the. shoreline.
Gäometric forms contrast more sharply than
naturalistic forms which follow landform
and vegetation pattern. Visual absorbtion
is affected by the apparent scale of cottages
relative to vegetation. Large trees r¡rith a

strong, high canopy provide more visual
absorbtion-than low scrubby material .

(þLôtx
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Visual Penetratìon
a

Visual penetration is a function of vegetation
density and topography. As vegetation becomes

,more dense it becomes a better visual screen.
The best screen is provided by a vigorous
growth of deciduous and coniferous understory.
Topography acts to conceal or reveal develop-
ment. Tiered development on steep shoreland
is more eas'ily seen than simiiar development on
gently sloping terrain. Islands and points of
land function as visual barriers separating
segments of a lake.

+
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To summarize, planning and design to reduce
vi sual i mpact requi res the fo 1 

'lowi 
ng :

l. Where possible, cottage deveìopment should
be located on sites with high potentiaì
for visual absorbtion.

2. Higher density developnents, where screen-
ing between units is more critical should
be located on sites with good naturaì
screening.

Sources

l. tlough, Stansbury and Associates Ltd. 1972.
Lakealert Phase Z__BgIg_t!r_ 0ntario MinìXtry

onto. I

2. Jaakson Pìanning Associates Inc. l9Bl.
Environmental Considerations in Lakeshore
Carrying Capacity. Saskatchewan Environmen
Land Portection Branch.

t,
3. New development should be located so it is

visual'ly separated from existing uses. Is-
lands and points of land, which serve
to visually separate uses, should not be
deve 1 oped.

4. Development should avoid sensitive scenic
areas.

5. Developqent occurring with'in I km viewing
distance of another development or at other
locations where the potential for visual con-
flict is high will need greater care in the
siting of buildings and possibly regulations
controlling setback, land clearing and coìour
of structures.

3. Jacobs, D. , l,rJay , D.S. 1969. Visual Ana'lysis
of Landscape Develoa¡rent, Znd td. Hárvard
Univers'ity, Cambridge, Mass

4. Litton, R.B. i r. 1968. Forest Landscape
Des cri ion and Inventories: A Basis for
Land P ann ng an s gn. . Forest
SéF ìce. Berkeley, Caì'if.

6 United States Forest Service. 1973.
llational Forest Landscape Managemert Vol. I
Ãg. Fndbook ttlo. 434.
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Discussion
Development capabiìity is a reflection of site
tolerance to disturbance and the relative ease
of site development and management (assuming
equal accessibiìity to all landscape units).
Higher capability lands generally support more
intensive use, will require fewer site improve-
ments and less site management. The deveìop-
ment of hi gher capabi I i ty I ands wi l'l ensure
a greater degree of environmental protection.
Lower capabìlity lands can still be developed but
can only supPort low intensity use. Development
of these lands will require more careful design,
and npre intensive management thus increasing de-
velopment costs.

The development capability of a site is depen-
dent on many variables including sìope, soil
type, soil depth, drainage and vegetation. As
the relationship between these variables is com-
plex a method is required which integrates them
to produce an overall capability rating. Such a
rating faciìitates comparisons between shoreland
areas and the priorization of development sites.

Thjs section outlines a procedure which permits
quick and easy identification of sites with de-
velopment capab'ility, an essential step in the
production of alternative p1ans. It provides a
ready means of expìaininE to poìicy makers and
the public the rational for selecting specific
sites and also gives an indication of the poten-
tial costs of site development.

Development
Capab¡l¡ty

't- --
: <_:

¿2 -- -. -<:.-
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Gu de nCS

During resource inventory and analysis the
shoreland areas were mapped to show soi'1, slope
and vegetation characteristics. This information
is overlaid to produce landscape units, areas
with similar slope, soil type, soiì depth,
drainage and vegetation. The five site
characteristics are organized into classes(eg.
slope, gentle moderage, steep) and each class
is rated according to its relative significance
as a limiting factor to cottage deveìopment.

OEVELOPHEÎIT CAPABIL ITY

PARAI{ETERS RÂTI116

STOPE gentle
í¡derate
steep

o-7í8-tsf
l6+

I
3
6

SOIL TYPE SL, L, SCL I
cL, sc, sil*, Lsfi 3
s. c, sicl, sic 6
si, HC,. Pt, organic ¡0

r add ì when SiL associated Hith nþderate slope
add 2 t{hen SiL associâted v¿ith steeP slope
add I rihen CL, SC, SiL associated wlth moderate drainage

tr add I when LS associated Hith rapid drainage

SOTL DEPTH 20Ocm
lffi - 200cm
50 - l00cm

50cm

I
2
6
l0

I
3
6
l0

DRAIIIAGE well drained
moderate, rap!d
poor
very lx)or

VEGEIÂT¡oH high diversity r**
moderate diversity
low diversity

t* specles and age class diverslty.

t
2
6

FIGURE 3.19
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[þv Capability Classes Class A

The ratings for each landscape unit are
summed to derive a total score which reflects
site capabitity for.development: the ìower
the score, the higher the capabitity. To

make the scores more managable they are
assigned to Development Capability Classe!l
each one encompassing a range of scores which
generally reflect a sìmilar level of constraint.

- no or si'ight I imi tations to development
- capability for high intensity of use
- high tolerance to development
- capability for on-site waste disposal, potential

for underground servic'ing 
d

- ease of vehicle nnvement I

Cl ass B

Development CapabilitY Classes - slight to moderate ljmitations to development
- reduced tolerance to development
- on-site waste disposal may be possib'le
- vehicle movenpnts could be impeded
- foundations may be more expensive

Des cri pti on Score Ranges

A good

B fair
C poor

D v. poor

5&6
7 -9

10-13
l4+

Class C

- moderate to severe limitations to development
- low developnrent tolerance
- above average design and management required
- more care required when siting buiìdings
- vehicle access may be possible

Class D

- severe to very severe limitations
- very sensitive to development
- development is not feasible: site constraints

are not overcome in practical terms (economic
or environmenta'l)
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The capability class and slope, soil and vegetation
scores are dispìayed for each landscape unit on
the development capability map. This permits a
quick review and indicates the characteristics of
each 'landscape unit in a simple manner.

Score of S'lope
Cl ass

(eg. gentle)

Score of Soil
Type

(eg. Sc)

Devel oprnent Capabi I i ty
Cl ass

1
B

3 ?

Score of So'il
Depth

(es. 100-200cm)

Score of Vegetation
(eg. high diversity)

Source of Drainage
Cl ass

(eg. well )

J
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MODIFYING METHOD

The general nature of the methodology means -lttulthe ðapability rating may not accurateìy reflect
site cãpaUilities foi specific uses. For example
soils are not rated according to their suitability
as a medium for sev,,age disposal by tile field.
Class A deveìopment s'ites meet the minimum soil
depth requirements for on-site waste disposal but
may requi're imported fi'lt to construct a tile
bed.

Hhen guideline users find that the capability
formula does not accurately reflect local or
regional terrain conditions or their specific
needs they are encouraged to modify the
parameters and ratings as required.

While the developnnnt capability rating is
based on five parameters only, the capability
of a site can be determined by many additional
factors eg. avai I abi I i ty of water s upp'ly ,
presence of disease.susceptible vegetation,
shoreline, etc. This points out the need to
undertake a more detailed analysis of potential
development sites once development capabil ity
is mapped.

Shorel ine type can be a major determinant of
site capability. However, because shoreline
needs vary according to development form,
it wps not included in the developnent
capaþility formula. Shoreline information can
be overlain on the development capability map
to assist in the process of site selection.

Sources
Be
an

ckett, Jackson, Raedar, Inc. i98.l. Soil Erosion
d Sedirnentation Control. Environmental Design

Press , ston,

Hough, Sta
Lake Plan

Marsh, t'l.M. (ed.)
Land Use and Site

Ba

nsbury an d Assoc'iates. 1978. Thaddeus
ti onal roach. Prepared for Ontario

n s yo a a ources, Dryden Districû.

1978. Environnental Analysis for
Planninq. McGraw-Hilì.

rtelìi et al Soil Surve.vs and Land Use
Planning. Madison.

Montgoméry, P.H., Edminster, F.C. 1966. Use of
soil-surveys in planning for recreation in
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Discussion
Carrying capacity is a potentially valuable con-
cept applicable to lake planning that has been
used by recreation planners and resource mana-
gers to estimate acceptabìe levels of resource
use. It is defined by Lime and Stankey (1971)
AS:

the character of use that can be supported
over a specified time by an area developed
at a certain level without causing excessive
damage to either the physical environment
or the experience of the visitor.

Carrying capacity is concerned, therefore, with
both the social and biophysical impacts of re-
source use.

There are three fundamental components of carry-
ing capacity: quaìity objectives; the chara-
cter of use; and the character of the re-
source. The components are interdependent
and all three must be analyzed in order to
determi ne camying capacity.

QUALITY OBJECTIVTS

Carrying capacity cannot be estimated unless mini-
mum acceptab'le standards of use and environmental
quality are defined. Objectives must be stated
at the outset which describe the qua'lity of en-
vironrnent and quaìity of the recreation exper-
ience to be maintained. These objectives are
derived from the broader objectives of resource
managers and the attitudes of resource users.
Quality objectives are also dependent on the

Carryi ng
Capaclty

t
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character of the resource and the character of
proposed use.

CHARACTER OF USE

The character of resource use describes the type
of activity proposed, including how, when and-.
where it wilì occur. The character of use de-
termines the types and degree of impact it will
have on the resource and other uses. The char-
acter of the activity also determines minimum
standards of use which must be maintained (eg.
maximum permissable densities for human safety).

CHARACTER OF RESOURCE

The character of the resource (eg. biological,
physical, chemical) determines its abiìity to
withstand stress and absorb use. The inherent
characteristics of the resource determine the
quality obiectives which are feasible (eg. the
natural water quaì i ty) .

A lake's capacity may be altered by managing
any one of the three components: quality
standards may be raised or ìowered; impacts
may be reduced by controlìing the character
of use through design and managenent and the
resilience of the resource may be improved
(eg.l fish stocking, "hardening" of a site).
,il

cARRYIN/r
ê^?ACt.ÎY

Carr-ving capacity is not a single value within
which no problems or conflicts occur and beyond
r¡¡hich lies total catastrophe. It is a multi-
dimensional and dynanric concept capable of
man i pu'l ati on by resource manageÍrs . The need
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for pubìic participation is obvious.' Resource
users are often in a better position to decide
what constitutes an acceptable quality of
recreation experience or an acceptable degree
of environmental deterioration. Furthermòre,
if given the option, resource users may choose
vol untary behaviour modification over enforced
restriction cf use.

Four methods for estimating carrying capacity
are outlined in this section. They are:

boating capacity
angìing capacity
trophic state capacity
beach capaci ty

The methods are similar in that they are
presented as mathematicaì equations which
generate a capacity figure in development
units. (A development unit is a cottage or
its equivalent in terms of lodge beds or day
use, determined on a regionaì basis.) Each
calculation addresses a different aspect of
lake use, but they will not always be app'licable
in every situation.

The results of the calculations may be compared
to reveal the factor which is most likeìy to
limit development. The capacity figures which
are calculated should not, necessariìy, be
interpreted as absoìute limits to the amount of
use a lake can support. To begin with they are
estimates, and their limitations should be ac-
knowledged. Secondly, through design, management
or reassessment of management objectives the
lake's capacity can be increased.

Boating Capac¡ty
The surface area of any water body has a limited
capacity for boating. When thjs capac'ity is
exceeded, conflicts may arise among various users:
swimmers, water skiers, anglers, sai'lors, etc.
Conflicts may be caused by both physicaì in{er-
ference which creates hazardous conditions (eg.
waterskiing and swimmers) and psychological inter-
ference (eg. still fishing and hìgh speed boating).

Excessive boat use can also cause physical damage
to I ittoral areas and the waterbody. Outboard motors
can churn-up bottom sedirnents in shallow water areas
causing increased turbidity and deterioration of
fish habitat. Gasoline and oil from outboards
can taint the water, particu'lar1y where boat
traffic is heavy or in shallow, welì-protected
emboyments.

A nethod has been developed in 0ntario to assess
a lake's capacity for boating based on the size
and configuration of the water surface and patterns
of boating use and ownership. The method, usually
referred to as the boat limit system, was deve'loped
for the Lakealert study (1972) based on earlier
work by iaakson (.l968),'Threinen (1964) and others.

!'Jh'ile emphasis is on the spatial requi rements
of boating activity, factors such as public
access, navigation hazards, shoreline charac-
teristics and other recreation activities
are integrated into the system.

Since boatÍng is the most aggressive, space-
consuming recreational activity occurring
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on lakes, as t,',ell as being one of the most
popular activities, the system is a useful
indicator of the capacity of a lake to
support recreational development. The boat
limit system does not consider land con-
straints and must be used in coniunction with
an analysis of shoreland capability. This is
particulariy true in the precambrian shield
where the capacity of lakes for boating
usually exceeds the shoreland's capacity
for cottages.

The method involves 5 stePs:

I Determine the surface area of the lake
suitable for boating.

2. Determine total boat capacity.

3 Determine capacity available for new

devel opment.

4 Determine additional boat populatjon
permi tted.

Determine permissable number of
additional units.

lI. iDETERMINE THE SURFACE AREA OF THE LAKE
SUITABLE FOR B0ATING. (An)

Using an air photo or base map, plot areas of
the lake where boating is to be restricted
or discouraged or is unlikely to occur (eg.
non-motor zone, conservation zone, shoreline

zone, etc.). The following may be used as a
gui de :

200' wide protection zone around all lake-
shore and all subdivided islands.

100' wide protection zone around all non-
subdivided islands and navigation hazards.

400'wide protection zone around all
marinas and public beach areas.

all open water more than one mile from
shore (rarely used).

any other designated no boating zones eg.
shallow bays, fish sanctuaries, etc.

Usi ng
area o

a planimeter or dot grid, measure the
f useabìe water surface = Ab

5

2. DETERMTNE ToTAL B0AT CAPACTTy (Br)

The total boat capacity, B¿ is found by div,iding
the boating surface area, Ab by the area df
water requi red by each boat for safe and enjoy-
able operation, Ax.

A5

AX

Bt=
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The value of A* is an average of the s
requfrements of various types of boat

Bs includes boats on the lake from existing cottages,
ìodges and public,use. It may be determined by
direct observation of lake use during peak periods.
Alternately, Be môV be estimated using the follovring
methods:

public boats on lake, Bp = Np x Qp

hlhere Np = nunrber of parking spaces at public access
poin ts

Qo = nurber of boats per parking space on lake' at any one time (research has shown this
vaìue to be 0.4, equivalent to one boat
per 2.5 parking spaces).

boats on ìake from cottages, Bc = N. x b x Qc

where Nç = number of cottages
b = average number of boats per cottage
Qc = percentage which can be expected on water

at any one time (generally 10% - 25%).

boats on lake from lodges, BL = Nl x Qt

where N¡ = nunber of boats belonging to ìodges
Q¡ = percentage which are on water at any one

time (expressed as %).

ace
ng

p
l
aacti vi

(0.4km ,i A density of I boat per '10 cres
is conrnonly used. Regional differences

ing or the mi xvis a vis perceptions of crowd
of boating types rnay require that this value
be changed. A more accurate figure for Av ffiôV
be estimated by observing local and regioñäì
boating patterns to determine the mix of
boating uses and the space requirements of
each activity. For example:

Boating Type % of Total Sp
Re

ace
qui rement

Weighted
Val ue

crui si ng
water ski ing
sailing
tro'l'ling
still fishing
canoeing

a

I 5 acres
30 acres
I 5 acres
8 acres
I acre
I acres

30%
15%
10%
20%

15%
10%

X

X

X

X

X

X

4.5
4.5
1.5
1.6
0..l5
0.8

average space required per boat= 13.05

DETERMINE CAPACITY AVAILABLT FOR NEh,

DEVTL0PMENT (Bn).

The boat capacity available for new development,
B¡ is found by deducting the portion occupied
by dxisting users, Be from the total capacity
Br.

Bn=Bt-Be
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5

4. DETERI{INE ADDITIONAL BOAT POPULATION
PERMITTED (Tab)

The additional boat population which the lake
can support, T¿6 is estimated from:

Tab = Bn

4,.r

where Q¡ = the percentage of boats on the water" at any one time (expressed as %).

Angling CapaciÇ
Angling capacity ìs based on the assumption
that a lake can produce only a certain amou¡írt
of fish flesh per unit area per year. Harv$st-
ing of fish in excess of this amount, over a
period of years, will cause the reproductive
stock to be depleted, and the fish population
will diminish. Given the amount of fish a
lake can produce, the capacity of the lake to
support development can be found by divìd'ing
the annuaì production by the harvest taken
by each development unit. (cottage or equivalent
number of day anglers,lodge beds, etc.)

The foundation for the angling capacity caì-
culation is Ryder's morphoedaphic index which
is described in the fish section of this manual.
Because of this, the calculation is subject
to the limitations of the MEI. The morphoedaphic
index was developed for a relatively homogeneous
set of lakes and may therefore be inaccurate,
without rnodification, for the following types
of lakes: lakes in the northern part of the
province; hypertrophic lakes ; extremely turbjd
lakes; lakes experiencing extensive winter or
summerkill; and 'lakes with excessive water level
fluctuations. The index may still be appìicable
if calibrated for such atypical conditions.

DETERMINE THT PERI-IISSIBLE NUMBER OF
ADDITIONAL UNITS (N perm)

Nperm = fah_
b

where b = the average number of boats per cottage

Nperm is the capacity of the lake for cottage
development assuming no change in public and
lodge use. t^lhere a change is expected (eg. as
a result of improved access) tf¡e lake's
capacity for cottages must be adjusted
accordingly.
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Angling capacity becomes a limiting factor
to development when rnaintenance of the existing
sports fishery is an objective of the lake p'lan.
Where the quaìity of sports fishing is secondary
in importance to cottage development, ang'ling
capacity may be a minor consideration. However,
developing in excess of a ìake's angling capacity
can lead to future fisheries management problems.
The lower quality of angling may lead to
dissatisfaction amongst lake users and demands
for fish stocking and other management programs.

The steps required to calculate ang'ling capacity
are as follows:

STEP I DETERMINE THE ALLOWABLE ANNUAL HARVEST

t. I Calculate the lake's morpho-edaphic
index (N¡I )

MEI =

where TDS = total dissoìved solìds (mg/l)

2 = mean depth (metres)

1 .2 Cal cul ate the maximum sustainabl e ield

3 Determine the optimum sustainable yield (0Sy)

Research has shown that it is unwise to
exploit a fishery to the leve'l of the max-
imum sustainable yi:eld. Fishing pressure
sufficient to take an MSY. made up of
several species may have -a greater impact
on some species than others. In single
species fisheries some stocks may be more
affected than others. Also, expìoitation
to the full MSY. fails to provide any margin
of safety in the event of a weak year clais.
(0ntario, lg80) It is apparent, iherefore,
that some percentage of the MSY. should be
selected as a permissable yield-to protect
fish stocks.

for the total fish community (NSV,

MSyc = 1.39 MEI0'447 (kg/ha/yr)

Furthermore, angling capacity based on the
MSY. does not mean that fish yields will
mee the expectations of anglers. Maintenance
of a high quality sports fishery usually
requires that the annual harvest not exceed
a relative'ly smalì fraction of the MSyç.
For example Hagenson and 0'Connor (1978)
determined that no more than I S% of the
MSY should be harvested to ensure a sus-
tained high qualìty sport fishery. The
researchers also estimated that maintenance
of a moderate quality fishery on 7 l.lhiteshelì
lakes (similar to the quality of others
in the park) limited the OSY to 49% - 6l% of
the MSY.

The OSY should be determined with the assistance
of Fisheries Branch managers based on the
quality of the fishery desired and the
characteristics of the lake and its fish
popul ati on .

TDS

z

v
)

,,rr,.l:...'':,':.:l
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I .4 Calculate allowable annual harvest (Ha)

Ha = Ao x OSY (kglyr)

where Ao = the area of the I ake

STEP 2 CALCULATE THE EXISTING ANNUAL HARVEST (HE)

He=AxCUE(kg/yr)

where A = total angler hours per year for
all users

CUE = catch per unit effort (kglangler
hour)

Total angler hours is obtained from surveys of
lake users including cottagers, llodges and
day users. The existing CUE is also obtained
from surveys or it may be the desired CUE as
identified by fisheries managers.

STEP 3 DETERMINE AVAILABLE UNHARVESTTD FISH
( Hu)

Hu = Ha - He (kg/yr)

STEP 4 DETERMINI CAPACITY IN DEVELOPMENT UNITS
(Nperm)

Nperm = Hu
ÃA xTtF

where Ad = mean ang'ler hours/yrldeveìop-
ment uni t

CIJE = desired catch per unit effort

A development unit is a cottage or its equivalent
in terms of 'lodge beds, day use boats, etc.

The capacity of the lake may be increased (or
decreased) by modifying fisheries management
objectives in terms of the optin¡unr susta'i,n4ble
yieìd and the desired catch per unit effort.

Trophic State Capacity
As described prev'iously in this nnnual the
form of water polìution associated with cottage
development with the most serious long term
implications for water quality is nutrient-'loading from human and household waste. These
wastes contain high quantities of nutrients,
notably phosphorus, which act ìike fertilizers
when permitted access to a water body, stimu-
lating the growth of algae and other aquatic
plants. This increase in productivíty may
cause a change in the lake's trophic status
and a general decline in the quality of the
water for recreation due to increased turbidity,
algal scums and changes in fish populations.

The sewage treatment systems most commonly
used in rural areas ('ie septic tank and tile
field, pit privy, lagoons) are often in-
effective in removing nutrients. For example
when septic tank systems are installed on

coarse sandy soils such as those commonly found
in the precambrian shield, nutrient retention
is negìiqible. Thus, treated wastes, whi'le

II
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acceptable by public health standards, can still
poll'ute in a biological sense.

More recentìy in i4anitoba hoìding tanks have been
promoted as a solution to the problem of bio_
logi cal 

- 
po_l'lution. However, the use of hol di ng

tanks simply transfers the problem to another 'location: the ìagoon wastes must eventually
be released to a watershed somewhere. Furtñer,
problems have been_experienced with the impropérinstallation of holding tanks and leakage

hlhenever cottage developnent wilt result in
an increase in nutrient-loading to a water-
body an assessment of the poteñtiaì impact is
requi red.

Any input of nutrients to a lake will cause
a change-of.water quqlity although the change
may be difficult to detect. The-amount of -
nutrients a lake can absorb without an un-
acceptable decline in water quality is the lake,s
"trophic state capacity',. This amount varies
according to the physical, chemÍcal and bio'logicaì
characteristics of the lake and its watershed] 

--

A method has been developed in 0ntario to
determine a lake's,capacity for development
based on nutrient-toading. The method'
was oriEinalìy described by p.J. Dillon (1974,),
I ater ref ined by Di I I on anâ Ri g'ler ( 

.l975)

and continuing to be refined aõ a pàrt oî
t,t¡e 0ntario Lakeshore Capacity Study (.l990).
The method is based on a modei reporteO Uy'
Vol lenweÍder (1968) which showed a relat.iónship
between phosphorusr mêôn depth and lake trophitstate. Phosphorus is the nutrient which most
corrnonìy controìs production, and therefore,
trophic status, in north temperate lakes.

The method relates natural and artificial inputsof phosphorus to the lake's hydrologic budgel
and morphometry to predict trophic Àtate altera-
tions (expressed as springtime total phosphorus
concentrations, average sumrnertime chlorophyl I
a levels, and Secchi disc transparencies)'
resulting from land use changes. The baéic steps
i ncl ude :

I an estimate of natural phosphorus exported
to the lake in runoff water, based on water
shed geology and land use;

an estimatg_gf phosphorus input from precip-
itation faìling directly on the lake;'

an estimate of totaì natural phosphorus load
to the lake, by conùining (l) and (2) above;

an estimate of total artificial loading to the
lukg, based on population and sewage dlsposal
facjìities;

a prediction of springtime total phosphorus
concentration in the lake by combining the
tota'l phosphorus load with the lake's mor-
phometry and hydrologic budget;

a prediction of the average summertime
chìorophyll a concentratión (a measure ofproductivityf from a known chlorophyll g/
total phosphorus relationship;

a prediction of sumner Secchi disc trans-
parency (a measure of water clarity) from
a known chlorophyll a/Secchi disc relation-
ship.

2

3

4

5

6

7
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To determine the capacity of a lake for develop-
ment the model is used in reverse. The planner
sets limits for the "permissible" sunmer
secchi disc transparency or average chìorophylì
? concentration. From this, the ',permissible"
total phosphorus concentration at ipring
overturn can be calculated. This, in turn,is translated into a "permissibìe" artificíal
phosphorus laod which can be expressed in terms
of,development units based on anticipated use
and type of sewage treatment.

The method is described in detail in
Rigler (1975). Note that the method
to be refined as part of the Ontario
Capacity Study, the final results of
wi:ll soon be pub'lished.

to minimize the need for field investigation.
The simpìicity of the method is both a
strength and weakness. Uncertainty in regards to
the model'ling sequence and data ináccuracíes
can resul t in considerable error. l-towever,
as the method is based on empirical models its
accuracy will increase through modifications
based on experience. The moãel's abiìity topredict Ímpact in quantitative terms makäs it
a valuable p'lanning tool , provided proper
caution is taken in the interpretation-of results.

Beach Capacity
t^lhen backland cottage development shares a
common lake frontage, the nunber of dwelling units
can be limited by the capacity of the shareã
beac.h. to lupp.ort bathing activity. Beach capacityis determined by the spãce requi red by beach
users for their safety and enjoyment. If the
density of bathers is too greãCpeople wiltfeel crowded and swimming will bb impeded.

A beach is usuaìly comprised of a wet beach,
dry beach and backshore. For the purposes óf
beach capacity the three zones are"defined as
fol I ows :

wet beach - the band of rvater lying between the
water line and the l.S metre ¿eÞtf¡l The minimum
width for pubìic use is about lOm and the max-
imum width is about 60m.

Di I lon and
con ti n ues
Lakeshore
which

i^lhile the method was developed and has been
appìied primarily in southerrn 0ntario it has
been shown to have value elsewhere when adjust-
ments are made to compensate for regional
differences (eg. clímate, soils, etð.). Itis known that the model neecis to be calibratedfor dystrophic ìakes (brown-stained lakes which
drain bogs) which are cornmon in the northern
regions of the precambrian shield (Hough,
Stansbury, .l980). 

Also the method has-not
been tested extensively for prairie lakes,prairie soiìs and agricultural watersheds.It ryould be wjse,therefore, to seek the
ass!stance of experienced limnologists from
the. Water Management Branch when ãppìying the
method.

Some planners perceive the method as too complex
for wide spread application. The method, isin fact quite simple and has been designed
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dry beach - the band of land adjacent to the
wet beach extending inland 30m or to the limit
of useable land (ie. well drained, gentìe
slope) whichever comes first.

STEP 2 DETERMINE BATHER CAPACITY (N5)

2.1 If dry beach is limiting:

N

where A¿ = the area of the dry beach (m2)
õ = the area required by each bather

(m2 )

2.2 If wet beach is I imi ting:

N5="Aw
"b

where A'y = the area of the wet ¡eactr (m2)

the area b is determined from observations of
existing use on other beaches in the region.
The folìowing is presented as a guide:

high density - gm? (100 ftz) of dry beach

medium densir, l"ä¡fåtìli¿ ¡¿2) or dry beach

tow density - 4omEt[u88t?iâi or dry beach
per person.

STEP 3 DETERMINE CAPACITY IN C0TTAGES(Nperm)

Nperm=NbxQb

where Qg = the percentage of cottage pop-- ulation expected to use the beach
at peak period.

A6

6--
b

backshore - the area of land extending from the
Iimit of the dry beach to the extent of useable
land or a distance of .l20 

meters from the shore,
whichever is less. The backshore is more
important for public beaches not associated
with cottage development for it must be large
enough for parking, sanitary facilities and
pi cn i cki ng.

Research has shown that the land area require-
nents of bathers are more critical than the
water surface requirernents. At any one time,
over 75% of beach users may be found on the
dry beach while only 25% may be in the water
(Jaakson, 1973). As a result the land
area associated with beaches is usuallvlimiting factor in terms of capacitt- "
Generally, the wet beach area onìy becomes
the limiting factor when its area is less than
l/3 that of the dry beach.

To determine the capacity of a beach the steps
are as follows:

STIEP I
¡

DETERI4INE IF DRY BEACH OR WTT BEACH
IS LIMITING

Assuming that the spatial requirements of
bathers are equal for land and water the wet
beach becomes limiting when it is less than
l/3 the size of the dry beach
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Other Methods
SHORELAND CAPACITY - the area of shoreland
which meets the minimum requirement for cottage
deveìopment in terms of shoreline, sojì, slope,
vegetation, etc. This area wilì be apparent
as a result of the assessnent of development
capabi 1 i ty.

l.llLDLIFE CAPACITY - the amount of development
which is permitted without causing undesir-
able alterations of wildlife populations.
lhis value is djfficult to predict in quantifi-
able terms, although one component of the
Ontario Lakeshore Capacity Study (1978) is
attempting the task. Alternatively,
by identifying and preserving wildlife habitat
during the lake planning and site planning
processes the inpact of cottage deve'lopment
on wildlife will hopefully be minimized.'
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For every lake there will be a number of differ-
ent ways development can occur while stiìl ful-
filling the role of the lake and meeting plan
objectives. To present these options and pro-
vide a choice to decision-makers a number of al-
ternatíve plans are formulated. The plan alter-
natives demonstrate different quantities and mixes
of lake use reflecting different interpretations
of the role statement.

Each plan will contain proposals for fhe use of
land, shore and water areas. The location and
form of proposed development will be shown graph-
icaìly, including seasonal homes, support facil-
ities and any other proposed use (eg. public
use areas). Proposed land use and water use des-
ignations (eg. conservation zone, no deveìopment
areas) wfll also be shown. Varying intensities
of development may be illustrated by the alter-
natives based on different estimates of lake car-
rying capacity and different assumed leyels of
lake and site management.

A useful technique to he'lp in the designation of
land and water areas is to overlay the resource
maps on a ìight table. For example, to aid in
the selection of sites for development maps show-
ing development capability, shoreline type, other
use and sensitive features may be overlaid to re-
veal sites with the fewest constraints.

The advantages and disadvantages of each plan al-
ternatiye should be described. The implications
of each plan should be discussed in terms of the
economic, environmental and social costs and
benefi ts.

Alternative
Plans

-l
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Foìlowing review of the alternative plans by re-
gional resource managers and the public one al-
ternative or a combination of one or more alter-
natives is chosen for implementation. This p'lan,
which becomes the official plan of the lake, de-
fines the course of new development and serves as
a framework for all future development on the lake.

The plan document will include the following:

Plan Choice &
lmplementation

I . ROLE STATEÍVIENT

A brief statement of the role the lake is to ful-fill within the region, and a list of plan objec-
ti ves .

2. OTHER USE

A written and graphic descríption of existing use
and potentiaì use areas.

3. RESOURCT INVENTORY & ANALYSIS

The results, in verbaì and graphic form, of the
resource inventory and analysis.

4. DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITY

A ryp showing the results of the development cap-
ability analysis.
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5. CARRYING CAPACITY ESTIMATES

The results of the carrying capacity estimates.

6. ALTERNATIVE PLANS

ll. I'îA;IAGEMENT REQUIREI'IENTS

A description of initial and on-going management
requirements (eg. water quality analysis, site
rehabil itation, enforcement, etc. ).

Graphic plans of development alternatives with
verbal account of advantages and disadvantages.

12. COST ESTIMATE

An estimate of the costs of proposed development'
including operation and maintenance costs as well
as initial costs of develoPment.

A pìan designating land and water areas fot spe-
cific uses accompanied by a verbal description.

7 . DEVELOPI4ENT PLAN

A plan of the whole lake showing the location
and layout of proposed development. A verbal
description to accompany the plan.

8. ZONING PLAN

9. SITE PLANS

IO. I IMPLEMINTATION SCHEDULE
¡

A description of the timing and phasing of de-
vel opment

Detailed plans of development sites showing the
form of proposed developments (eg. lot locations,
access roads, etc.).
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THE LIMNOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAKTS

Critical to determining a lake's capability
for recreation development are the limnol-
ogical character of the lake and the sen-
sitivity of the aquatic ecosystem to the
pressures of human activity. In order to
make judgements based on the relationship
between water quality and recreational
use it is important to understand some
basic limnological concepts.

THE BIOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF LAKES

Lakes are cìassified on the basis of their
biological productivity. Productivity is
a measure of the quality of life, in all
forms, supported by an ecosystem. At the
base of the aquatic food chain solar energy
is converted into calories of edible food by
the primary producers: the green plants
(algae and macrophytes). The abundance
and rate of growth of the green plants
ultimately determines the productivity
of all higher levels of the food chain.
Plant productivity is determined by
various factors; the supply of dissolved
nutrients being of particular importance.

Productivity can also be considered a measure
of the orgahic matter produced by a system.
Each level in a food chain utilizes only a
small percentage of the production of the
level below; most decomposes. In a lake
system, decaying organic matter sinks to the appendix A
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deeper water where oxygen is consumed in the
process of decomposition. (Hough, Stansbury
and Associates, 1977).

Three general lake types are delineated in a
continuously rising scale of productivity.
These are termed oligotrophic, mesotrophic
and eutrophic.

OLIGOTROPHIC I-AKES

0ligotrophic lakes have a low nutrient supply
in relation to the volume of water they
contain. As a result, biological productivity
is generally low, the waters are clear and
the deepest layers are well supplied with
oxygen throughout the year. These lakes
tend to be deep with mean depths greater
than l5 metres and maximum depths greater
than 25 metres.

Fish species such as Laketrout and l.lhitefish
which require cool, deep, oxygen-rich water
are found in most oligotrophic lakes.
(Vallentyne, 1974). Two well-known oligotr"ophic
lakes in l*lanitoba are l,lest Hawk Lake in
tlhiteshelI Proyincial Park and Clearwater Lake.

EUTRdPHIC LAKES

Eutrophic lakes lie at the other end of the
spectrum. They have a high nutrient supply
in relation to the volume of water they
contain. Bioìogicaì productivity is
generally high, dense growths of phyto-

plankton occur in surface waters. Mats of
rooted plants and filamentous algae may be
abundant in shallow-water areas. The deepest
waters exhibit reduced concentrations of
dissolved oxygen during periods of restricted
circulation. Eutrophic lakes tend to be
shallow with mean depths less than l0 metres
and maximum depths less than 15 metres. The
dominant fish are the warm water species which
can tolerate lower concentrations of dissolved
oxygen such as bass and pike. (Vaìlentyne,
1974). Examples of eutrophic lakes in Manitoba
are Max Lake in Turtle lvlountain Provincial Park
and Rock Lake.

MESOTROPHIC LAKES

Mesotrophic lakes occupy an intermediate
position between the two extremes. They are
intermediate in respect to nutrient supply,
depth, biological productivity, water clarity
and oxygen depletion in deeper waters. Meso-
trophy is just a conyenient category for lakes
that are borderline between oligotrophy and
eutrophy. Yelìow Perch is a fish species which
is conunonly abundant in mesotrophic lakes.

Three primary factors regulate productivity
and determine a lake's trophic status:
nutrient supply, morphology of the lake basin,
and climate (light and temperature). Thus,
deep lakes located in the nutrient-poor soils
of Manitoba's precambrian shield tend towards
oligotrophy and the shaìlow lakes in the
nutrient-rich prairie soils tend towards
eutrophy.
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In addition to the three general categories
there are two other classifications used to
describe Manitoba's lakes: dystrophic and
hypertrophi c.

DYSTROPHIC LAKES

Dystrophic lakes are high in dissolved
colouring matter: brown humic materials
which drain from bogs. The colouring
reduces the light penetration and there-
fore, the productivity of the lake.
Dystrophic lakes are corrmon in the pre-
cambrian shield where bogs are found.

I-IYPERTROPHIC LAKES

Hypertrophic lakes are those at extreme
stages of eutrophy due to high nutrient
loading. (Davi.s, 1980). Prairie lakes
in agricultural areas are often hypertrophic.

THE LAKE AND ITS I'{ATERSHED

It is important to realize that the entire
watershed and not just the lake or the
lake and its shoreline, is the basic eco-
system unit. The terrestrial and aquatic
portions of any watershed are inherently
linked with the gravitational movement of
minerals in drainage waters flowing from
the land to the water. (Dillon, 1974').
The geologic make-up of the watershed has
a major effect on water quaìity. Watersheds

with nutrient poor soils and granitic parent
materials are usually unproductive and acidic.
Lakes surrounded by aìkaline surficial deposits
are usually basic.

It is important to note that the aquatic
portion of a watershed is "downhill" from
the terrestrial portion. The implication
of this in terms of lake pìanning is that
any alteration in a watershed ultimately
effects the lake. (Dillon, 1974).

i

TEMPERATURE AND OXYGEN CONDITIONS IN LAKES

Temperature conditions in l.akes during mid-
summer generally follow one of two common
patterns. In shallow lakes which are well-
exposed to the wind the water temperature
wi'll be almost constant from top to bottom,
usually varying less than 2oC. This uni-
formity,of temperature indicates that the
lake waters are well-mixed. In deeper
lakes with maximum depths greater than 5-10
metres, three characteristic layers are
present: the epilimnion, an upper zone
of warm water with a more-or-less uniform
temperature; the metalimnion, a middle zone
in which the temperature declines rapidly
with depths and the hypolimnion, a lower
zone of cold water in which the temperature
is again more-or-less uniform (.Vallentyne,
1e74).
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typical thermal structure of a lake
in temperate latitudes in summer

from Va'llentyrre 1974 p. 43.

Vertical and seasonal changes in dissolved
oxygen concentrations depend, for the most
part, on a lake's depth. In shallow, well-
mixed lakes the waters wilì be ,lell-oxygenated
throughout. However, reductions during periods
of stagnation such as the duì.l, windless days
of late summer or during winter ice cover.
(Hough Stansbury 1980).- Manitoba's shallow
prairie lakes are affected by a phonomenan
known as an aìgal bloom. A bloom is a rapid
increase in the abundance of planktonic algae
which usually occurs in sununer when water
,temþeratures are elevated. When algal blooms
colìapse due to a change in environmental
conditions (eg. onset of colder weather)
the subsequent decomposition of algae causes
severe oxygen depletion. The result is
masgive fish mortality, hence the name of
this occurence: summerkill.

During the winter months (with ice and snow
cover on ìakes) primary production drops off
and decomposition becomes predominant. As the
winter progresses oxygen levels drop-off and
may become depleted causing "winter-kiìl"
(Barica I 980).

In deep lakes in summer the warm surface
(epilimnetic) waters ftoat on the coolor,
more dense hypolimnetic waters. The clif-
ferance in density creates a resistence
to mixing by wind action. Many lakes do
not become fulìy mixed again until the
fall when surface waters cool. During
thermal stratification the hypolimnetic
waters receive no oxygen from the atomos-
phere. Depending on the interaction of a
number of biophysical factors ie. rate of
decomposition, size and shape of the lake
basin, flushing rate, etc. the lake's
hypol imnetic oxygen resource can become
depleted. Under such conditicins a lake
is unsuitable for mo.st coldwater species
of fish (Hough, Stansbury 1980).

LAKE SUCCESSION

Lakes are temporary features of the land-
scape. They are continuously undergoing
a gradual process of change from youth
to maturity to old age, or from oligotrophy
to mesotrophy to eutrophy. The death of a
lake can be equated with the onset of swamp
or marshland conditions. (Schenk l97l ).
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The process of natural eutrophication is
an exceedingìy slow process, measurable
only in terms of geologic time. Naturaì
sedinrentation rates have been estimated
at I mìllimeter or so per year. This means

that, since the last ice age, some 
.l0,000

-15,000 years ago, an average of l0-15
metres of sediments have accumulated in
most lakes. (Vallentyne, 1974.)

CULTURAL EUTROPHI CATION

Cultural eutrophication is a term used to
describe man-induced changes in the rate of
natural succession. Whereas natural
eutrophication is primariiy the result of
sedinentation which causes a reduction of
water volume relative to nutrient supply,
cultural eutrophication is an increase in
nutrient supply relative to water volume.

Relative to natural eutrophication, cul-
tural eutrophication can be extremely
rapid, creating conditions in months that
woul d take thousands of years under
natural conditions.

Major human sources of nutrients are sew-
age, detergents, industry and agricultural
activity (fertilizers, erosion, and live-
stock waste). Forest clear-cutting and
forest fires can also cause fluctuations
in nutrient supply.

Recreation development can have a sign'if-
icant impact on lake trophic state. Septic
tile fields, lagoons and other sewage
treatment systems that release "treated"
human and household waste to the lake are

major sources of nutlients. A'lthough
such wastes may neeL provincial public
health standards they often contain sig-
nificant levels of dissolved nutrients
whjch can "pollute" in a biological sense.
Land clearing, increased erosion, fertilizers
and boating activity can also increase the
supply of ñutrients. (see lake water I
secl'¡ón. ) I

The impact fronr sparse population den-
sities such as those of typicaì cottage
development can be difficult to detect.
However, development occurring steadiìy
over a period of 10-25 years may aìter
the lake's trophic state depending on
the physical, chemical and biological
character of the lake. (Hough, stans-
bury and ttlichalski 1980.)

In deep, thermaì1y stratified lakes in-
creased nutrient loading stimulates pro-
ductivity. The increased levels of
phytoplankton create turbi d conditions
and a generaì decline in water quality
for most recreational activity. Increased
decomposition can lead to the depletion
of dissolved oxygen in bottom waters cre-
ating conditions unfit for coldwater
species.

In shallow, naturally eutrophic lakes in-
creased nutrient-loading increases stresses
on an aìready productive environment. There
is an increase in the production and fre-
quency of algaì blooms and aquatic plants
to the point where recreatìon activities
such as swinmÍng and boating are hindered.
There is also an increase in the frequency
of the sunrmerkill and winterkill of fish.
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WILDLIFE: HABITAT PREFERENCES AND COMPATIBILITY
bllTH COTTAGE DEVELOPMENT

Habitat preferences of a number of wildlife types
and their capability with cottage development are
described below.

}.lATERFOI'¡L

Most recreation lakes have low capabi'lity as
waterfowl habitat because they are generally
deep without extensive areas of march vegetation.
Prime waterfowl habitat requires mudflats and
shoreline vegetation (for nesting and loafing)
in association with open water areas (for feeding
and protection). Dabbling ducks prefer to nest
in upland grassy or brushy cover not far from
water. Islands are also preferred locations for
nesting. Recreation lakes may be important as
staging areas during migration.

Most waterfowl are fairly resilient to human
activity except during the matjng and nesting
season (spring to early summer). Most water-
fowt will be off the nest by the time summer
lake activity peaks. Loons are very sensitive
to human activity during breeding and nesting.
They build their nests immediately adiacent to
the waterline which greatly increases potentia'l
disturbance and damage from boat traffic.

COLON IAL-NESTIRS

Colonial-nesting, fish-eating birds such as
white pelicans, double-crested cormorants and
several kinds of guìls and terns are highly
vulnerable to humans. Human visitation to breeding

I

append¡XB
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colonies can result in high chick mortality when
parents and chicks flee the nest.

RAPTORS

Nesting raptors can be disturbed by human acti-
vity. Raptor nesting sites, which are found in
tall trees. or on rock cliffs, are usually occu-
pied annual ly.

SONGBIRDS

The impact of recreation development on song-
bird populations is usually confined to the im-
mediate area of the deveìopment. Clearing and
manipuìation of vegetation causes a dramatic
change of habitat with the ìoss of the shrub
layer, thinning of the canopy and removal of
standing dead and snags. This usualìy results
in the disappearance of some species from the
area (eg. ovenbirds). 0n the other hand, low
intensity development in woodlands tends to in-
crease the amount of edge condition which at-
tracts other species (eg. phoebes). Consequen-
tly recreation development can actualìy increase
the diversity of songbird species.

UNq

tlhi¡

often linked to winter habitat conditions. As
snow cover increases deer will "yard-up" in pro-
tected areas, usually cedar swamps or other con-
iferous woodìand. Tree thinning, branch removal
and ground clearing associated with recreation
development can reduce a site's suitability as a
deer yard. blhite tailed deer, like all ungulates
require access to water. If a lake is ringed
with cottages access is impeded.

However, on the whole, white tailed deer are rea-
sonably compatible with cottage development.
They seem to:lerant of human presence especially
when activities are concentrated in the summer
months. l^,li nter cottage use, especi al ly when
snowmobiles are involved, extends the period of
disturbance and increases the pressures on the
deer when they are already stressed by environ-
mental conditions.

Moose

In general, moose are very sensitive to human
activity and are also affected by increas.ed hunt-
ing pressure. Preferred moose habitat is sub-
climax forest, shrubby open woodland, shallow
bays,, and alder swamps. In deep snow winters,
moose will also yard-up in sheltered locations
such as dense coniferous forest adjacent to a
reliable food source (ie. shrubby open woodtand).
Moose will select islands as sites for giving
birth and nursing.

l.loodland Caribou

Caribou are sensitive to human presence. Hunting

ULATES

te tailed deer

Conflicts occur between cottage development and
white taiìed deer when development significantly
alters wjnter habitat or impedes movement.
Dedr survivaì and reproduction success are
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by peopìe other than status indians is strictìy
controlled. In summer caribou feed on grasses'
sedges, forbs and twigs. In winter when snow
cover becomes thick caribou feed on tree and
ground lichens on bedrock ridges and in sPruce
bogs. Caribou use ice-covered lakes for winter
travel and for bedding-down during the day.

El k/Wapi ti
Elk are also sensitive to human presence. They
prefer wooded hillsides and lakeshores in sum-
mer; sheltered woods adjacent to open grassìand
in winter. Elk are found in the Riding and Duck
Mountains, in the Porcupine and Spruce I'loods
Provindiaì forests and in the Interlake.

SMALL MAMMALS

Major, localized, changes in small mammal habit-
at occur with the construction of a cottage or
similar development. Some species wil'l be dis-
sipated or reduced while other, more "urban"
species will increase. Where deveìopment density
is low only a few home ranges will be affected.
As the density and extent of development increase
so will impact. It is unlikely that changes in
small marrnal populations caused by typical cot-
tage development would have much impact on the
regional ecosystem. However, it is important to
remember that small manunals play a very important
role in the ecology of any terrestrial ecosystem.
They are principle primary and secondary cons-
umers and are the major food source for many sec-
ondary and tertiary consumers.

FURBEARERS

0f the furbearing species those dependent on
wetlands: mink, beaver, muskrat are likely to
be most affected by lake development. Mink use
the shore-water interface almost exclusively.
Mink require a high diversity of habitat t¡,1pes
to provide the high diversity of food sour(es
they prefer. Cottage development, by tendi'ng
to reduce the diversity and abundance of shore-
line vegetation can have a severe impact on mink
populations.

RART AND ENDANGERED WILDLIFE

Certain wildìife species require specia'l atten-
tion because of their rare or endangered status.
Rare species include species which at one time
were more abundant in Manitoba but are now sel-
dom seen and those whose numbers are threatened
in Manitoba or on a world-wide basis. Some of
these such as the polar bear and white pelican
are quite abundant in Manitoba.

RARE SPECIES

burrowing owl
ìong-billed curlew
ferruginous hawk
greater sandhill crane
gray fox
fox squi rrel
northern pocket gopher
eastern tiger salamander
green frog
pìains spade foot toad
northern prairie skunk
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RARE SPECITS (C0NT',D)

plains hognose snake
mule deer
ba'ld eagì e
peregrine falcon
great gray owl
wol veri ne
greater prairie chicken
whi te pe'l i cans
doubl e-creasted cormorants
western grebe
polar bear

(Manitoba, .l978).
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GENERÂL IJATER QUALITY OBJECIIVES

Geae¡al tlater QEItty objectlvea Elve overall guldance to uater unrgers for
ênaurlnt that, re8ardlcss of the utllfzatlon or developænt of the uater
rcaource, reæonrble Èaoures stll be taken to protect uater qusllty'

Every effort should be Ede to retaln tl¡e natural quallty of provlnclal watera.
Shquld, h6'ever, lt be deeæd necessa¡J to allov deSradatlon to occur for
aoclo-econ@lc or oÈher reaso:s, then all reasonable 4d practlcable ææureg
thou.¡.d be eoployed to ensure that the loss 1n qualtty does not exceed the
olnlDu levela requlred to protect the rcst senaLtr.ve we.

Provlnclsl saÈere deeæd to have outs!údlng nstural recreatl.@al and aesthetlc
ialue ahould be Eintalned tn thelr natural gtate.

1o cueure that the qullty and overall value of provlnclal vaters are protec¿ed
ud ohoced, vatcr pollutlon control Pro8r_a+g 6hòu1d ensue Èhat:

1. the qulfty of æy body of saÈer and the llfe-6yateE f$ctlonfng sfthitr
t¡et body should not be allosed to deterlorate belm qluLnu acceptable
levela ê.nslstent slth current knosledge and Practlcable technology, or
lf belæ, should be brought up to a Elnlo@ sccePtable quallty;

2. CertalD "hlBh qulltyl bodfes of vater shose ex{stLng quallty ls substãtf¡lly
¡bove erl'sttog requlretents, should be ElDtalned aÈ thelr exlsttûg hlgh
qullÈy levels;

3. llt¡ere oatEal condlÈlona sre sufÈable, atl bodles of vater should be
suffÍclently hlgh quattty to penlt safe dfrect body cmtact;

4. Â11 vaters should Deet ElnfBE tatlonal or lntemaÈloqal sÈædarda ild
objectlves (etatutory, recoæended, or agreed) deafgned for the PEotectloq
or ãh&ceænt of publlc health ed ve11-belug;

5. fre q€llty of sEtere should be Dafntalned so as not to lEpede optlEuE
austaLnable econoElc yfeld of M4ltobars ftshery resourcea coEpatlble sfth
ocher dealÌed uaes of sater:

AII gaters should be @lnÈatned free fron, or slthln concentratlou llDfta
deelgnated 6der approprlate leSlalation reaPectlng envlro@ntal
@otül!ânts or conditlæe, 6ny eubstæces ehich Pose r threat to the
aqustlc or h@il envl,ronDenÈ. Such freedo¡ or llúltatlon thould be
@rroboEated by blological a6sesaEenÈ¡

All sacers should be free fr@ aoqta of aubateces 6ttrlbutable Èo

uulcLpal, lnduatrlal æd other dlscharges thst etll settle to forn
putre3cat or othêÉf6e obJectlonable depoalta' that Produce colour, odour
ed olher condttlong, Ln such a degree as to create a nùi'g4ce ot ln
cdce'otr¡Èlona that are tqic or hanful to ht@' æ1El oE âq6tlc ltfe;

8. All rster¡ shauld be frce fron flcatlng debrls' oll, scuE rnd othcr
f loatfng mterlals attrlbutable to Miclpal, lndustrlal oE other
dtecharles (tncluJln8 Èhose froú shtps rtd othcr ssÈerbome vchlcles) ln
Eoùnts rufftclent tq c¡uae qetthlly or deleterlous effccte on slter '

qurlltt;

9. Àll'gatera 3hould be f ree f ron nutr{enÈ gubstúces derlved f roc @lciPsl.
lodEtrlel, agrfcultural or other gources 1n concetrtrttlons or quútftles
tllt cr"!t€ ouls&cc 8rølht of aquåtlc Plúts and alga.

append¡XC
MANITOBA WATIR QUALITY OBJECTIVES

(Ctean Environment Comrnission, 1979)

I
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appendix
ToREcRSTIIIG cURVES FOR SHALLOW - WATER I,IAVES

from U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research
Center. 1966. Shore Protection Plannin

I
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Design.
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